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0.2 Abstracts

0.2.1 A Survey on Visualizations for Musical Data

Digital methods are increasingly applied to store, structure, and analyze vast

amounts of musical data. In this context, visualization plays a crucial role, as it

assists musicologists and non-expert users in data analysis and in gaining new

knowledge. This survey focuses on this unique link between musicology and

visualization. We classify 129 related works according to the visualized data types,

and we analyze which visualization techniques were applied for certain research

inquiries and to fulfill specific tasks. Next to scientific references, we take

commercial music software and public websites into account, which contribute

novel concepts of visualizing musicological data. We encounter different aspects

of uncertainty as major problems when dealing with musicological data and

show how occurring inconsistencies are processed and visually communicated.

Drawing from our overview in the field, we identify open challenges for research

on the interface of musicology and visualization to be tackled in the future [162].

0.2.2 On the Distant Reading of Musicians’ Biographies

To support the dynamic exploration of musicians’ biographies, we provide various

views that visualize aggregate biographical information of musicians. For the

divisions where musicians worked, we use a tag cloud. As musical and further

professions are organized in a hierarchy, we apply a sunburst technique tailored

for such structures. A map plots all places of activity. Using GeoTemCo for

that purpose, occluding dots are clustered and metropolises of music history,

e.g., Munich, Vienna, and Berlin, are salient as large circles. To illustrate the

denominations of musicians, we use again a tag cloud, and a pie chart to visualize

musicians’ sexes. Finally – based on the dates of birth, the first mentioned

dates, and the dates of death – we define an activity time for each musician.

The aggregate of all activity times is shown in a timeline graph. With mouse

interaction, each view can be used for filtering purposes. So, the investigation

of rather generic research questions in musicology gets possible [159].
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0.2.3 Visual Exploration of Musicians and Institutions

Prosopography is a tool for humanities scholars to analyze common characteris-

tics of a historical group, and prosopographical databases have been a particular

focus of recent works. Such examples have been the basis for developing various

visualizations to investigate various research questions facilitating a closer look

at musicians’ biographies and their commonalities. Jänicke et al. presented

Musiker Profiling, a visual analytics system to extract musicians with similar

careers and biographical characteristics. Khulusi and Jänicke outlined a system

giving a distant reading view of the biographies of around 30.000 musicians.

Albeit these works give an appropriate view of the musicians’ biographies, they

only support investigating certain research questions. One reason is that some

metadata remains unused, e.g., the affiliations of musicians to (118) musical in-

stitutions, which became a subject of interest to our collaborating musicologists.

In this paper, we present a visualization that helps analyze the relationships be-

tween musicians belonging to musical institutions, and furthermore, our system

allows for observing the evolution of 114 different musical professions. Our

approach diverges from Jänicke et al.’s social network visualization as we foster

a multifaceted analysis of musicians by arranging related musicians in a temporal

context depending on their professions, relationships, and institutions [154].

0.2.4 An Interactive Chart of Biography

Joseph Priestley’s Chart of Biography is a masterpiece of hand-drawn data

visualization. He arranged the lifespans of around 2,000 individuals on a timeline,

and the chart obtained great value for teaching purposes. We present a generic,

interactive variant of the chart adopting Priestley’s basic design principles.

Our proposed visualization allows for dynamically defining person groups to

be visually compared on different zoom levels. We designed the visualization

in cooperation with musicologists having multifaceted research interests in a

biographical database of musicians. On the one hand, we enable deriving new

relationships between musicians in order to extend the underlying database,

and on the other hand, our visualization supports analyzing time-dependent

changes in musical institutions. Various usage scenarios outline the benefit of

the Interactive Chart of Biography for research in musicology [160].
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0.2.5 musiXplora: Visual Analysis of a Musicological Ency-
clopedia

Making large sets of digitized cultural heritage data accessible is a key task

for digitization projects. While the amount of data available through print

media is vast in humanities, common issues arise as information available for

the digitization process is typically fragmented. One reason is the physical

distribution of data through print media that has to be collected and merged.

Especially, merging causes issues due to differences in terminology, hampering

automatic processing. Hence, digitizing musicological data raises a broad range

of challenges. In this paper, we present the current state of the ongoing

musiXplora project, including a multi-faceted database and a visual exploration

system for persons, places, objects, terms, media, events, and institutions of

musicological interest. A particular focus of the project is using visualizations

to overcome traditional problems of handling both, vast amounts and anomalies

of information induced by the historicity of data. We present several use cases

that highlight the capabilities of the system to support musicologists in their

daily workflows [161].

0.2.6 Visual Analysis of Linked Musicological Data with the
musiXplora

While digitizing data is the first major step for many digital humanities projects,

visual analysis is of high value for humanists, as it brings a wide range of possi-

bilities to work with data. While rather traditional analysis often concentrates

on standalone or sets of information (close reading), global inspections of linked

data are also requested by today’s researchers and made possible through digital

processing. Hence, distance reading approaches are more and more found in

humanities projects. Next to such approaches allowing new research questions

of quantitative analysis, linking previously separate information on a data level is

another way of providing humanists with access to further, previously not reach-

able, global inspections of faceted datasets. As a domain with both, faceted

data and a rather low level of digitization, musicology is a prime example of how

the digital humanities may improve and support the daily workflows of humanists.

Despite the generally low level of digitization, multiple projects already build

a basis to help in digitizing the field. As an example, the musiXplora project

collected a vast amount of musicological data throughout the last 16 years and
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now offers both, a detailed biography of persons, places, objects, events, media,

institutions, and terms and also the linkage between these kinds of entities to

help in giving a user a comprehensible overview in the traditionally fragmented

field of musicology. Supported by a set of visualizations, the website of the

project allows for visual analysis of close reading and distant reading levels. This

not only helps researchers in their daily workflows but also offers users with a

more casual nature an interesting view inside the domain of musicology [156].

0.2.7 MusiXplora: Accessing Digitized Musicological Linked
Knowledge Through Visualization

While the field of music visualization is a catalyst for digitization in the music

domain – motivating to collect and digitize data —, musicology as a research field

still focuses on analog data in daily workflows. In a recent state-of-the-art report,

visualizations for different types of music data are shown, giving insight into the

developments of the last two decades. As stated in this survey, the German

musiXplora project1 links the digitization and visualization of musicological

data. While our previous works focused on visualization aspects of the project,

this paper will introduce the genuine concept of the musiXplora to the digital

humanities community [155].

0.2.8 Visual Analysis of Chronologies from the Careers of
Plucked Instruments, their Players, and Manufacturers

(Abstract translated from German) Over the past two decades, research in

the humanities has been transformed by the advent of digital tools. Where

traditional research was limited to printed media and their availabilities, digital

humanities research is just getting started. Instead of offering static graphics

that must first be prepared to be helpful to readers, data can be dynamically

prepared and adapted to different requirements. While traditional sources

offer access and extraction of long lists, usually filtered according to the most

likely useful criterion, digitally, data can be specifically filtered through search

interfaces to get to the desired data quickly and accurately with semi-automatic

input by the user. Thus, a user is also no longer limited to the research

questions that were already planned or found to be relevant in print media but

gains broader autonomy in his or her work. Further, digital data sets offer the

unique opportunity to adapt to agile research questions. If a user encounters
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an interesting anomaly or striking pattern during a search, they can focus on it

on the fly through interactions, rather than painstakingly searching additional

analog data sources that could shed more light on exactly this aspect [152].

0.2.9 A Timeline Metaphor for Analyzing the Relationships
between Musical Instruments and Musical Pieces

Digitization projects make cultural heritage data sustainably available. However,

while digital libraries may capture various aspects, relations across different

sources often remain unobserved. In our project, musicologists aimed to re-

late musical instruments with historical performances of musical pieces, both

contained in different sources. We defined a similarity measure taking instru-

mentation, temporal as well as geospatial metadata into account, with which

we were able to hypothesize potential relations. We propose a novel timeline

design that offers a specific semantic zoom metaphor enabling the collaborating

musicologists to observe and evaluate the results of our similarity analysis. The

value of our system for research in musicology is documented in three case

studies [176].

0.2.10 On Visualizing Music Storage Media for Modern Ac-
cess to Historic Sources

Finding a balance between conserving historic objects and using them for

research is one of the big issues in historic collections. Digitization holds the

opportunity to offer safe and non-destructible access to historic objects, making

them available for research. With this poster, we want to give insight into our

planned visualization system, using close and distant reading access for visual

analysis approaches and allowing musicologists novel approaches to normally

fragile and endangered media [157].

0.2.11 MusiXplora: Visualizing Geospatial Data in the Musi-
cological Domain

The musiXplora is an interactive and multimodal tool for the domain of mu-

sicology, developed in a collaborative and interdisciplinary fashion. It serves

as a research environment that, on the one hand, links large data collections

on musicians, musical instruments, events, and more, and, on the other hand,
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offers a set of visualizations that allow users to explore and analyze these data

sets comprehensively. In this paper, we discuss our recent work to emphasize the

relevance of geovisualizations in the musicological domain and provide detailed

insights into how the musiXplora can be used to address geospatial research

questions. We introduce two distinct use cases and discuss how musicologists

can use the musiXplora’s geovisualizations as distant-reading tools. Thereby we

demonstrate how the musiXplora can contribute to the confirmation of existing

hypotheses and to the formulation of new ones [91].

0.2.12 On Digitizing Historic Music Storage Media For Com-
putational Analysis

Between 2018 and 2020, the digitization project TASTEN, funded by the

German government, digitized 3200 piano rolls for self-playing pianos preserved

at the Musical Instruments Museum at Leipzig University (MIMUL). A piano roll

is a historic music storage media (MSM) coding movement impulses through

holes punched into the paper. When played, a pneumatic system uses this code

to create sounds at runtime.

For musicologists, such piano rolls are of high value. First, they are the

only source of musical performances by famous pianists in times preceding

sound recording technologies. Secondly, they offer a rich repository to study the

music-making practice and musical interpretation around 1900 for researchers.

We expand our prior source catalog to include their technical predecessors:

Cardboard and metal plates, which also use punched holes as code. They share

the issue of being fragile – after decades of usage and storage – making it

important to digitize them for preservation, also [91].

0.2.13 Exploring Life in Concentration Camps through a
Visual Analysis of Prisoners’ Diaries

Diaries are private documentation of people’s lives. They contain descriptions

of events, thoughts, fears, and desires. While diaries are usually kept in private,

published examples like the diary of Anne Frank show that they bear the potential

to give a personal insight into events and into the emotional impact on their

authors. In this paper, we present a visualization tool that provides insight into

the Bergen-Belsen memorial’s diary corpus, which consists of dozens of diaries

written by concentration camp prisoners. We explicitly offer close and distant
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reading approaches. For this, a calendar view presents the texts and provides

insight into the days the authors wrote about as an overview. Complementary

tools such as the ConceptTool help filter and reduce the amount of text if

needed. Different modes provide access to quantitative and sentiment analysis.

We also show examples of use cases that illustrate the importance of the tool

for researchers and point to its use for memorial visitors [153].
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Remarks

This dissertation is the work of a single author. Still, several researchers and

partners were crucial to the collaborations on which it is based. To emphasize

this cooperative aspect, the pronoun "we" is used in throughout the work.
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Zusammenfassung

0.2.14 German

Bei dem Versuch GeisteswissenschaftlerInnen von digitalen Zugängen zu überzeu-

gen trifft man immer wieder auf Widerstand. Digitalisierungsangst wird das

Phänomen genannt, welches beschreibt, dass viele traditionellen Wissenschaft-

lerInnen die Angst verspüren von digitalen Prozesse ersetzt zu werden. Das

behindert nicht nur den Fortschritt der Wissenschaftsdomainen selber – da sie auf

viel digitales Potential verzichten müssen – sondern macht auch die alltägliche

Arbeit der Forschenden verhältnismäßig schwer. Im Zuge der Fachrichtung der

Digitalen Geisteswissenschaften (oder Digital Humanities) haben wir in den

letzten acht Jahren verschiedene Versuche unternommen um die Gradwanderung

zwischen "Wie können wir traditionellen Geisteswissenschaften helfen, ihr digi-

tales Potential auszunutzen" und "Wie können wir ihnen vermitteln, dass ihre

Expertise nicht mit digitalen Mitteln zu ersetzen, sondern zu ergänzen, ist?" Wir

präsentieren unsere erfolgreichen interdisziplinären Kooperationen, wie diese ent-

standen sind, sich entwickelt haben und auf welche Probleme wir gestoßen sind.

Im ersten Schritt werden wir uns mit Grundlagen befassen, die ein umfangreiches

Bild der Digitalen Geisteswissenschaften zeichnen und uns in das Themengebiet

der Visualisierung einführen. Die Visualisierung hat eine besondere Fähigkeit

gezeigt: Sie schafft die Gradwanderung und hält somit die Digitalisierungsangst

klein, während sie WissenschaftlerInnen nicht nur den Zugang zu ihren Daten

vereinfacht, sondern auch völlig neue Forschungsfragen ermöglicht. Nach einer

Einführung in unsere interdisziplinäre Kooperationen mit dem Musikinstrumenten-

museum der Universität Leipzig, sowie mit der Gedenkstätte Bergen-Belsen,

werden wir eine Reihe von Nutzerszenarien vorstellen, die wir im Zuge von 13

Publikationen gesammelt haben. Diese zeigen unsere KooperationspartnerInnen

bei dem lösen von unterschiedlichsten Forschungsaufgaben, welche wir mit

Hilfe von Brehmer und Munzner’s Task Classification einordnen. Somit zeigen

wir, dass wir den Forschenden ein breites Spektrum an Möglichkeiten liefern:
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So können sie sowohl ihre klassischen Forschungsfragen beantworten – und

teilweise erstmals langjährige Hypothesen über die Daten verifizieren –, aber

auch ein eigenes Interesse an vorher nicht möglichen, neuen Forschungsfragen

und Ansätzen entwickeln. Wir schließen die Einblicke auf die einzelnen Ko-

operationsvorstellungen schließlich mit Ausblicke auf unsere neusten Projekte.

Diese sind durch das wachsende Interesse der KooperationspartnerInnen an

den von uns gelieferten Methoden entstanden. So bekommen wir zum Beispiel

Einsichten in die Musik von echten Virtuosen des 20. Jahrhunderts. Die dafür

nötigen Toninformationsträger sind durch die digitalen Werkzeuge erstmals

hörbar, ohne Beschädigungen des alten Materials zu riskieren. Zudem können

wir computergestützte Analysemöglichkeiten bereitstellen, die den Musikwis-

senschaftlerInnen bei ihrer Arbeit helfen. Im Zuge des Visualisierungsprojektes

an der Gedenkstätte Bergen-Belsen werden wir sehen, dass aus dem ehemals

kleinen Tagebuch-Projekt ein multimodales und internationales Projekt mit

Institutionen aus Kultur und Wissenschaft aus acht Ländern entstanden ist.

Dieses widmet sich nicht nur der Frage des Erhalts von Kulturgütern aus Nazi-

Verfolgungs Kontexten, sondern auch moderner Möglichkeiten der Vermittlung

und Aufbereitung von Wissens rund um diesen Kontext. Zum Abschluss wer-

den wir unser Erfahrung und gesammeltes Wissen in Form von Probleme und

Herausforderungen an der Grenze zwischen Informatik und traditionellen Geis-

teswissenschaften zusammentragen. Diese dienen zukünftigen und aktuellen

Interessierten solcher interdisziplinären Kooperationsprojekten als Vorbereitung

und Hilfestellung.

0.2.15 English

Attempts to convince humanities scholars of digital approaches are met with

resistance, often. The so-called Digitization Anxiety is the phenomenon that

describes the fear of many traditional scientists of being replaced by digital

processes. This hinders not only the progress of the scientific domains themselves

– since a lot of digital potential is missing – but also makes the everyday work

of researchers unnecessarily difficult. Over the past eight years, we have

made various attempts to walk the tightrope between "How can we help

traditional humanities to exploit their digital potential?" and "How can we

make them understand that their expertise is not replaced by digital means, but

complemented?" We will present our successful interdisciplinary collaborations:

How they came about, how they developed, and the problems we encountered. In
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the first step, we will look at the theoretical basics, which paint a comprehensive

picture of the digital humanities and introduces us to the topic of visualization.

The field of visualization has shown a special ability: It manages to walk the

tightrope and thus keeps digitization anxiety at bay, while not only making it

easier for scholars to access their data, but also enabling entirely new research

questions. After an introduction to our interdisciplinary collaborations with

the Musical Instrument Museum of Leipzig University, as well as with the

Bergen-Belsen Memorial, we will present a series of user scenarios that we

have collected in the course of 13 publications. These show our cooperation

partners solving different research tasks, which we classify using Brehmer and

Munzner’s Task Classification. In this way, we show that we provide researchers

with a wide range of opportunities: They can answer their traditional research

questions – and in some cases verify long-standing hypotheses about the data

for the first time – but also develop their own interest in previously impossible,

new research questions and approaches. Finally, we conclude our insights on

individual collaborative ideas with perspectives on our newest projects. These

have risen from the growing interest of collaborators in the methods we deliver.

For example, we get insights into the music of real virtuosos of the 20th century.

The necessary music storage media can be heard for the first time through

digital tools without risking damage to the old material. In addition, we can

provide computer-aided analysis capabilities that help musicologists in their work.

In the course of the visualization project at the Bergen-Belsen memorial, we

will see that what was once a small diary project has grown into a multimodal

and international project with institutions of culture and science from eight

countries. This is dedicated not only to the question of preserving cultural

objects from Nazi persecution contexts but also to modern ways of disseminating

and processing knowledge around this context. Finally, we will compile our

experience and accumulated knowledge in the form of problems and challenges

at the border between computer science and traditional humanities. These will

serve as preparation and assistance for future and current interested parties of

such interdisciplinary collaborative projects.
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Chapter 1

Motivation

Since the early times of humanity, the need to preserve knowledge and analyze

happenings allowed humans to extend the range of their knowledge and cognition.

This gave birth to many research domains, which date back to the early times

of human civilizations. Newton formulated the use of preserving knowledge

and building upon it with his famous description of nanos gigantum umeris

insidentes. Translated to English, the phrase says "If I have seen further it

is by standing on the shoulders of Giants". This highlights our need to build

upon known information to be able to reach further than previous generations.

The same holds true for new emerging research domains in modern times. An

example of such a domain is computer science. While some controversy about

when computer science developed and who (or who not) is to be credited

remained [305], researchers are agreeing on the fact that the discipline is

based on – and evolved from – traditional mathematics and physics. With

the manifestation and advances of computer science, especially the capabilities

of automatic processing, the field did evolve from a "mere" possibility to

increase calculation and processing to a vast field, inter-lapping with most

traditionally independent research domains and introducing new kinds of research

questions [145, 227]. Also, while many natural science domains did adopt

computer technologies – from linguistics to aerospace engineering [259] – to

calculate and process data on micro- and macroscopic levels, new subdomains on

the intersection did evolve – like bioinformatics – or began to include computer

technologies such as the domain of geography.

For the group of humanities research in general – as distinguished from the

natural sciences and computer science – the intersection with computational

approaches did not start with computational tasks. Vladimir Propp published his

syntagmatic analysis of Russian folklore in 1928 [261]. This work can be seen as
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one of the earliest on the intersection between literacy and structural analysis.

Also, it is an early example of distant-reading approaches as an interface between

computer science and humanities, common for the Digital Humanities.

The utilization of computer science as a technical and computational domain

in the humanities was adopted decades later and even many years later than its

influence began to grow in the natural sciences. This late development may be

caused by the rather low overlap with mathematics, to which computer science

is heavily related to. Beginning in the early 21st century, the movement of the

Digital Humanities evolved, while its origin can be dated earlier. Opposed to the

development in natural science, this movement did not focus on evolving the

own science domain through adaptations of modern computational technologies

directly into the field, but rather to help the existing domains to build hybrid

processes and projects consisting of traditional humanities expertise and modern

computation science technologies [20]. The domain of Digital Humanities can

not easily be classified into the existing system of sciences. While it consists

of features for both, computer science and humanities, it cannot be put into

either one but constructs a kind of bridge between both domains [302]. Hence,

interdisciplinary communication and collaboration form a core for heterogeneous

teams of experts from different domains to share knowledge and realize projects.

In its early days, this mostly consisted of a strict form of bringing together

traditional humanists and computer scientists. This introduced a set of chal-

lenges, starting with communication and often ending with the willingness to

compromise, as both sides could have rather different expectations and needs

on research. Through the years of the early Digital Humanities movement, this

strict form evolved more and more from a mere collaboration between separate

fields to a form of interface, specialized in interdisciplinary communication and

skilled in broader humanistic and computer science-like approaches to research.

This resulted in explicit Digital Humanities studies being introduced at universi-

ties, teaching computer science and humanities students how to collaborate and

access knowledge and skills needed for interdisciplinary linked research. While

this means that these students may not be specialized in a specific humanity

domain or not be fully schooled in computer science, they offer a valuable

mediating and connection skill, still needed to propel the humanities to be able

to use modern technology.

During our research, we worked with experts from two traditional (and

mostly non-digital) humanities: musicology and history, which resulted in two

distinct sets of collaborations. We were able to observe their daily workflows
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and interactions with digital technologies and learned why their fields are rather

hesitant to make use of available digital technology. In both, the utilization of

the computer science subdomain of visualization proved to be of the highest

value for the projects. Visualization, as a user-centered front-end, paired with

back-end computational processes not only helped the traditional approaches

of researchers and their daily workflows but also helped in accessing novel and

exciting use cases, sparking a range of new research questions and approaches,

without hindering the already existing ones.

During our collaborations, we have seen positive examples of how to build

bridges between different domains, letting more computational power and digital

advantages be funneled into specific, existing workflows in a non-intrusive and

non-hindering way. While it does not show how to "revolutionize" a whole

domain, it did result in examples, knowledge of pitfalls, and steps to be taken.

With this knowledge, it is not only possible to reproduce successful cooperations

but also scales for projects on a more macroscopic level, as our present projects

show. In the following, we offer a comprehensive description of our experience in

approaching interdisciplinary collaborations. We will provide a detailed look at the

initial steps of communication and process design, the benefits of prototyping

and evaluation, and how the resulting tools are of use. We will focus on

visualizations in these collaborations as tools to get humanities scholars to

collaborate and support their work. We begin with brief theoretical sections

on related work and the scope of our project (Chapter 2) and on visualizations

and visual analysis (Chapter 3). We then dive into our own contributions to

discuss the collaboration with partners in musicology (Section 4.1) and history

(Section 4.3). After describing the resulting tools and applications, we will give

real-world examples of how various humanities scholars have used these tools in

Chapter 5, before discussing pitfalls and problems in working at the interface of

computer science and historical humanities (Chapter 6).

3



Chapter 2

Related Work

In the last decade, a wide range of projects has been published dealing with

the contemporary field of Digital Humanities. While it brings researchers from

different fields together, much controversy on its definitions exists. Beginning

with the term Digital Humanities and ending with its scope. Whole books [307]

and papers [300] discussed the pros and cons of different descriptions over

the last three decades. This work will present an addition to the field without

trying to engage in an in-depth discussion, hence we will offer no new definition.

Instead, we will give insight into real-world examples of how collaborations

bridging different research fields have benefited research, education, and public

access. This is named a "collaborating nature" by Griffin and Hayler and one

of the hallmarks of Digital Humanities [110]. Other sources stated surveys on

researchers showing seven out of ten researchers in European Digital Humanities

settings being part of collaborations often or very often [58]. Still, Griffin and

Hayler named the collaboration situation in theory and practice, especially in

regards to academic and nonacademic partnerships, underdeveloped [110].

We will add our experience for both, collaborations between academics from

different domains as well as between academics and nonacademic researcher

settings to the current state of the Digital Humanities, offering a similar approach

to the works of Balkun et al. in showing projects from their beginning with no (or

few) digital histories and our self-taught nature [13], which is later enhanced with

a new generation of academically studied Digital Humanists joining the team.

We differ, by not showing examples of a private liberal university in the United

States, but by concentrating on projects with musicologists, mainly from Leipzig

University, as well as researchers on World War II Nazi persecution victims from

the concentration camp memorial site in Bergen-Belsen. Further, we will get

to unique challenges arising when engaging in interdisciplinary collaborations,
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which can be compared to the ones presented by Edmond in 2015 [81]. While

he covers the general findings of her work, we will add our own encountered

challenges, focusing on working on historical data and its unique issues.

To summarize, this work differs from other, similar research and findings,

giving a detailed insight into two unique examples of multi-year projects. We

also highlight a close interdisciplinary collaboration and view from all project

partners, while other works try to give a specific viewpoint like Cunningham

with the view of librarians as Digital Humanists [64].
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Chapter 3

Visualization

One of the most influential digital technologies we observed was visualization.

This, as well as their ability to combine existing and novel research questions,

makes visualizations a great tool for collaboration projects, allowing researchers

to improve their work rather than creating fear of replacing traditional approaches

and the researchers themselves. More on this issue will be discussed later in

Section 6.2.3.

3.1 What is a Visualization

A short answer to the question "What is a visualization" will be given by us with

the following statement: visualization – or data visualization – is the domain

that works with abstract data representation through visual placements and

helps in easier access to the underlying information. For this work, we divide

deployed visualizations into two categories. Mundane visualizations – simple

and well-known – and complex systems – consisting of linked and specialized

visualizations.

3.1.1 Mundane Visualizations

The first category of visualizations is a single, standalone representation of one

or multiple dimensions. Typical representatives are graphs to map tables of data

to diagrams. While easy to create, (often) easy to understand, and well-known,

these basic visualizations usually cannot deal with complex data and statements.
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3.1.2 Complex Visualization Systems

More complex examples are whole visualization systems, often consisting of

so-called Linked-Views [269, 327]. A Linked-View visualization stitches multiple

basic visualizations together. Manipulating one view results in manipulation

of the other, linked views. This allows multiple simultaneous views on the

different dimensions of data. Although the use of multiple views in a system

does not always require a linking of the views, we will concentrate on such

examples. Our own works show examples of Linked-View systems. For example,

the later presented Interactive Chart of Biography (see Section 4.2) will be

an example using multiple linked views to give differently aggregated (distant,

meso, and close reading) views on the data [160]. Other examples of linked

and coordinated views are presented by Roberts in his state-of-the-art report

about coordinated and multiple views in exploratory visualization [270].

3.2 Visual Analysis

While the previous section described different kinds of visualization systems, the

actual use of these systems – or the Why question – can be given with multiple

taxonomies. In this work, we will stick with the well-known taxonomy proposed

by Brehmer and Munzner [29] in the following.

3.2.1 Brehmer and Munzner’s Task Classification

Matthew Brehmer and Tamara Munzner offered a multi-level taxonomy, including

a categorization on the Why visualizations are used question. They differentiated

between the tasks of Produce, Consume, Search, and Query [29]. Figure 3.1

shows an overview of the names of the subtasks.

For a later look at the Why question of the nested model, we will cover

the theoretical aspects of Why users are using the visual analysis tools and

will follow this up in the use case section with real scenarios spectated of our

collaborating humanists (see Section 5).

Consume

The first category of tasks describing Why a user may choose to utilize visual

analytical tools is to Consume data, which is further separated into three

subtasks.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the taxonomy of visualization offered by Brehmer and
Munzner [29].

Present The first subtask is more or less a plain Presentation of data to com-

municate information. Brehmer and Munzner [29] name story-telling approaches

for collaborating or pedagogical use cases as examples.

In our work, Presenting of data includes for example showing Jazz collabora-

tions in a network graph, displaying available data on "the world’s oldest still

preserved clavichord" (as named by the Music Instrument Museum of Leipzig

University) and a vast collection of piano rolls.

Discover/Verify The second type of Consume tasks include the Discovery of

new information. This may help in generating new hypotheses about the data

and underlying patterns or Verifying existing ones.

We show this in the case of musical professions which developments are

theorized in literature, but where the Verification process without visual analysis

tools was too unpractical to be done beforehand in a timely and convincing

manner.

Enjoy The last Consuming task is a Enjoyment of or through the data. These

are casual user tasks without a driving need and rather motivated by curiosity

about the data.

This type of task is covered by us with a user’s casual exploration of the

visualizations on the initial page of visit (see Section 4.1.4) of trending places

in the musiXplora and followed by a deeper look at the city of Milan in the

musicological context.
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Searching

After Consuming tasks, the next grand category is Searching. This category

is subdivided into four subtasks, depending on the knowledge of the Location

and Target to be known or unknown. The target refers to the entity in the

visualizations in which more information can be found, while the location is the

position of the entity inside the shown visualization. A user may be looking

for something matching a specific characteristic, e.g. a person matching a

pattern in the visualization, or an associated person of the instrument-making

profession in Ludwig van Beethoven’s network graph. Also, an inspection of

trends occurring in a timeline of the harps’ occurrences in Europe, corresponds

to the Browse subtask. An even more imprecise Search is when a user doesn’t

have a pattern in mind, but wants to find global trends and patterns in the

data, which is named the Explore task. Although, these two subtasks may be

too unspecific for many use cases and research tasks, it does provide easy and

interesting access to data as a first step in getting to know the data set.

Examples in our work include exploring the developments within different

professions in the Bavarian Statesopera.

Regarding the other search tasks, a Search with a known target and an

unknown location is a simple Locate. The user already knows of the target of

interest, like Ludwig van Beethoven, but requires more information about this

person. Therefore, Beethoven is located in the visualization to get information

linked to him. The last subtask is the most specific one. When a user already

knows of the target and its location in the visualization, a simple Lookup of

additional information may be the task and help in getting a better understanding

of the context.

For the institution of the Bayreuth Festival, we showed how a precise Lookup

helps to understand how cultural, social, or political events shaped the number

of members in the institution.

Query

While in the set of Consume tasks the data is more or less used and in the

Search tasks a look at how to find information in the visualizations, the Query

tasks may follow up after a target is found. While the previous tasks have shown

that their subtasks are adjacent to each other, here, the subtasks build on each

other.
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Identify The first task starts after a target is found. The users may want

to further identify the (single) target. If the search did consist of a pattern or

characteristic (Browse and Explore), the Identification allows seeing a specific

entity, like its name or ID. For the other search tasks (Lookup and Locate),

where a target was known at the start of the search, the identification results

in a pattern or global characteristic of the target(s). Usually, the Identification

only works with a single entity.

Compare The Identification is often followed by a Comparison, where multiple

identified entities are juxtaposed. While the identification only uses a single

entity, the comparison works with multiple ones.

Summarize Lastly, the Summarize subtask uses the whole dataset and maybe

a follow-up or last step of a Consume-Search-Identify -Compare-Summarize

pipeline. It allows global statements for the data. Examples are shown with the

deep inspection of the Industrial Revolution’s influence on traditional instrument-

making centers and how socio-cultural developments in Germany shaped the

landscape of court orchestras to tertiary institutions.

Produce

A somewhat separate task to be mentioned is the Production of data. While all

other tasks use data to generate/verify knowledge or make use of it for general

purposes, this task does specifically use data for the production of additional

data.

We will cover this with a use case in which known and documented relations

between musicians at institutions are used to calculate and generate additional

(hypothetical) relations. In a semi-automatic manner, candidates are calculated

and then inspected and evaluated by a musicologist, to determine if the relations

are to be considered possible and further investigated or dropped.
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Chapter 4

Interdisciplinary Cooperations

The core of interdisciplinary cooperation is established through communication

between people from different settings. While it is easy to use terms such as

"historian", "humanities scholar", "musicologist", or "digital humanist", it is

important to state that these are not homogeneous groups of people. While –

in our experience – it is often possible to state specific groups being prone to

characteristics (e.g. digital humanists being used to resolving misunderstandings

in communications), these are always dependent on the single researchers in

question. As we will still use such terms throughout the chapters, it is important

to inspect a couple of skills each researcher we worked with had to a specific

degree. These skills do include:

1. Openness to new approaches

2. Skills in (interdisciplinary) communication

3. Experience in digital technology

4. Experience in visualization

5. Openness to data-sharing (vs hoarding)

6. Target use of visualizations (e.g. generation vs verification of hypotheses)

7. Confidence/Knowledge of the own data

These qualities are especially important because some people only have the

exaggerated and degrading stereotypes of stubborn, old-fashioned loners who

are typically reticent about anything to do with "computers" or "the Internet"

in mind when reading the terms "historian", "musicologist", or "humanist"

in general. Although we know of such stereotypes, we did not encounter
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researchers fitting this description. This may well be because such persons are

usually not encountered in interdisciplinary settings, as they do not show any

interest or willingness for cooperation. In the following, we provide a detailed

insight into our collaboration at the interface between computer science and

the humanities and present the processes and results of our work.

4.1 Music Instrument Museum – Visualizing Mu-
sicology

The first group of humanists we worked with were Musicologists, mainly from the

Music Instrument Museum of Leipzig University and later its Research Center

for Digital Organology. The domain of musicology cohorts research on different

disciplines loosely linked by the human production of music. Today, the term

"musicology" refers to subfields that may give insight into multiple aspects. For

example, individuals or groups of people associated with musicology or music.

Also, single musical objects used to create music, or places of importance for the

development of musical concepts, and media containing this information. Lastly,

important information for musicological analysis of the prior topics requires

context. Especially the year or century inspected may have a decisive impact on

the definition of terms and analysis of events, changing their value and meaning

(see Section 6.1.4). Regarding our trait classification above, at the beginning

of our collaboration, the musicologists could be described as:

1. Very limited skills in interdisciplinary communication (many domain-specific

and complex terms are used)

2. High openness to sharing/publication of data

3. Less experienced in digital technology (skills on a level of basic office work

like MS Excel)

4. No prior experience with visualization

5. Openness to new approaches

6. Rather interested in verification of existing hypotheses than generating

new ones

7. High confidence in their own data’s correctness and familiarity
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Regarding the start of the cooperation, a musicologist induced the cooper-

ation with a single member of the IT department of his musicological faculty.

Later, the team expanded to include the original musicologist as a lead musicol-

ogist, responsible for the conceptual work, and multiple new musicologists and

musicology students who work on the extension of the database and digitizing

of musicological knowledge. Also, the IT group changed to us who specialized

in visualization and we were later joined by digital humanists. All three groups

of musicologists, computer scientists, and digital humanists collaborated closely

to develop a suitable data structure, quality, and usefulness of the resulting

tool. The development process was a user-centered design [3], necessary to

ensure intuitive usage of the system by domain experts [97, 146]. Through

the 18 years, an iterative design process resulted in different approaches and

extensions, with the last 8 years in our hands and with a rapid prototyping

development style. Based on the collaboration, we could meet requirements

from computer scientists’ perspectives and musicologists’ needs. We learned

that especially visualizations offer great access to new research questions and

are of high interest to musicologists worldwide.

4.1.1 State-of-the-Art as Domain Situation

While our cooperation began in 2015, we conducted a state-of-the-art report

in 2020 [162], analyzing the existing works on the intersection of music and

visualization. In this section, we provide a detailed look at the landscape of

projects involving collaboration between musicology or music and visualizations.

This will describe the current domain situation and research gap in general.

Afterward, a brief related work section will bring us back from the vast field of

music visualization to the collaborative nature of the digital humanities.

Although we found the domain of musicology as only low-key intersecting

with digitization, its closely related domain of music showed a broad range of

digital approaches. In contrast to musicology, probably anyone has personal

experiences with music, a medium that has the unique feature to unite people.

This socio-cultural aspect of music is one of the main driving forces for music

research [177]. Merriam-Webster defines musicology as "the study of music

as a branch of knowledge or field of research as distinct from composition

or performance" [216]. This encloses all information related to music, e.g.,

sound patterns, scores, biographical information about artists, music genres

and their dependencies, etc. Similar to other subdomains of the humanities, in
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recent years digital methods became increasingly important in musicology to

store, structure, and analyze vast amounts of digitally available musicological

data [319]. To achieve these tasks, visualization is a key element in this context,

as it enables easier access to the data and has the capability to highlight

relationships between structural elements of music [177]. As the data to be

observed is manifold, visualization designs offered to analyze data occur in many

different forms. This overview focuses on this unique interface between music

and visualization research. State-of-the-art reports in related fields have already

been conducted. Most are domain-specific, such as the survey by Chan et

al. [41] reviewing visualizations of structural features of music. It focuses on

scores without discussing other entities related to music or musicology. Casey

et al. [40] focus on the retrieval of content-based information and give an

overview of existing projects and future challenges in this context. While they

primarily discuss analysis, classification, and retrieval methods, visualization

solely plays a secondary role. However, the listed related applications will also be

covered by our survey. Related surveys situated in our field concern visual text

analysis methods in digital humanities [146], focusing on textual data rather

than musicological data. Cultural heritage collections [337], which explicitly

excludes musical collections and persons from the analysis, were found as well.

Here, the clear need for a survey considering visualizations for musicology arises.

In our survey, we shed light on applied visualization techniques depending on

the underlying data, i.e. musical entities – like musical instruments or musicians,

– and relationships among those entities, and typical tasks (exploring, presenting,

comparing, etc.) musicologists perform with the given visualizations. On the

one hand, it is complementary to related survey papers as it focuses on a

different subdomain of the digital humanities. According to McNabb et al.’s

three-dimensional hierarchical classification of visualization surveys [211], we will

offer a new category in real-world & applications, thus, extending the current

spectrum. On the other hand, our State-of-the-art-report (STAR) aims to

introduce well-established visualization scenarios for typical tasks in musicology

to the visualization community. Furthermore, in contrast to related publications

from our community, our STAR will include visualization techniques published

in musicology and digital humanities-related realms. In addition, we will include

online available visual analysis tools, primarily developed for users interested in

music and commercial software dealing with music.

Hence, our STAR provides a useful resource for future developments in visu-

alization on the basis of musicological data. First, we provide an overview
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Publication Realms Count
Visualization 22
Human-Computer Interaction 18
Music Information Retrieval 18
Websites 15
Multimedia 14
Digital Audio 13
Digital Humanities 8
Commercial Software 8
Musicology 4
Miscellaneous 9
Total 129

Table 4.1: Publication realms of considered related works.

of already existing techniques alongside supported typical user tasks. Second,

we discuss arising challenges due to the nature of humanities data. These

challenges are (1) vastness in the size of the data emerging through the long

history of musicology, (2) inhomogeneity through fragmented data and an

imbalanced state of research in parts of musicology, (3) imprecision because

of the undocumented but necessary information on historical entities, and (4)

incompleteness being a typical issue of cultural heritage data.

Third, we list future challenges and summarize unsolved problems as well as

topics that have not yet been sufficiently addressed.

Scope

The means of visualization to communicate musical information can be found

in diverse realms. Our main priority when surveying related works was to reflect

this diversity. Therefore, we decided to take innovative, but for the visualization

community rather atypical, visualization design approaches into consideration.

The result is a collection of 129 works that distribute over different areas, as

shown in Table 4.1.

Consequently, our survey is situated at the intersection of visualization and

musicology. While visualization has rather seldom been applied in the realm of

Musicology (4) like the Violin Society of America, the most common source

of included works fall under the visualization of musicological data, published

in diverse Visualization (22) realms. In addition, the area of Human Computer

Interaction (18) provides a suitable platform for presenting visual interfaces to

analyze digital audio and computer music. This includes publications at global
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conferences like the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI)

and conferences specifically directed towards applications in musicology like

The International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME).

In Digital Humanities, an interdisciplinary community that brings together

people with humanities and computer science backgrounds, musicology is still

considered a niche. Nevertheless, eight related works have been collected and

included in this survey. Visualization plays an important role in Music Infor-

mation Retrieval applications (18) to support the analysis of retrieved data

sets. One of the major journals that yield a large number of related works is

The Proceedings of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval

(ISMIR), which mainly focuses on the similarity of music. Multimedia experts

and practitioners apply visualizations for a diversity of analysis tasks on scores,

performances, and emotions of music (14). Notable realms are the ACM

International Conference on Multimedia and IEEE Transactions on Multimedia.

Computer music research is cumulated under the tag Digital Audio (13) – with

The International Computer Music Conference (ICMC) as a representative

realm –, providing related works using interactive visual exploration tools for

sound analysis. The group of Miscellaneous related works (9) includes further

origins, four related master and doctoral theses that we took into consideration.

In addition to scientific publications, we considered interactive visualization

approaches offered on Websites (15) or as Commercial Software (8). This

first category lists a series of visualizations inviting website visitors to browse

and interact with musicological data. The second category specifically includes

game software providing atypical, keyboardless means of interaction and visual

design approaches that support the playful acquisition of musical knowledge

– both aspects are valuable to be highlighted as they offer future prospects

for visualization research and can be found using search interfaces and typical

keywords like "music" or "visualization".

Considered Research Papers To limit the large body of related works on

the intersection of visualization and music, a reference needed to fulfill two

requirements in order to be considered for our survey.

First, the visualization needs to support a domain-specific task or help to inves-

tigate a research question concerning data related to musicology. This includes

visualizations for individual musical works, entire musical collections, musicians,

and instruments. We likewise considered visualizations on the basis of metadata

as well as musical content. In contrast, we excluded works using visual input
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to generate music [43, 50, 186, 200, 258] from our survey. In interdisciplinary

settings, the word visualization is frequently used to refer to traditional charts.

Although meaningful information can be extracted from these representations,

we excluded such works from our survey, e.g., Cano et al.’s work [35] offer-

ing a scatterplot to analyze the similarity among audios of musical works or

Plewa [257] positioning the numbers of songs on a regular grid.

Our second criterion is based on the information visualization definitions given

by Card [38] and the UIUC DLI Glossary [240]. Here, we only considered papers

that provided computer-supported, non-traditional visual representations of

abstract data. As musicologists also gain valuable insights using non-interactive

visualizations, interactivity was not a necessity. Thus, we also included sophisti-

cated static visual representations of musicological data, such as Heller’s heat

map [125] plots illustrating the wood thickness of instruments. Lastly, a variety

of works including visual representations of music can be found in proceedings

of other conferences like The International Conference on Technologies for

Music Notation and Representation (TENOR). However, those works are often

focused primarily on the notations part, therefore we did not consider them in

this survey.

Methodology

Most of the surveyed visualizations have been designed to communicate features

of musicological data to certain user groups. On the one hand, tools are

developed for domain experts with a musicology background [125,160,170,225],

on the other hand, easy-to-understand visualizations are designed for the broad

public [66,117,296] – including a category of papers addressing hearing impaired

persons [88, 344]. In all cases, the application domain specifies the tasks to

be supported, and, consequently, the complexity of the visualization design.

Therefore, we structure the related works on the basis of Munzner’s nested

model for the visualization design [231], but focus on the level of data – rather

than task – abstraction that builds the bridge between domain situation and

visual encoding. The classification of the works, depending on the type of data

for which the visualization has been designed, includes four main data categories:

musical works, musical collections, musicians, and musical instruments.

We decided to split our first category of musical works into the subcategories

musical scores and musical sound to better structure the large variety of proposed

methods for this data type. Whereas the score is the composed blueprint to
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reproduce a musical piece, the sound is the actual interpretation, e.g., a recorded

song or performed operatic aria. These human interpretations are marked by

variance from the blueprint like not being monotone and having an unvarying

tempo or improvising and replacing noted features on the fly. In special cases,

examples of note sheets exist that contain so-called paranotations, added

notes on the blueprint to describe planned changes to the notation in a non-

standardized form. Such deviations lead to special visualization challenges and

approaches. While the first category offers detailed views on music, diverse

distant overviews for musical collections – including large numbers of musical

pieces – have been designed. Depending on the actual user task, the musical

piece can be compared in regards to specific features or be transformed to allow

for easier browsing. The last two categories are closely related to musicology that

does not only focus on the result of the musical process (notes and performances)

but also on musicians (composers, performers, instrument makers, ...) – related

visualization techniques are surveyed in the sections about musicians – or

instruments that have been used. Due to the difference in features related to

these categories, the means of visualization offered to observe and interact

with the data vary. For better guidance through the collection, we grouped

the related works of each data category dependent on the general use of the

visualization. The classification according to data types is discussed in the

"Classification" paragraph of this section.

Next to structuring the related works according to data characteristics, we

skimmed through the papers of the collection and analyzed what abstract [29]

and domain-specific visualization tasks are supported. Considering the large

number of works in some categories, we divided them into related subtasks.

We included information about typical tasks for each data type within the

data classification. The survey is complemented with an overview of how

and if visualizations cater to communicating occurring uncertainties. This

includes issues arising due to the vastness of musicological data sets, the

imprecision of data features, the incompleteness of data, and the inhomogeneity

throughout and beyond the collected data. Finally, we mark open challenges on

the intersection of visualization and musicology in the end.
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Domain-related Terminology As our survey puts the spotlight on musicology,

a humanities research domain having its own terminology, we briefly explain a

few terms that will repeatedly occur in the following sections.

• The pitch is quantified by a frequency, describing the physical phenomenon

of oscillation of sound waves. It gains a musical dimension through the

relation to other frequencies in a complete range of sounds. Thus it is

the feature that defines the height position in a musical score notation.

Examination of it is interesting, especially for comparison between today’s

and music of the past, as the concert pitches of instruments have changed

throughout the centuries.

• A musical note is a symbolization of a musical sound encoding pitch and

its duration. In order to define the position of a musical note in a score,

we refer to scientific pitch notation which is a method for the explicit

description of a pitch using its note name and octave number.

• The musical score is the notated version of a musical piece. It consists

of multiple notes, varying according to its system and media, like written

sheet music or digital MIDI. It encodes the musical features for storage,

exchange, or replay. One example of a classical sheet notation is visible

in Figure 4.2 (top), where the notes are complemented by additional

information such as tempo or repetition for its performance.

• The key of a musical piece is the root (tonic note) in which it is composed.

This note and its corresponding chords form the tonality of the piece.

• The dynamic describes the variability of loudness within a musical piece.

• Timbre is the perceived sound quality of a sound arising from the mixture

of different frequencies by overlapping of the fundamental tone and partial

tones. It describes the tone color of individual instruments or voices even

if they are equally tuned.

• Music is described by its features that can be divided into low-level

features, physical attributes like pitch, tempo or loudness, perceived high-

level features e.g. timbre and structural features such as dynamics and

repeating motifs.
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Data
Type

Category Use References

Overview [37,51,111,114,203,204,291,329,338]
Structure Analysis [18,42,105,202,225,275,330,331]Musical

Scores
Instrument Perfor-
mance Analysis

[52,83,117,118,193,265,292,294,304,
318,335,341,342,345]
Single Performance Analysis: [136,198,
278,340]
Structural Analysis: [74, 107, 179, 243,
293]

Performance Anal-
ysis

Feedback: [131,138,210,344]

Manipulation: [73, 347]
Emotion Analysis [46,88,106,119,134,185,276,350]

M
us

ic
al

W
or

ks

Musical
Sound

Similarity Analysis [87]
General: [12,47,59,196,206,236,244,
279,282,315]
Genre: [60, 166,208,226,242,245,264,
311]

Explorative Analy-
sis

Mood: [7, 108,116,128,320,321]

Sound Features: [25, 26, 168, 178, 183,
229,249,316,317]
Popularity: [76,298]

Listening Statis-
tics Analysis

[14,15,34,349]

M
us

ic
al

C
ol

le
ct

io
ns

Music Alignment [70,95,241]

Explorative Analy-
sis

[8, 66, 75,140,159]

Social Network
Analysis

[2, 103,142,160,224,346]

M
us

ic
ia

ns

Similarity Analysis [36,99,102,143,195,277,296,323]
Structure Analysis [23,72,80,125,132,164,170,175,284]

Functioning Analy-
sis

[21,24,201,286]

In
st

ru
m

en
ts

Table 4.2: Classification of visualization references by firstly their data type and
secondly their main use.
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Classification

Musicology as an application area for visualization is a domain that requires

user-centered design approaches [3] to lower barriers and enable intuitive inter-

pretation and foster engagement with the visualized data for musicologists and

non-expert users. During our extended research, we encountered a large variety

of data types for which visualizations have been designed to support various

user tasks in a musical or musicological context. These data types cluster

the surveyed visualization techniques the best. Table 4.2 gives an overview

of the classification having musical works, musical collections, musicians, and

instruments as main categories. The references for each category are further

subdivided depending on domain-specific tasks. Figure 4.1 provides an overview

of the visualization techniques used for communicating features of the main

data categories visually. Different visualization approaches are grouped together

under abstract names. For example, charts include a multitude of rather basic

visualizations like scatterplots, bar charts, pie charts, or boxplots. The group

of piano roll views is defined by the digital representation of a piano roll and

plain score sheets. Both hold all information a traditional and analog score

sheet offers and were defined by us as special forms of timelines. Also, the

three-dimensional rendering group is an aggregation of different principles. Next

to the expected renderings like volume and surface rendering, also renderings

of avatars are included. The miscellaneous group consists mainly of glyph

visualizations that are too abstract to be categorized into other groups or would

lead to groups of three elements or less. While charts are the only visualization

used for all four data types, they are rather seldom used in general. Especially

noticeable is the high amount of map visualizations used for musical collections.

As collections deal with a multitude of different songs that are to be put in an

Figure 4.1: Overview of all used visualization techniques for each class of data.
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easily accessible way, this is not surprising. Often, the maps are used with a self-

organizing approach (SOM) or clustering for positioning, resulting in the song’s

proximity representing similarity. Musical works, which reserve the major space

of our survey, are visualized with very different and special visualization means,

including 16 miscellaneous visualizations that appear too rarely to be grouped

explicitly. A further anomaly is the piano roll view only being used for musical

pieces. As this is a digital adaptation of score sheets, the high amount of musical

pieces is less striking and the missing other types are caused by this visualization

approach being very specialized for notes in a temporal context. Instruments are

mainly visualized by three-dimensional renderings. Mostly, available data for this

type is given as computed tomography data, predefining it for these renderings.

Metadata visualizations of instruments (charts and heatmaps) are the exception.

The musicians are represented in different visualization strategies. A lot of work

deal with network visualization, calling for typical graphs, while temporal data

like living or working spans are compatible with timelines. With this chart, we

offer a quick overview of typical approaches used to visualize the different data

types, indicating what to expect in the next sections and which combinations

may be of interest for future visualization research in musicology.

In the following, we give a detailed overview of each data category and the

typical user tasks when dealing with such data. We report on the necessity of

designing visualizations for musicology, and we likewise outline the relevance of

dealing with such data and applications for the visualization community.

Visualization of Musical Works The majority of visualizations have been

designed for musical works that represent different products of music. Those

appear either in written form as Musical Scores that are composed manuals for

musicians to reproduce the music, or in the form of produced Musical Sound,

wearing the fingerprint of the performer and showing (minor) discrepancies to

the blueprint of musical scores [67]. As the data of those products are different,

we divided the references on visualizations for musical works into those two

categories. Further, this section focuses on works that visualize aspects of a

single musical work, thus, providing a detailed view of a single musical work.

Visualizations made for entire collections of musical works, which focus on other

aspects and support other user tasks, are discussed later.

The data formats for digital musical works are manifold. While musicXML [104]

is a standard for sharing musical scores, musical sounds are stored in various

audio file formats [67] like MP3 or WAV. Both, musical sounds and musical
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Figure 4.2: The first notes of Ludwig van Beethoven’s "Für Elise" in classical
sheet notation (top) and Wattenberg’s Arc Diagram Visualization of structural
repetition for the whole piece (bottom) [331].

scores can also be stored as MIDI files. MIDI is a standardized format developed

for exchanging information about events and music data like pitch, velocity

(volume), vibrato, panning to the right or left of stereo, and tempo [217]

and encodes them into control signals for electronic instruments. MIDI files

can be generated automatically by an electrical instrument playing (where all
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information is encoded and saved) [303] or composed digitally with the help of

(commercial) composing software [238]. Thus, MIDI files differ from other files

for storing musical information as they do not contain records of sounds that

are simply saved digitally and later played again. Instead, they save information

as instructions that are redirected to an electrical instrument and then used to

"reinterpret" [303], recreating an original sound. Hence, MIDI can store both

kinds of musical works, depending on how the file is generated (recorded input

and transformed back into a midi notation format, or composed input). In some

cases, the authors do not explicitly report on the data format being used, but

we can assume that the MIDI file format was the most often used one.

Musical Scores Throughout time, scores have been the main way of

transferring, documenting, and teaching musical pieces [16]. Figure 4.2 (top)

shows a part of the classical score representation of Beethoven’s "Für Elise".

The sheet includes notes for two parts that are played simultaneously. Each part

offers different information in a temporal context [16,115] like key (violin on top

and bass on bottom), beat (three-eighth time), dynamics (starting with pp –

pianissimo – for "very soft"), tempo (Poco moto meaning "little motion") and

a list of notes and breaks. With the information contained in the music sheet

and the knowledge of how to read it and how to play an instrument, musicians

are capable of re-interpreting a musical piece. Although such a traditional score

of a musical piece itself is already a type of visualization [291], a variety of

alternative score representations, discussed in this section, exist.

Relevance for VIS. Musical scores are given in a data format that is

unique to be used as a basis for visualization. Musicology has found its own

principles to present scores effectively in a visual form. It is used by a large

community including musicologists and non-expert users. Visualization research

can further enhance those representations by applying generic visual design and

interaction principles. Most of the visualizations are used to teach scores and

only a few case studies exist, which examine how visualization can be used for

teaching [90,271,343]. Thus, visualization researchers can learn strategies from

the presented visualizations on how to design in a way that the data is easily

understood by the observer.

Relevance for Musicology. The prior advantage of visualizing scores is the

ability to turn a complex traditional score notation into an easily understandable

visual form, thus, enabling less-skilled users quick access to the data. In addition,

musicologists profit from visualizing scores because a reinterpretation of a musical
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Figure 4.3: Commercial software like Liquid Notes [238] (left) can be used to
help the user in composing music. The piano roll view (top) enables an overview
of the compositions. Instruments or sound pitches were encoded along the
y-axis, position and length of notes were drawn along the x-axis. Additional
controllers adjust a single sound or the whole song. Ciuha et al. [51] (right)
visualize note sheets and piano rolls. The color represents the different keys
or the harmonic relations between tones using excerpts (from top to bottom)
from Pachelbel’s "Canon in D major" and Debussy’s "Clair de Lune".

piece always comprises a unique fingerprint of the corresponding musician.

Further engagement of visualization scholars could help to contrast different

interpretations of the same score or even adaptations of such fingerprints left on

the score notations through paranotations (handwritten notes and instructions

added to a note sheet).

We group the surveyed works according to three main user tasks. First,

visualizations are tailored to give an overview of the score. Second, such

representations can be enhanced by exposing structural score features. Third,

scores are visualized to analyze instrument performances.

Task: Score Overview. Giving an overview of the whole score is useful for

both, experts trying to analyze a musical piece and less-skilled users that aim

to comprehend music scores. Miller et al. [222] offer a pipeline for designing

and visualizing music notation overviews to assist in performing musicology

tasks utilizing information visualization principles. To differentiate from the

classical score notation, typical scores are visualized in their temporal context

and are augmented through a combination of color, shape, and placement or

even complex glyphs. Some works enhance traditional score notations with

other visuals, e.g., a colored similarity matrix showing recurring passages and

similarities between multiple tracks [338], contextual information and annotations

shown on demand in a fish-eye view [329], or further visualizations like box

plots and heat maps [37]. Typically, traditional score notations are transformed

into a so-called "piano roll notation" [37, 51, 203]. Each note’s pitch, temporal
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placement, and length are mapped to y-axis position, x-axis position, and

length, respectively [37]. Additionally, information may be encoded using color.

Figure 4.3 (left) shows a typical composition software [238] using a plain

implementation of the piano roll, whereas Figure 4.3 (right) demonstrates the

work of Ciuha et al. [51] that visualizes the musicological aspects of consonance

and dissonance in harmonies by color and saturation. Instead of visualizing

single notes, other approaches concentrate on showing the distribution of

pitches throughout different time steps [114, 204]. While Mardirossian and

Chew [204] depict only the currently played keys and tones without further

context information, Hall et al. [114] provide an illustration of the whole musical

piece. Figure 4.4 shows the visualization for Johann Sebastian Bach’s Prelude in

C Major. The y-coordinate’s zero position is a C Major pitch and higher pitches

are placed on top in a color map ranging from red to yellow and lower pitches on

the bottom using colors ranging from blue to yellow. Longer-played notes have

a greater width and simultaneous tones overlap. Score overviews can further

assist users in learning or teaching musical compositions [111,291]. Using score

rather than performance data facilitates improving the understanding of music

and not directly improving the performances. Therefore, different score views –

for a casual user normally not achievable through score notation – are offered.

This includes three-dimensional colored spheres indicating low-level features of

the scores [291]. Biophillia [111] uses physical processes in nature as a visual

metaphor to teach music-theoretical concepts like rhythm or dynamics with its

artistic illustrations.

Figure 4.4: Visualizations of the note sheets of Johann Sebastian Bach’s
"Prelude in C Major" (top) and Scott Joplin’s "The Entertainer" (bottom) [114].
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Arc Diagrams for different musical pieces [330].
Each song generates a unique "shape" symbolizing their repeated passages or
themes.

Task: Structure Analysis. Besides the visualization of the pure score,

researchers provide deeper insight into the structure of musical pieces and

highlight the underlying characteristic patterns, repetitions, dynamics, keys, and

harmonies. Therefore, a harmonic analysis yields the harmonic structure of

musical compositions, and relationships between key regions can be extracted.

While a couple of works show static representations of a song [42,202,225,275,

330,331], others offer animations progressing throughout the song [18, 105].

Malandrino et al. [202] highlight structural features of musical compositions

by mapping similar tonalities to similar colors. Chan et al. [42] communicate

the structure of classical music works. First, they illustrate the interaction

among instruments, e.g., if they are played dominantly or if they are played

in an ensemble, in a timeline. Second, played themes and their variations

are illustrated as glyphs and the connections between them show repetitions.

Sapp [275] did not focus on the musical composition itself but on the evaluation

of key-finding algorithms applied to the composition. This enables the user

to inspect the (key) structure of a piece, as the different window sizes and

algorithmic outputs show the development of keys within a piece. Goss and

Carson [105] visualize the leitmotivs, harmonies, phrases, and orchestration

of Richard Wagner’s "Götterdämmerung" (Act II Scene I) using an animated,

four-segment polar area chart. The size of a segment stands for the "energy

and direction of the music using an expanding and contracting motion". Other

approaches determine the "shape" of a song [18,330,331]. Wattenberg [330]

used this term to question how music looks like, trying to map relevant musical

to visual features while focusing on the repetition of structural elements [280].
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Figure 4.6: An extract of Comp-I’s timeline (top) and structure view (bottom),
where each note is represented as a cylinder on the timeline and the different
subsequences of the song are drawn in a circular layout [225].

Wattenberg offers arc diagrams [331] that group notes into sequences and

recurring sequences are linked using widespread arcs. Figure 4.2 (bottom)

shows the visualization of Beethoven’s "Für Elise", and repeated sections are

identifiable. Arc diagrams can be additionally applied for providing an overview

of different works and comparing them as shown in Figure 4.5. Bergstrom et

al. [18] introduce Isochords to shape a musical piece.

The structure is laid out on a two-dimensional, tri-angular isometric coor-

dinate grid. Distance in the grid indicates the consonance and dissonance of

tones, providing a quick look into the structural features. The sight of structures

in musical pieces can support composing new or editing existing music. Using

different MIDI channels of an input file, which can be seen in the upper part

of Figure 4.6, Miyazaki et al. [225] enhance a score structure visualization

by a three-dimensional circular representation using cone-trees, representing

subsequences of the musical piece and encoding sound features in a circular

piano roll.

Task: Instrument Performance Analysis. One of the main functions of

scores is enabling instrumentalists to (re-)interpret musical pieces. Multiple

visualizations support musicians in their performances. This includes deepening
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Figure 4.7: Music games utilizing visualization as enhancing enjoyment. Audio-
surf [83] (left), which visualize notes as obstacles in different colors and Rock
Band (right) [118] where scores are represented as colored tiles.

the understanding of a musical piece on a chord progression or composition

details in actual performances [193, 292, 304, 318, 335, 341, 342, 345] using a

combination of MIDI files, recorded audios or videos of instrument performances.

A theoretical example is given by Chorlody [193] that teaches about the relation

between triads or chords using representations of the chromatic scale. More

practically related tools offer extensions of a real MIDI keyboard, showing chord

progression and upcoming notes [292,304,318,335,341,342,345]. Those are

implemented as figures, appearing to walk over the keys to be pressed [342],

a streamed second player accompanying the user [341], a rotated piano roll

notation moving towards the player [335, 345], or visualizations conveying

rhythm using colors to indicate how long a note has to be played [304]. In

comparison to hinting of what should be played, Smoliar et al. [292] and the

game Rocksmith [318] offer means of validation by indicating the discrepancy

of actually pressed keys to the composed notes. The former offers an enhanced

note sheet while the latter uses a piano roll notation. The gaming industry

also brought forth games where the player performs musical pieces. Most of

those games let the player immerse into the song through simplified piano roll

visualizations [117,118,265,294,318] or map score features to game objects

like space ships [52, 83]. Miller [219] gave insight into pedagogic aspects of

different video games using visualization to link the user’s desire to enjoy music
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and enhance the experience through gameplay elements. The data used by

these games are either pre-included music files [117,118,265,294] or local music

files from the user [52, 83]. The visualizations offered by GuitarHero [117],

Rock Band [118] (Figure 4.7 right), and Band Fuse [265] are similar to those of

Rocksmith [318]. In these games, users are presented with a rotated piano roll

notation, moving toward the screen. Single notes are moving toward the player

and they have to be played at the time they reach the viewport. SingStar [294]

follows a similar paradigm but uses a horizontal piano roll to show the notes that

have to be sung. In comparison to the above-mentioned works, other games do

not require users to play or sing a note as gameplay, but to interact differently

on the notes. Audiosurf [83] (Figure 4.7 left) and Beat Hazard [52] both offer

to playback private audio files, from which musical score features are analyzed

and used to generate a "race track".

Musical Sound In contrast to musical scores, this section focuses on

visualizing sound data. Audio features extracted from music performances like

pitch, loudness, tempo, and timing are the basis for related visualizations. Some

works use a combination of audio features and score data [131,138]. For the

works considered in this section, score data plays a secondary role. Typically, the

data is received from audio files, and recorded sound information via microphone

or MIDI interfaces – either real-time performed or pre-recorded. We further

consider music videos as a visually enhanced form of audio art.

Relevance for VIS. Sound and visualization both aid in communicating

information to humans. While visualization uses the human eye for transmitting

expression, emotion, or meaning, the ear is the organ to experience auditory

impressions. Both sensory organs detect signals, and the transmitted informa-

tion carries meaning or emotion [57]. For hearing impaired persons, related

approaches try to compensate for the loss of the hearing sensation (the loss

of the audio signal) and still allow the transfer of emotions and information of

music through visual means [88,344]. In this context, visualization scholars can

learn how to design barrier-free representations of data – a research direction

that is hitherto untouched in visualization.

Relevance for Musicology. The visualization of sound is relevant for

diverse purposes. While visualizing performances gives valuable feedback in

learning sessions [210,344], characteristic patterns in interpretation strategies

of musicians get easily explorable [242, 293]. In addition, visualizations enhance

the listening experience when offering interaction mechanism with the sound [73,
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185,347]. A further benefit could be drawn from adapting sequence alignment

algorithms and visualizations to support comparing different interpretations

(sounds) of the same score.

We group visualizations based on three main tasks for sound data. We first

give an overview of visualizations that support analyzing actual performances.

While the traditional sheet notation of scores exists for centuries, sound features

that prepare the ground for the visualizations discussed in this section are more

experimental and less standardized. This is due to the rather subjective nature

of sound perception. Many visualizations support analyzing the mood of a song,

which we summarize in the second paragraph. The last paragraph is dedicated

to differences and similarities among different reproductions of music due to

the subjective nature of music perception but also due to the human-typical

deviation in performing music.

Task: Performance Analysis Performance data can be streamed with a

microphone or with cartridges, transformed, and shown on a display, while

performing, to enable quick feedback loops. The corresponding scores can

be loaded as MIDI files. Applications supporting performance analysis serve

different purposes. First, (real-time) visualizations of (live) performances can

help in classifying and describing performance styles of musicians – either

generally [74,107,136,179,198,278,293,306,340] or explicitly through structural

features [243, 293]. Second, a teaching perspective gives feedback to users

helping to improve their performances [131,138,210,344]. Third, performance

sound can be edited or manipulated [73,347].

Subtask: Single Performance Analysis. An in-depth analysis of a single

performance is subject to many related works. Single performances can be

analyzed in real-time using web services [136, 306]. They offer means to

record performances and the corresponding sound is represented in a piano

roll notation. Other works focus on different dynamic roles of instruments in

ensembles [278,340]. Schedl et al. [278] show the current position and involved

instruments in an orchestra score with structural elements of the performance.

Wu et al. [340] visualize similar aspects, but for the distinct instruments in

jazz group’s performances (Figure 4.8). It shows a sample session where every

performance is symbolized by a colored line. In addition, the audience members

are enabled to interact in the development or improvement of the performance

through a voting mechanism, adjusting if and what the musicians play. Lupi

and King [198] focus on the detailed nuances of King’s playing characteristics,

by visualizing the different hands and sections of the song.
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Figure 4.8: The stacked timelines represent different instrument players’ perfor-
mances. Different audience votes for predefined modes are shown (left). These
modes define if and how the instrumentalist shall perform and play notes [340].

Subtask: Structural Analysis. Many abstract performance views enable

structural analysis and comparison tasks. The former is achieved by including a

temporal dimension to the visualizations, e.g., scatterplots map time progression

to saturation [74,179], thereby illustrating the dynamic-tempo relation through-

out the performance’s progression. For visualizations that already contain a

temporal dimension, like the piano roll notation, specific structural features are

highlighted to allow quick navigation and overview of the distribution of such

features [107]. Visualizations can also aid to compare the playing characteristics

of musicians. Either concentrating on Jazz musicians [293] or classical music

pianists [243], tendencies in improvisations during performances are visualized

using contour maps [293] or smoothed data histograms [243].

Subtask: Feedback. Giving feedback during live or recorded performances

helps performers in improving their skills. Next to sound data, two works [131,

138] make use of score information that is used (secondarily) to highlight

discrepancies to the actually played tones. This is especially important for

evaluating the correctness of performances [131]. Using Chernoff Faces [48],

differences in pitch, flow, harmony, volume, and keys can be shown. Alternatively,

tools may help in deepening the understanding of the user’s own performance, by

visualizing different structural features and similarities in the performance [138].

McLeod et al. [210] and Yang et al. [344] communicate low-level musical features
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Figure 4.9: An excerpt of the Drumix tool, which shows the distribution of the
drum patterns through a geographical metaphor based on a SOM [347]. The
drums (snare vs. bass drum) are listed in their temporal progression and can be
rearranged.

like frequencies during live performances using rather simple visualizations. While

the former target beginners, the latter try to enable the group of hearing-impaired

people to learn to perform a musical instrument.

Subtask: Manipulation. Lastly, visualizations can support manipulating

performance data. Such signal editing tasks are either applied to live performance

data [347] or to audio files [73, 347]. For this purpose, an interactive graphical

representation of sound signals is offered, allowing a user to interactively add

or delete specific sound patterns. Both works use drum and rhythm patterns

for manipulation and represent the result visually and acoustically. For example,

Yoshii et al. [347] visualize a self-organizing map that shows the distribution

of the different drum patterns throughout the song (see Figure 4.9). For

drum manipulation, the tool offers three methods. The first method allows for

timbre manipulation by selecting different kinds of timbre. The second method

comes with a slider to change the volume for each drum separately. Lastly, a

graphical editor (Figure 4.9) allows the user to rearrange the drum notes with

click-and-drag interactions.

Task: Emotion Analysis of Sound. Fundamental for the perceived sound of

music is the resonating mood and the communicated emotions [57]. This is an

important task, as music is perceived by humans and can trigger different moods

or emotions and researchers are not only interested in why but also in how music

can achieve this. For instance, emotion can be transmitted with images that

appropriately reflect the mood of sound [46, 134]. Sound snippets as well as
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Figure 4.10: Goto’s virtual dancers whose motions and positions change to
musical beats in real-time [106].

images are tagged with related emotion adjectives, and, during playback, images

reflect the current music mood [46]. Zhang et al. [350] created a system to

derive the mood of music from its music video content through image analysis.

They align music videos with extracted moods in a two-dimensional "affective

space". Next to images and videos, features of sound can be communicated

turning the "shape of music" into visual shapes transmitting the emotion of

music [106, 119, 185, 276]. While Sauer et al. [276] use avatars, performing

a Celtic dance (no arm movement), Goto et al. [106] showed more abstract

human-like dancers. Both map tempo, beat position, or dynamic to movements,

and users can select dance performance parts to create a whole choreography. A

screenshot of such a performance is shown in Figure 4.10. In contrast, Haro et

al. [119] do not show the shape of a song, but the shape of a user’s musical taste.

Therefore, around 60 audio features are used to generate a (static) avatar,

depicting tastes stereotypical by mapping to the background, head (eyes, mouth,

hair, hat), suit, or instrument. Levin et al. [185] mainly focus on the question

"If we could see our speech, how might it look like?" They take input from live

performances (speech, sound, and song) and generate real-time visualizations,

inspecting features including pitch, spectral content, and autocorrelation data.

The resulting visualizations, which are described as "consensual hallucinations",
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Figure 4.11: The Music Animation Machine [88,203]. The piano roll visualization
(left), where colored bars represent the notes, and the Part Motion (right),
which uses colored circles showing the same information. The size of the circle
encodes the note’s length.

are presented in an augmented reality environment, accessible to multiple users

at once.

To help hearing-impaired persons to develop a feeling for the music Fourney

et al. [88] offer a Music Animation Machine that includes a piano roll view (see

Figure 4.11 (left)) and a mood view (see Figure 4.11 (right)). The latter one

displays notes as circles and encodes note length by circle size. When playing

back sound, the core of a circle moves to the next notes and disappears after

some time to communicate a feeling for the music e.g. speed or fading of a

tone.

Task: Sound Similarity Analysis. Repetitions are key elements in musical

compositions that are often found within the structure of sound. The develop-

ment of methods to measure similarities plays a central role in the field of music

information retrieval (MIR) [10]. Foote [87] used a two-dimensional matrix

visualization to show acoustic similarities in the same piece of music, allowing

investigation of structural and rhythmic characteristics. This leads to repeated

or modified themes being recognizable. The resultant visual fingerprints of

sound structure can be used to derive knowledge of how similar other musical

pieces are.

Visualization of Musical Collections So far, we focused on the analysis

of a single or very few music pieces. Collections, in comparison, can be a

whole music album, a playlist, or a music archive. General issues when working

with large musical collections are classification, recognition, annotation, and

the retrieval of music due to the increased required technology capacity, large

amounts of available music data, and acoustic information of sound that needs

to be processed [40,89]. Visualizations of large music collections are based on
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diverse features of musical data, and they are of interest to users who desire

new perspectives on their musical archives that are different from plain file lists.

Relevance for VIS. This section includes a large variety of visualization

approaches designed for non-expert users to support tasks like navigating,

exploring, and editing music archives. The visualizations themselves are grounded

on diverse features of musical pieces, ranging from low-level sound features

to descriptive metadata and crowdsourced information. Thus, visualization

scholars can learn how such a large palette of information can be processed,

and how the results can be visually represented in an intuitive way.

Relevance for Musicology. While the visualizations listed in this section

are typically designed to help non-expert users in navigating through their music

archives, the relevance for musicology is limited. However, most systems are

applicable also to music collections of musicological interest. Further, there is

a growing interest in music alignment visualizations that help musicologists in

analyzing recurring sound patterns [230].

Most of the surveyed methods support casual exploration tasks for music

collections. This includes users getting an overview of the collection and can

interact with it to perform typical tasks like generating playlists or playing back

music of interest. Further tasks that are supported by visualizations are the

analysis of listening histories as well as exploring music alignments.

Task: Explorative Analysis. Though music pieces that compile a collection

are typically arranged hierarchically in a file system, visualizations aid to give a

more comprehensive overview by allowing to see what is contained in a music

collection containing thousands of songs. Further, interactive visual interfaces

support a variety of tasks, ranging from user-driven playlist creation [47,59,108,

249, 320, 321] to automatized music recommendation [12, 76, 128, 298, 349].

The musical pieces of a collection can be also arranged circularly based on their

features. This can be done for a song of interest where the other songs are

mapped to a circular layout based on audio features and their similarity to the

target song [128], or as visible tempo or genre distribution of the collection in a

music player [279], or as a mapping of artists to the colors of a circular rainbow

based on the audio features of their songs [244]. Three-dimensional spaces

are also used to arrange glyphs representing musical pieces [183, 236, 315].

For example, Notess and Minimayeva [236] use a three-dimensional coordinate

system, where different media types are mapped to different shapes and the

color represents the performer. However, music pieces are typically arranged in

a two-dimensional space represented as bubbles or small thumbnails (e.g., of
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cover or musician pictures) – the closer two songs are located to each other in

such views, the more similar they are. Such two-dimensional arrangements of

songs are often based on self-organizing maps (SOM) [196,206,242,245,282] or

multidimensional scaling (MDS) [76,249,298]. Though some systems offer to

overview and browse collections according to diverse metadata, most approaches

focus on a specific feature when generating the visualization – genre, mood,

sound features, and popularity being the most frequent ones.

Subtask: Focusing on Genre. Genre is one of the most important metadata

of music that we use to select the music we like to listen to. Two works

focus on communicating genres, sub-genres, and the dependencies among them

with interactive overviews [60, 208]. Both platforms encourage casual visual

exploration by allowing playback of audio samples for selected genres. While

Everynoise [208] provides a tag cloud to display genres – clicking a genre

generates a tag cloud of related musicians and music bands –, Musicmap [60]

offers a zoomable treemap (see Figure 4.12) for that purpose. Torrens et

al. [311] organize personal music libraries also by genre in treemaps, rectangle

maps or circularly on a disc. Each song is represented with a tiny diamond glyph

and changes – through playlist editing – are highlighted. Spatial arrangements of

music items by genre are also produced by SOMs [166,226,264]. A representative

Figure 4.12: An excerpt of the super-genres Musicmap created through a
top-down approach [60].
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Figure 4.13: Islands of Music [245], in which similar styles or genres resemble
islands.

example – the "Island of Music" [242, 245] – uses a geographical metaphor

and organizes genres as islands like shown in Figure 4.13. Knees et al. [166]

extend the visual metaphor with an auditive one. When moving through the

genre map, audio files closely positioned to the mouse cursor are played.

Subtask: Focusing on Mood. In contrast to the genre, other applications

place songs having a similar mood closely [116,128]. Andjelkovic et al. [7] formu-

late the need to include mood similarity in content-based similarity classification.

For that, they offer an interactive user interface to enter the names of favorite

performers that are used to project musicians in a latent mood space spanned by

the mood categories sublimity, vitality, and unease. Closely positioned musicians

aid as recommendations for the user. Van et al. [320,321] also offer a mood

map that is laid out using a force-directed placement approach. “Magnets”

representing mood categories are placed in the two-dimensional space, and they

attract related musicians. Musicream [108] colors discs that symbolize musical

pieces according to mood. The user can interactively assemble playlists via

drag & drop. When doing so, songs with similar moods can be easier stitched

together.

Subtask: Focusing on Sound Features. Similarity of songs can also be

determined by low-level sound features like spectrum, amplitude, metronome
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Figure 4.14: PartyVote’s Interface, allowing attendances of social events to
vote democratically on the next selected songs [298].

or beat points [26, 178,249,316,317]. Kolhoff et al. [168] compute bloom-like

shapes whose form and color represent such features. In contrast, Muelder

et al. [229] derive similarities by analyzing audio frequencies, and the musical

collection is displayed in a graph layout that accentuates those similarities.

Likewise, Leitich et al. [183] uses frequency characteristics of audio signals to

project icons representing songs of a music library on a globe. A multifaceted

view for this is provided by the "Sonic Browser" that displays sound as colored

shapes in scatterplots, treemaps and graphs [25]. It maps file size to the size of

visual symbols, file types to symbol shape, and sampling rates to color.

Subtask: Focusing on Popularity. Crowdsourced information can also be

used to feed an algorithm that arranges musical items in a two-dimensional area.

Donaldson [76] analyzes existing playlists for that purpose. The more often two

songs are listed together, the more similar they are. After applying an MDS

algorithm, the music collection is explorable in 2D. Sprague et al. [298] present

a democratic approach to selecting the next songs to be played during a social

event. The offered collection of songs is mapped in a two-dimensional plane,

and users’ votes are visually highlighted. Figure 4.14 is an example of a music

collection (on the right) and voting area on the left side. The preferences form

a convex hull that includes all song candidates that can be played next. A user’s

vote influences the "weight" of the chosen song and all nearby songs, thus,

increasing the probability of a whole region of similar songs of being selected.
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Figure 4.15: The heatmap visualization of Baur et al. [15] show patterns in
listing the history of users. Listening to the same song and song sequences is
highlighted through red lines.

Task: Analyzing Listening Statistics. Exploring the popularity of songs

is of interest to individuals who are curious about what they have listened to

in the past. Due to the time-related reference of listening histories, timelines

are the means of choice for visualization. Byron and Wattenberg [34] visualize

last.fm [189] listening histories with a stream graph. Each stream stands for

a musician, and the color of a stream indicates the personal popularity of the

musician as well as the initial onset time. A more detailed view is provided

by Baur and Butz [14], who represent each song with a thumbnail icon and

connect subsequently heard songs in the form of a graph overlaying a timeline.

Applicable for listening histories spanning multiple years, Baur et al. [15] generate

heat maps juxtaposing daytime and years, thus, enabling to discover patterns

of how and when people listen to music – as seen in Figure 4.15. Zhang et

al. [349] arrange the music history of a user on a circular timeline. When

selecting individual songs, connections to related songs are shown for music

recommendation purposes.
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Figure 4.16: Similarity Graph for Ono et al.’s [241] musical collection exploration
tool. Songs are presented as rectangles and similar music segments in different
songs are connected.

Task: Music Alignment. While most previously discussed works define

similarity among songs based on features like genre, mood, or score features,

different songs can also share the same or similar sound patterns [70,95,241].

Music alignment deals with detecting such patterns from scores and/or sound

data [67]. Gasser et al. [95] offer a music alignment visualization for two

musical pieces. The audio signals are juxtaposed and related sound patterns

are connected with lines. Figure 4.16 shows the implementation of Ono et

al. [241], using a global and a local similarity graph to visualize all recurring inter-

and intra-song patterns. The visual design is comparable to Wattenberg’s Arc

Diagram [331], using bent links connecting repetitions. A more strict definition

of similarity is used by De Prisco et al. [70], who focus on exact inter-song

repetitions aiming to discover plagiarized songs.

Visualization of Musicians Besides musical pieces, musicology also focuses

on the people associated with music. These are not only composers, instrumen-

talists, and singers but also instrument makers, musical teachers, and music

publishers, and further. A variety of biographical information prepares the ground

for related visualizations. This includes person-describing information like name,

life span or denomination, career knowledge like work span practiced professions

or related institutions, and relational information, e.g., to other musicians or to

music-related objects like musical pieces and instruments. Biographical informa-

tion, typically available in a text-based form, is extracted from databases [86]
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offering the present research state in musicology [140, 142, 143, 159, 160], from

digital library catalogues [2, 8, 75] or automatically derived from crowdsourced

data [36,102,297,323].

Relevance for VIS. Biographical data takes different forms, for which

sophisticated visualization strategies already exist. Temporal data is visualized

using timelines [27], geographical data is presented on maps [56,78], relationships

are laid out with graphs [113, 123] and a large variety for visualizing textual

data exist [174]. However, due to the historicity of the topic, biographical

data offered for musicians comprise diverse uncertain information – data can be

incomplete, imprecise, and inhomogeneous – for which only a few sophisticated

visualization strategies on the basis of generic scenarios [112,199] exist.

Musicology provides real-world data with diverse types of uncertainty that can

be used to develop comprehensive models to visualize uncertainties prevalent in

different data types. Some case studies report on how uncertainty can be dealt

with and how uncertain features can be visually communicated [140,160,224].

Relevance for Musicology. Digital tools have only been rarely applied

or designed to support prosopographical research in musicology. Traditional

prosopographical research typically focuses on one of the famous composers

and their main works in a philological manner [143]. A few works illustrate that

visualizations, which communicate contents of large biographical databases [86],

serve musicologists with intuitive views on large person groups [159], thus, focus-

ing on an entire community rather than individuals. The value of visualizations

to engage with new research questions in musicology is reported by Jänicke et

al. [142, 143]. Further, visualizations aid to make relations among musicians

that have not been considered visible for the first time [160].

Visualizations can be grouped according to three major user tasks discussed

in this chapter. First, they enable multifaceted explorative visual analysis of

biographical data in order to give an overview that allows the detection of trends,

noticeable features, and patterns. Second, visualizations aid in analyzing the

social networks of musicians. Third, tools have been developed to enable visual

analyses of similarities among musicians.

Task: Explorative Analysis of Musicians. For hypothesis verification

and generation, many visualizations follow Shneiderman’s Information Seeking

Mantra [290] to provide an overview of the biographical database at hand,

and means of zooming and filtering are to be used to analyze patterns of

interest, to explore clusters of musicians having similar characteristics, and to

detect outliers. Typically, biographical information of various types given in
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Figure 4.17: Miller et al.’s network graph "Linked Jazz" [224] uses the musi-
cian images for quick recognition. The linkages between the nodes encoding
relationships between the jazz musicians, making it possible to derive further
information about the social network, the interaction between the artists, and
influences. The size of images encodes the impact on the community through
the number of relationships.

databases is used to generate an overview of the data [8, 75, 140,159]. Khulusi

et al. [159] implement Shneiderman’s mantra with seven widgets to exploratively

analyze the data – two sunburst plots for musical and non-musical professions

of musicians, two tag clouds for their denominations and divisions, a pie chart

to contrast male and female musicians, a timeline for activity times and a map

to inspect places where musicians worked. Other works take fewer biographical

data into account. Doi [75] focuses on music bands and the locations of their

performances. Those are plotted on an interactive map that supports analyzing

the popularity of places. Continuum [8] illustrates the careers of musicians,

that is, their creative works, on a timeline. The means of filtering enable the

detection of dependencies among musicians of the database. Instead of using

biographical information, Daniels [66] gives an overview of a rap musician’s data

set according to vocabulary size extracted from their lyrics on a horizontal axis.

To avoid occlusions, nodes are positioned vertically.

Task: Social Network Analysis. Graph visualizations make relations among

persons of biographical databases visible, and they intuitively reveal the societal

structures of communities. Biographical databases like the BMLO [85], the

Linked Jazz database [247] or the Red Hot Jazz Archive [6] provide relationship

information among the musicians they include. Relations are often categorized
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– typical relations are familial, academic, or work-related. Two projects focus on

visualizing social networks of Jazz musicians [103,224]. While the Community

Structure Jazz project [103] provides a force-directed drawing of the network to

communicate the problems of racial segregation, the Linked Jazz project [224]

places 20 Jazz musicians having the most registered relationships on an ellipsis

and a barycenter drawing is applied to layout the entire network as shown

in Figure 4.17. By additionally scaling node sizes according to importance,

influential Jazz musicians are quickly detectable. Laying out the social network

graph on a timeline allows the detection of what musicians’ musicological

knowledge has been transferred over time. Jänicke et al. [142] and Yim and

Bartram [346] both use a horizontal time axis and apply a one-dimensional

force-directed placement strategy to place nodes vertically. Next to individually

listed relationships between musicians, social networks can further be derived

when institutions that employed musicians are taken into account [2, 160]. Like

the latter two approaches, Ables et al. [2] combine timeline and graph in order

to visualize the careers of Venetian musicians in the late 17th century. Khulusi

et al. [160] place musicians depending on their life dates on a timeline, and

related musicians are connected with each other. As musicians are grouped

either by institutions they belonged to or by musical professions they exercised

in, potential relationships among musicians can be hypothesized. Different zoom

levels – focusing on one, a few dozen, or all musicians in the filtered data set –

are provided to support this task.

Task: Musicians Similarity Analysis. As opposed to exploring general

characteristics or social networks of musicians, many visualizations have been

designed to support the analysis of similarities among musicians. Most visual

interfaces are tailored for casual users, typically, to encourage intuitive explo-

ration of music recommendations [99,296,323]. The similarity of musicians is

determined using crowdsourced information, e.g., Amazon sale statistics [323]

or Spotify listing histories [296]. All approaches follow the same concept. The

user searches for a musician that is laid out alongside a fixed number (max.

20) of the most similar musicians in the form of a graph. While the Artist Ex-

plorer [296] uses a tree for that purpose, LivePlasma [323] and Music-Map [99]

use a force-directed graph where edge lengths, or distances, respectively, reflect

similarity strengths between musicians. A seamless exploration of the similarity

data is enabled by refocusing on any shown musician that can be selected via

mouse click, and the playback of music samples can support this task [323]. The

works by Cano and Koppenberger [36] and Gleich [102] (see Figure 4.18) differ
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Figure 4.18: The Yahoo! metadata graph of Gleich et al. [102]. Showing the
similarity of artists (nodes) based on positive user ratings (likes). The edges
are alpha-blended to highlight local density and connect each artist with their
20-nearest neighbors. The colors represent different clusters based on the artist
and the user rating data.

Figure 4.19: History of Rock showing connections between Rock bands, their
temporal developments, and classification of their music [195]. Selected are
The Beatles.
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slightly from the previous ones as the graphs, which likewise reflect similarity

with proximity, give overviews of entire databases. Two works focus on exposing

similarity in the form of influences between musicians visually. Schedl et al. [277]

extract prototypical musicians per genre and vaguely define influence among

musicians based on the number of co-occurrences in online texts. The result

is shown using a circular graph layout, that places similar musicians closely.

The project "History of Rock" [195] uses a manually curated data set of 100

music songs assessed as the most important milestones of rock history [308].

Multiple coordinated views are offered for exploring the corresponding musicians;

Figure 4.19 shows visualization when focusing on The Beatles. A force-directed

graph illustrates Who influenced whom? -relations between musicians and their

songs are listed on a timeline to analyze trends and temporal dependencies,

and bar charts convey energy (from low to high) and emotion (from sad to

happy) levels. While the above-mentioned approaches are merely designed

for casual users and similarity is based on the works of musicians, Jänicke et

al. [143] designed a visual analytics system for musicologists to support the

profiling of musicians based on biographical characteristics (provided by the

musiXplora [86]) like places of work, musical professions or denominations of

musicians. After choosing a musician of interest, the similarity to all other

musicians in the database is determined based on eight similarity measures. The

biographical details of the chosen musician and the most similar ones can be

comparatively analyzed in a stream graph illustrating textual features, a social

network graph, and a map showing related places of work.

Visualization of Instruments Besides musical works and associated musicians,

the played instruments are the focus of interest for musicologists, too. Musical

instruments are part of previously mentioned visualizations like Haro et al. [119]

who link avatars stereotypically to genres and moods, or games such as Guitar

Hero [117] in which parts of instruments are visualized. In this section, we

focus on the visualizations made for physical instruments and their digital

representations, e.g., in the form of three-dimensional object scans.

Relevance for VIS. While the work with instruments has a century-old

tradition in musicology, we observed that physical instrument data is rarely used

as a basis for visualization research. In recent years, many works have been

published in different domains having different challenges depending on the

"objects" to be scanned, e.g., the industrial domain [68], like metal joins [352],

the medical domain dealing with organic subjects such as small animals [188],
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human infants’ heads [122] or muscle tissue [246] as well as inorganic objects

like nanoparticles [139]. The specific characteristic of musical instruments is

that they are made of very different materials provoking research questions

that are hitherto untouched by visualization research. A few related works,

mostly published in musicology, offer basic approaches in dealing with instrument

data [125, 163,164, 170], thus, pioneering work interesting for the visualization

community. In addition, we list numerous future challenges related to instrument

data later.

Relevance for Musicology. From a musicologist’s point of view, working

with visual representations of instruments offers diverse opportunities. The

work with digital representatives of original instruments is non-destructive, and

many users can have access to a digitized instrument that can be documented

and annotated with metadata. Further, visualizations can help to explain the

functionality of instruments. Our collaboration partners from a musicology

department mentioned that visualizations illustrating concepts of instruments,

their function (like sound generation), their cultural contexts, or provenance

research (which deals with inspecting the origin of instruments) are missing.

The engagement of visualization scholars in musicology is desired and provides

new research challenges as outlined in the future challenges part.

We divide related works into two groups of tasks. Firstly, visualizations aid in

supporting the analysis of structural features and special material properties of

instruments. Secondly, visualizations have been designed to communicate how

musical instruments function and how sound is generated.

Task: Instrument Structure Analysis. Three-dimensional visual represen-

tations of musical instruments are frequently used to communicate structural

features. Especially, if instruments are very old or if they are unique, a digital

copy enables an explorative analysis of the instrument’s construction or man-

ufacturing without harming the original. Different measurement and imaging

techniques are applied to digitize musical instruments. While laser or X-ray

scanners [125] and computed models based on photos of instruments [170]

are rarely used, most frequently, computed tomography (CT) scans of musical

instruments are prepared [23,72,132,175,284]. As a non-destructive method,

CT generates three-dimensional data sets revealing inner structures of musical

instruments as diverse material properties result in diverse measured density

values [164,256]. Strategies how to deal with very large data sets are discussed

by Eberhorn et al. [80]. A representative example, a volume rendering of a violin

from the Violin Forensic project [132], is shown in Figure 4.20. In this example,
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Figure 4.20: A colored three-dimensional visualization of a violin scanned by
computed tomography. The color transfer function highlights glued areas
(bottom) [132].

the transfer function is defined to highlight glued parts of the instrument in

white to highlight previously repaired parts that may affect the value and sound

of the instrument. A typical task for documentation and conservation purposes

Figure 4.21: Wood thicknesses distribution of a top plate from an asymmetric
violin (top) in a heat map-like two-dimensional visualization [125].
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Figure 4.22: Konopka et al. examine long-term deformations of wooden instru-
ments by experimenting with real instruments and a computed simulation [170].
The image shows the simulation results of a replicate of a clavichord in three
states, where the heat map-like color scale indicates the level of deformation.

is analyzing the thickness of musical instruments, for which heat maps, encoding

thickness values with colors, are the means of choice [23, 72, 125]. Figure 4.21

shows a wood thickness heat map of a violin tracked by laser scans. Such

representations are used in musicology to compare and to categorize different in-

struments of the same type, and they can even help to determine the instrument

maker [125]. Heat maps can also be applied to visualize long-term influences

on instruments due to storage and aging processes [170]. Using finite element

Figure 4.23: Extract of Kusnick’s Masterthesis [175] showing a volume rendering
of a hurdy-gurdy in an augmented reality context. The printed marker on the
table is detected by the tablet’s camera as a reference point for the placement
of the virtual object.
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simulations, the observer can inspect the estimated deformation throughout

the years. Figure 4.22 shows expected long-term structural deformations due

to humidity changes in red and blue colors. Such views help conservators in

handling and storing musical instruments accordingly. While the former visu-

alization approaches serve musicologists with three-dimensional digital copies

of instruments to support research tasks in musicology, Kusnick [175] and

Schott [284] created a system that allows museum visitors to playfully observe

musical instruments in augmented and virtual reality environments. Figure 4.23

shows how a tablet device enables museum visitors in getting a non-destructive,

new perspective on a historical instrument – not only from the outside as when

the instrument is exhibited in a case but also from the inside. The advantages

of such immersive analytics tools are manifold, they can support pedagogical,

conservational as well as documentation tasks, and, perspectively, they can

also support organologists and instrument makers in understanding the sound

generation of the instrument.

Task: Instrument Functioning Analysis. Communicating how musical

instruments operate is a mandatory task in musicology. Pioneering work in

this regard has been done by Askenfeld and Jansson [9] who illustrated the

physical effects of the human touch on the strings and hammers of pianos

during sound generation. Though presenting such results in non-interactive

charts is sufficient for documentation purposes, sophisticated visualization and

interaction techniques ease understanding of how instruments function and

ease access to such information with appealing representations. Two works

offer to view and interact with digital instruments in Augmented and Virtual

Reality environments [201,286]. With gesture capturing, virtually represented,

three-dimensional instruments can be played, and the user can interact with

color-coded rectangles, each encoding a different, playable sound spectrum.

Further, two approaches communicate the dynamics of instruments [21, 24].

Bouënard et al. [24] study the real membrane of a drum in detail to generate

dynamic and kinematic motion data through motion capturing. They display

the trajectories of the drumsticks, which allows us to analyze the special hitting

techniques of a player. Berthaut et al. [21] record actions when playing an

instrument through sensors and generate virtual animations of three-dimensional

shapes. Figure 4.24 communicates the functionality of a synthesizer. Depending

on the pressed button or regulated knobs, the animation on the display below

the controllers shows the movements of represented mechanical parts and how

they interact to generate a sound.
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Figure 4.24: Berthaut et al.’s "Rouages" visualize effects and their interplay
of different buttons and controllers from digital music instruments and virtual
extensions [21]. The controller settings are symbolized with different three-
dimensional shapes.

Dealing with Musicological Data

The long history of musicology yields large data sets that comprise a diversity

of inconsistencies. We skimmed through the paper collection and investigated

how researchers deal with those inconsistencies and how and if the proposed

interfaces reflect them visually. Additionally, we reviewed if and to what degree

the vastness of data yields challenges to accurately design a data visualization.

As a result, we observed different forms of uncertainty [209]. In the following

part, we will report on the issues reported by other authors and how they do

or do not deal with them. A complete discussion, not only limited to music

visualization, will be later seen in the challenges section (see Section 6).
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Vastness The vastness of a data set refers to the size that leads to problems

in visual representation, e.g., visual clutter. Although musical collections can be

rather small compared to other areas of visualization, vastness still becomes

a problem due to musicological metadata that includes different types of enti-

ties. So, transforming the metadata of musical collections and prosopographic

data sets into intuitive visualizations becomes a problem. Typically, multiple

views [328] are used for filtering purposes to reduce the number of data items to

be visualized, for example, when browsing biographical characteristics of around

30,000 musicians [159]. In order to visually highlight a subset of recommenda-

tions out of millions of musical pieces, Donaldson et al. [76] offer basic means of

filtering and apply a liquid browsing technique [326] to get a hand on occluding

nodes representing recommended audios. Other visualization approaches are

not reflecting vastness as they consider its effect as negligible. Everynoise [208]

arranges all available 2,635 music genre tags on the screen and offers scrolling

functionality for browsing purposes. As the tags are arranged according to the

similarity of subgenres, "Serendipitous Browsing" [205] supports the task of

finding related genres. Commercial software for emulating songs, e.g., Audiosurf,

Rocksmith, or GuitarHero [83,117,318], solely shows a short sequence of notes

in a time-dependent frame. Hiraga et al. [131] offer a one-dimensional fisheye

focus+context view to inspect the entire score sheet of a composition on a single

line having a fixed width. The vastness of data items is crucial when graphs

are the means of choice to support related user tasks. Jänicke and Focht [142]

propose a semantic graph clustering strategy [65] to condense the number of

nodes to be displayed within a social network graph of musicians – laid out by

traditional force-directed placement – without harming the user’s capabilities to

investigate the intended research questions. In contrast, Ono et al. [241] opt

for a visual clustering by applying edge bundling and a focus+context metaphor

to investigate the relations between audios in a similarity graph. However, many

works do not cater for occlusions in graphs at all, taking occlusions among

labels [59, 346] or edges [36, 103, 224] harming the readability of the graph into

account.

Imprecision Imprecise data features are manifold in musicological applications.

Typically, audio signals are perturbed with noise, and it is unclear whether the

measured noise relates to "deliberate expressive strategies, motor noise or impre-

cision of the performer, or even measurement errors" [179]. Though different

strategies to handle noise exist [128, 276, 317], none of the surveyed works
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communicates the influence of noise on a similarity analysis visually. Pampalk et

al. [242] leave the noise handling to the user who tweaks a neighborhood radius

that smooths the spatial mapping of the musical collection. Next to auditive

imprecision, musicological metadata like datings or geographical information is

inaccurate. In historical data sets, this typically relates to the limited information

available for a subject of interest. In MusikerProfiling [143], imprecise musicians’

lifetime data that take different forms are visually encoded as can be seen in

Figure 4.25. Khulusi uses a similar visual metaphor when displaying the lifetime

of a musician in the form of a bar [160].

Concerning the imprecision of time, genres are also ambiguous entities of music

history [279]. Crauwels [60] highlights that a music genre does not suddenly

emerge "as a shocking revolution without any trace or evolution in the past."

Consequently, precise mapping on a timeline is not possible. In his Musicmap

he relies on the year two or more different artists published work in the same

genre as a genre’s starting point, neglecting the mentioned trace in the past. As

genres are hierarchically arranged, the mean year is used when joining sub-genres

with different years of origin. Hilliges et al. [128] replace a traditional genre

Figure 4.25: Visual encodings of imprecise datings [143]: Small horizontal lines
� are used for precise datings, circles ● for around datings, triangles ▲ for
before datings, and upside down triangles ▼ for after datings.
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clustering with emotional genres after comparing the emotional qualities of the

audios, to encounter the ambiguity of the genre names.

As opposed to communicating the imprecision of time, the geospatial inaccu-

racy that is manifested in different levels of granularity when assigning places

to musical entities has been rarely addressed in related works. The current

procedure is representing each geographical entity (e.g., city, region, country)

as a location on the map [86]. When generating CT scans of instruments, noise

artifacts occur due to different characteristics of materials an instrument is

composed of. Though such inconsistencies are mentioned [175], appropriate

solutions to overcome those do not exist. For streaming purposes, CT scans

need to be downsampled – thus, an intended imprecision due to the loss of in-

formation – to enable fluent interaction with the instruments’ three-dimensional

models [80, 175].

Incompleteness Referring to a data set with entities having different features,

incompleteness refers to the percentage of missing feature entries. For these

entries, it is known that the values actually exist, but it is not given in the data

set [209]. For a note sheet, this might be a corrupted, thus, unreadable note

line or a missing page – typical issues when dealing with historical material.

Consequently, Optical Musical Recognition (OMR) software induces errors [32].

Existing visual representations of note sheets [114, 331] do not account for

this issue. When developing visualizations [143,160] for the musiXplora [86],

the activity time of a musician was defined by the beginning of a musician’s

career and the musician’s date of death. For around 30,000 musicians in the

database, approximately 10% of the former date and 30% of the latter date are

missing. Different strategies were applied to approximate the time range in such

cases, typically, by taking other temporal metadata such as the date of birth

or the last mention of a musician into account. By not displaying the marker

for the beginning of the musician’s career [143], this approximation is indirectly

communicated to the observer. If no temporal information was given, the musi-

cian is disregarded from the visualization. Timages [140] arranges the portraits

of musicians in the musiXplora on a timeline to communicate their historical

influence. Missing portraits are visually expressed by a dummy image instead.

The Linked Jazz project [224] involves another kind of incompleteness. Personal

relationships between jazz musicians are extracted from interview transcripts

that have not been completely processed by now. Music learning software,

e.g. Rocksmith [318], offers different levels of difficulty. For training with low
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difficulty, a certain number of notes are excluded, thus, benefits are drawn from

drafted incomplete data. Due to the different physical processes during a CT

scan of a musical instrument consisting of manifold materials, aberrations in the

resulting data sets and images are unavoidable [80,175]. Especially, radiation

artifacts lead to irretrievably lost holes in the three-dimensional models.

Inhomogeneity As opposed to the incompleteness of a data set that can

be measured as the actual number of missing information of data items in a

given data set is known, the inhomogeneity of a data set cannot be quantified,

as it depends on the state of research undertaken on the topic addressed

in the data set [209]. Data sets in musicology are partly built on qualitative

research [86], thus, the knowledge of single cultural heritage objects or individuals

is uneven. Next to relevant data items unknown to the creator of a data set,

undocumented or overseen attributes lead to a distorted representation of

reality. MusikerProfiling [143], which operates on a biographical database of

musicians, deals with inconsistencies due to inhomogeneity. As of the late

19th century, musicology focuses primarily on fifty musicians and their main

works in a traditional philological manner. Next to adjusting the popularity

weight in the visual analytics profiling process, the domain expert can reduce the

weight of relationship similarity, a value strongly affected by the inhomogeneous

state of research in musicology. This way, the musicologist is enabled to throw

the spotlight on less popular musicians. Furthermore, crowdsourcing projects

suffer from inhomogeneity. Music-Map [99] gives an overview of the proximity

of artists in dependency of casual users who list their favorites that will be

placed closer to each other in the global overview taking all crowdsourced

information into account. As crowdsourcing projects are usually biased [172]

– as they are fed by a specific community –, the spatial distribution of artists

is consequently inhomogeneous. A special form of inhomogeneity is the non-

standardized terminology in musicology due to the century-long history of music.

For example, a comprehensive and scalable classification of instruments and

instrument classes does not exist. To resolve occurring ambiguities a mapping

between different sources is needed. In the best case, this is offered with high

confidence through a domain expert. Otherwise, this inhomogeneity has to be

communicated by visual means.
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Future Challenges

During our extensive literature review, we encountered open problems in musi-

cology that could be supported by suitable visualization approaches. Combined

with the needs that musicologists reported to us throughout our perennial

collaboration and our own experiences gained during interdisciplinary projects,

we introduce a list of future challenges for visualization in musicology. Despite

the manifold application fields of the researched visualization the backflow into a

mainstream practice is rather low and not documented in surveyed publications.

The group of interfaces for music production is probably the most affected, as

seen through the commonly used piano roll visualization.

Strengthen Interdisciplinary Collaboration. The papers included in this

survey are typically written by either musicologists or computer scientists, but

seldom in a cooperative setting. While we do not want to devalue these

works, we want to highlight the advantages for both fields in cooperating,

as well as stress that works dealing with musicology and visualization should

meet requirements from both fields. Furthermore, collaborations with graphic

designers or visual artists can lead to more artistic visualizations like the work of

Lupi and King [198]. For the visualization and musicological domain, we included

a short paragraph for each data section, highlighting advantages, challenges,

and general relevance for each separately. These data type-specific points

won’t be repeated here. Instead, we want to highlight that collaboration is

crucial, as the musicological part of music visualizations brings the expertise

needed to analyze features and comprehend reasons and causes. For the

visualization part, there exists a big effort to learn how visualization can be used

to improve the communication of features to users and how to reduce distortion.

Further, visualizations or more general computer science techniques are crucial

to providing infrastructure and knowledge about data handling, digitization, and

processing. Next, musicology offers a vast amount of a wide range of data

types, often not fully tapped. Scientists are interested in literally seeing data,

which is the high value of visualization, as it does not only offer the data itself

but users (casual users, researchers, experts, ...), research questions, and in

general demand for visualization for making use of the potential in data, also.

Distant-Reading Analysis of Score Collections. While we do have a whole

section dealing with musical collections, all found works deal exclusively with

sound data. Further, not only the sound itself is of interest to musicology but

also the scores of songs. When taking this into account, it is quite astonishing
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that there is a clear lack of collection-wide analysis tools of musical scores.

This could be caused by the collection section mainly holding tools used by

casual users, who are more interested in the sound itself than the written score.

Nevertheless, these questions exist and can be answered with distant-reading

approaches, making it easier to find similarities and significant outliers in score

texts. Plausible questions can be included to find strict similarities and plagiarism,

similar as shown by Ono et al. and De Prisco et al. [70, 241]. The usage of

score information requires a stronger text analysis as shown in [147].

Metadata Visualization of Instruments. As described in the instrument

visualization section, researchers started to include digital representatives of

instruments in their consideration. While the found and included works show the

usage of mainly CT data and three-dimensional rendering, we also encountered

textual metadata usage. From a visualization point of view, these works were

too weak to be included in the survey. We found this lack of textual metadata

visualization quite surprising, as this is quite common for the other listed data

types (especially the musicians and their biographies). One example is the

timeline visualization of instruments from multiple musical instrument museums

by Kusnick et al. [176]. The single instrument’s lifetime events are enhanced

with hypothesized relations to matching musical pieces, through the analysis

of metadata about the two entity classes. Further, a metadata visualization

approach is rather simple, compared to a three-dimensional one, as knowledge

of other sources can be used and tools adapted. Like in the previous paragraph,

we encountered the potential for especially distant-reading tools, which allow

inspection of e.g. trends of instruments used throughout time. An indirect

example of a usage scenario can be seen by Khulusi et al. [154, 160], who

visualized the temporal development of the lute instrument, represented through

metadata of lute players. A more direct approach to visualizing instrument

developments and trends has been marked as interesting by our collaborating

musicologist, as well.

Visualizations of an Instrument’s History. The value of visually analyzing

musicians embedded in a temporal context is documented in various works [8,

160,346], as it enables understanding trends and seizing historical events. While

the above paragraph dealt with general trends for a type of instrument, our

collaborating musicologists desired similar approaches to investigate the career of

a single instrument, for which far less metadata exists. The musicological term

for inspecting the career of an instrument is provenance research and is built on

the knowledge that an instrument has different properties throughout time and
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of temporal and geospatial information on production
events of different clavichords [161]. Each color represents a type of clavichord

is to be inspected with regard to these changes and not as a static object. As

an example, an instrument may have undergone a restoration process, changing

physical components or, been modernized, resulting in a change of sound

range. Other examples of events shaping the career of an instrument may be

production, owner change, presentation, or performance. Each of these events

can be associated with geospatial and temporal data, associated persons, and

further metadata (like prize, value, collection, etc.). Currently, such information

is collected and digitized in musicology projects such as the musiXplora [86] or

Music Instruments Museums Online [234], and first visualization approaches are

available as browser applications (see a prototype-like screenshot in Figure 4.26).

But, sophisticated approaches are necessary to align an instrument’s career

to historical musical pieces, such as the Répertoire International des Sources

Musicales (RISM) [190]. Supported by interactive visual means, this would

enable us to investigate which instruments may have been used in performances

like operas. Still, this needs further basic research focusing on musicological

terms, that is (especially throughout the centuries) non-standardized and hence

hard to match.
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Workflow for Musicology. Musicology is a heterogeneous field, dedicated

to different types of users, including different types of data and different

tasks. In order to ease the process of developing novel visualization strategies

for musicology, a generic workflow, guidelines, and best practices are highly

requested. Miller et al. [222] propose a pipeline for designing visualizations for

musical scores, which serves a clear need but only includes one of the data types.

A holistic workflow or further pipelines for musical collections, musicians, and

instruments are highly appreciated.

Working with Historical Data. The lack of work dealing with historical

data was quite surprising. Musicology, a field with a long history, offers data

aged for centuries and interesting questions on the development of cultural

aspects. Next to works dealing with biographical data [8, 143,160] only a few

visualizations have been designed to communicate sound patterns [114, 331].

As stated with the uncertainties, dealing with historical data is not trivial and

requires novel workflows. Our collaborating musicologist highlighted the need to

regard musicological data under historical aspects. An example is the pitch of

instruments (the difference in distance of the halftones of instruments), which

changed throughout time, resulting in a distorted perception of music, e.g.,

emotion and harmony when addressing historic instruments.

Communicating Inconsistencies in Musicological Data. Our review of

inconsistencies in musicological data and how these are processed revealed a

lack of solutions to visually inform users about these inconsistencies. Addi-

tionally, there seems to be an awareness that inconsistencies like imprecision,

incompleteness, or inhomogeneity exist. Only a few works introduce techniques

to visually encode temporal imprecision [143, 160]. Future works should not

only disclose such information to avoid misinterpreting visualizations but also

produce novel visualization means to communicate uncertainties.

Multi-Modal Data Visualization. Many research inquiries in musicol-

ogy address only one specific data type, and only a few works tackle multi-

modalities [2, 159, 160, 347]. As the musiXplora [86] shows, the combination of

multiple types of entities provides a high potential for musicology research that

enables gaining new insights.

It offers a database that can be queried through diverse web-based visual

interfaces [161]. The database includes the present state of musicological

biography data for more than 30,000 persons relevant to music history from

around 2,000 years. As an ongoing research project that started in 2004, the

musiXplora deals with historical and present sources of data on different facets
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of musicology. Although it currently focuses primarily on person’s biographies,

the responsible researchers hinted at further, unpublished data about other

musicologically relevant data types like places, objects, institutions, media,

events, and terms [181, 182]. The offered data is already used by multiple

research papers included in this STAR [140,142,143,159,160]. Besides this, the

work with multi-modal data, shown through many associated works gives insight

into potential new approaches to provide data access through visualization. Data-

wise, all available data is stored in a relational database and is accessible as textual

data, linking features to the ids of the persons. This leads to data like a person’s

working time, information about professions like soprano singer and violin player

as well as institutions he or she worked at like the "Bayerische Staatsoper"

("Bavarian state opera") and "Würzburger Hofkapelle" ("Würzburger’s court

orchestra"). Due to the historical nature and dependency on documentation, the

data is missing a linkage between the different subtypes. Hence, e.g. information

about a person’s profession that was held in the Bayerische Staatsoper or the

working time of the musician in the court orchestra is not extractable, only

a list of all professions and the general working time. Thus, the database

does not only bring its own challenges and issues but also shows musicological

approaches to tackle many of the previously listed challenges, arising in working

with musicological data in general. Examples include temporal uncertainties,

communicating inconsistencies in terms, non-standardized, incomplete, and

uncertain sources, and further.

Annotating Three-dimensional Models of Musical Instruments. Recently,

the visualization of three-dimensional CT scans became a valuable tool to analyze

and interact with musical instruments, supported by a general trend in science

and a rocket-like explosion of new advances in the computed tomography sector

in the last 30 years [133]. Especially for restorers, this method could support

the non-destructive inspection of valuable objects and the discovery of weak

or damaged parts, not visible from the outside. A useful tool would not solely

require the functionality and pipeline of an instrument being scanned but also

enable annotations. This would help to directly mark and document conspicuous

parts, even through changes of scale and the color transfer function. We

identified work going in this direction, but they rather use simulations to get

insights into expected changes on an object in the future, instead of actual ones

as of today. The rendering of virtual instruments alongside annotated parts is

also desired for teaching and presentation purposes. In addition, animations

could aid to communicate how instruments work. Visualization of the internal
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movements of musical instruments, the flow of air, and mechanical interaction

could further enhance the understanding of learners and museum visitors. For

such a diversity of visualization applications addressing multiple user groups, the

major challenge is not the visualization in the first place, but rather the design

of intuitive, interactive user interfaces.

Simulation, Visualization, and Exploration of Instrument Data. Many

historic instruments cannot be played without the risk of damaging the object.

Still, researchers are interested in hearing the sound of these instruments and the

understanding mechanisms involved in sound generation. Kirsch and Plath [285]

showed that the visual animation of instruments’ sound generation based on

scanned instruments is possible. For enjoyment and pedagogical purposes, this

information may be presented with visualizations. Besides the reconstruction

of sound generation itself, visual reconstruction of the surfaces of CT-scanned

instruments may allow the simulation of the original sounds.

Reconstruction and Reproduction of Instruments. A high-level goal is

reconstructing (rare) musical instruments based on CT scans. The first ap-

proaches use CT data and 3D scanners to print plastic variants [285]. While

giving a hint on the feasibility of this task, even allowing for sound generation,

these prototype-like prints lack both, quality and material components, to be

considered as a kind of replication. A possible pipeline for such a project may

be the reconstruction, followed by the reproduction either through the auto-

matic generation of blueprints or direct linkage to 3D printers or woodworking

machinery.

Conclusion

The intersection of music and visualization has brought forth a diversity of

innovative applications designed for a variety of purposes. On the one hand,

musicologists are served with interactive tools to analyze musicological data

of a different kind, on the other hand, applications are tailored for the broad

public to communicate and teach aspects of music in a more intuitive, playful

manner. Our survey includes 129 related works from different disciplines, all of

which include sophisticated visualization techniques to illustrate features and

relationships among musicological data entities. With a strong focus on the

targeted musicology domain that provides data, we classified the works first by

the type of data – musical works, musical collections, musicians, and instruments

–, with sub-categories indicating the intended use of the offered visualization,
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followed by a deeper analysis of supported domain-specific user tasks. This

allows for easy detection of visualizations designed for specific purposes, e.g.,

for comparative analysis, enjoyment, or annotation support. The diversity of

application scenarios yields data sets of various scales comprising different

inconsistencies. We defined aspects of uncertainty in the scope of musicology,

and we investigated in what form vastness, imprecision, incompleteness and

inhomogeneity occur in musicological data sets and how upcoming issues are

tackled. Though such inconsistencies are prevalent in many data sets of the

collection, only a few works communicate them visually. The visualization

of uncertainty in musicological data marks a major future challenge for the

domain. We will show brief examples of how we deal with uncertainty in our

own databases and projects in Section 4.1.4 and discuss this issue more in

the challenges (see Section 6). In addition, our survey summarizes diverse

future prospects including the intense engagement with historical data to serve

a broad palette of research questions and solutions for in-depth analysis of

three-dimensional models of instruments aiming to enable the reconstruction of

unique items.

We started the work on the survey after we began our own cooperation

on the intersection of visualization and musicology. Still, it did provide crucial

information to us. First of all, it allowed a deeper understanding of the domain

situation: Which projects exist on the intersection?, Which tasks and challenges

are dealt with?, Which user/researcher groups show interest in which tasks?,

What are open challenges?, and lastly How do the needs, ideas, and experiences

of our own collaboration partners match with the rest of the field? were example

questions which motivated us. As a result, we could turn to some of the described

open challenges in our work in the last two years. We succeeded in strengthen

interdisciplinary collaboration, as we not only expanded our own team with

dedicated digital humanists, but also published our work with a stronger focus

on the digital humanities setting [91]. Also, the current research project at the

Research Center Digital Organology deals with the visualization of musical scores

in form of historic music storage media [158] and we know of other projects

citing the survey and filling the gap of musical score visualization [92, 220, 221].

All these projects deal with the former open issue of Distant-Reading Analysis

of Score Collections. For the Metadata Visualization of Instruments, we will see

a whole dedicated section in the use cases later (see Section 5.2). Up to now,

we have conducted sessions with musicologists to inspect the development of

plucked instruments like the guitar, lute, harp, and zither (see Section 5.2.1) or
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general metadata of piano rolls (Section 5.4.1). Also, the geospatial metadata

of the tuba development have been visualized (Section 5.2.2). While these

are examples of metadata of instrument types being visualized, we also offer

insight into specific objects and their history – or organological career – with

a dendrochronological inspection of a Viola d’Amore (Section 5.2.3) and the

world’s oldest and still preserved clavichord (Section 5.3.1). Both are part of

our work on Visualizations of an Instrument’s History. With these few examples

of our and others’ work, we want to highlight the value of the survey in filling

research gaps and helping the field adopt digital technologies.

4.1.2 Related Work

With this overview of the state-of-the-art and our own cooperations throughout

the last eight years in mind, we describe the domain situation as low-key

digitized, with rather traditional approaches. While we found different works

advocating for a more digital situation and offering a tailored solution to their

respective subdomains [161,162,248], in general, many projects appeared to be

the first steps toward modern, digital tools and methods. This does apply to

our and other’s early work on the musiXplora, too [142,143,154,159–161,176].

Such works are mostly aimed at building a foundation for more complex digital

access to data. This is observable in the first publications of the musiXplora

project, presenting basic visualization types like pie charts and TagClouds for

only biographical data to musicologists. Even such mundane visualizations gave

access to new approaches to the data and resulted in very positive feedback [159].

In more recent years, related projects have also shown the use of deploying

mundane visualizations. A range of works by Miller et al. adapted glyph-based

pie charts, mapping musical features in note sheets to visual fingerprints [93,220],

offering tailored views on single note sheets [222], or whole collections [223].

Other projects also focus on a prosopographical inspection of persons [60,102,

184,195,224,323]. More generic visualization tools for persons [184] are used

to show domain-independent features such as networks [60, 102, 195, 224, 323],

geospatial [75], or temporal data [8, 212,213,215]. But today’s musicological

research often requires domain-specific, contextual information not met by tools

limited to prosopographical sources. Traditional sources are fragmented into

specific subsets (persons/places/objects/...) or highly specialized combinations

(piano makers in Füssen during the 16th century) (see Section 6.1.3).
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This greatly limited the research possibilities in traditional musicology. On

the bright side, this offered a vast increase in research questions possible

through a researcher-decided free combination of data possible with digital

means. While early digital steps mapped the traditional research process to

digital means (without utilizing the potential of contextualizing and linking data)

– like using three-dimensional data, gained through CT [23,72, 132] or other

techniques [125,170] to generate volume or surface renderings [314] – newer

works (especially in the organology subdomain) showed promising results [176].

Besides the discussed limitation on subdomain-specific research, caused by

the fragmentation and disjoint nature of traditional data, comprehensive and

domain-wide inspections were hardly possible, either. The first ground-building

work for enabling a more global resource of musicological knowledge has been

done by the German research project BMLO.

BMLO Short for Bavarian Musician Lexicon Online (in German Bayerisches

Musiker Lexikon Online) [85], the project consists of a database containing

musicological knowledge, as well as a website offering public access. A group of

musicological redactors crawled different analog and digital resources (manually)

and put them into a standardized and scalable relational database, suitable for

automatic processing. Due to the long history of musicology – and missing

standards – a (semi-)automated processing of data is mostly only possible after

manual preprocessing (for more issues, see Section 6.1).

The data collected in this process includes the seven categories defined by

the musicologists of the project: persons, objects, places, institutions, terms,

media, and events. In the active years of the BMLO project (2004–2014) the

number of persons in the data set rose to around 30,000, while other categories

(institutions, terms, media, ...) were mostly only drafted. Nevertheless, a front

end offers a search interface and list-like presentation of the collected data,

enriched with pictures crawled through Wikimedia1. Next to typical biographical

data, entities also list their identifiers on different domain-related websites, like

VIAF2, GND3 or Q4 (Wikipedia’s/Wikimedia’s identifier), building a linkage

between the BMLO and other online knowledge sources.

In 2014, the BMLO project moved from Munich to Leipzig University and

was extended to the musiXplora project by us, which is the main part of the
1https://www.wikimedia.org/
2www.viaf.org
3www.dnb.de/DE/Professionell/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html
4www.wikidata.org
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described cooperation. This included the abolishing of the focus on Bavaria and

collecting generally available data on musicology. A further focus of the project

was the inclusion of various interactive visual interfaces aiming to support a

broad range of musicological research tasks.

4.1.3 Data

Data and Linkage

The musiXplora offers seven facets defined by musicologists:

1. MUSICI - Persons

2. CASAE - Institutions

3. LOCI - Places

4. BACCAE - Objects

5. RES - Terms

6. EVENTA - Events

7. CATALOGUS - Media

While the original paper [156] includes a table showing which facets had

been published then and which lead to links to other facets, this table is by

now obsolete, as all facets have been published and a linkage is possible to

all facets. Instead, we include the overview graphic with Figure 4.27, which

shows all the facets of the data and the types of attributes. As the structure

of the data is inherited from the BMLO project [85], existing challenges of

the data also apply and must be considered. Exemplary challenges are the

work with uncertainties typical for historical data. While a lot of paper-based

information is conserved over the centuries, they are neither always correct

nor complete. It is not untypical that the data for a person is missing crucial

information needed for visualizations and visual analysis, like the date of birth

or even the name, making it hardly possible to put them into relation with

others. Also, imprecise information like a birth date of before 1720 or around

1300 is frequently encountered. With the dependence on historical sources,

such imprecision may never be resolved, as the needed sources may never have
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Figure 4.27: Overview of the seven musicological data facets. A short expla-
nation of each facet on the border as well as connections to types of data
usually encountered inside a facet. All entities have a name or title, and most
biographical information, or Relations (connections to other entities of the same
facet, as opposed to connections between different facets). Lastly, some also
have image data available

existed or could not be preserved through history (more on this will be discussed

in Section 6.1.1). As for the temporal data, four kinds of information may be

of special relevance: the first mentioned date, where a person appeared for

the first time in a musicological context, hence, the beginning of the person

working in a musicological profession. Second, the last mentioned date, analog

to the former, but the last time a person is explicitly mentioned. Mostly, this is

given with the date of death, as most persons have been relevant for musicology

until they died. Lastly, a date of birth may give insight into the living time of

the person. Unlike with the last mentioned date, a person was not relevant for

musicology beginning with its birth. Thus, the span between first mentioned

date and last mentioned date is the period in which the person was relevant

for, or active in, the domain. Nevertheless, the birth date may give useful

information and even be used to approximate a first mentioned date [160].

Musici – Persons Musicologists may be interested in persons, associated with

creating music – like musicians, composers, or singers –, but also in people with

professions like music instrument makers or restorers. The people associated

with music are collected in the Musici (person) repository. For the set of persons

m1, m2, ..., mn, with n = 33, 602, each mi may have:
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1. mNamei – Different written variants for first and last name, as well as

additional names like pseudonyms or maiden name

2. mDatei – Temporal Data - Life and work years in a range of [0,2022] A.D.

3. mConf essioni – List of Confession(s)

4. mGenderi – Sex(es)

5. mMusicalP rof essionsi – List of musical professions

6. mOtherP rof essionsi – List of non-musical professions

7. mBranchi – List of types of the branch(es) that employed the person like

state, court or military

8. mri – Lists of relations leading to other facets like musical institutions cj ,

..., ck the person belonged to or places lj , ..., lk of the person divided by

type [Birth, Death, Work, ...]

9. mIDsi – List of IDs used in related repositories of musicological knowledge

[VIAF, GND, Q, ...]

10. mLinksi – List of links using the IDs to reference other resources containing

important data of the person (marked as external sources in red)

Casae – Institutions Unions of persons are captured in the Casae repository

(Institutions), such as opera houses, court orchestras, or festivals. For each

institution c1, ..., cn the available information, includes:

1. cmi – List of members mj , ..., mk

2. cNamei – Name of the institution

3. cDatei – Founding and closing date

4. mri – Lists of relations leading to other facets

While, compared to the data of persons, the range of metadata for the institu-

tions is rather low, the connectivity from institutions to persons and locations

leads to great possibilities for distant reading analyses of the institutions them-

selves or more general trends between multiple ones [160].
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Loci – Places While not directly related to music, places are a further

aspect of interest for musicologists. As seen above, places are for example

included in data sets of persons and institutions. Especially for centuries prior to

globalization and fast traveling possibilities, different places have been centers

of agglomerations (see Section 5.6.1). The information for places l1, ..., ln, with

n > 76, 000, includes production centers for specific instruments or centers

of performance, for example at courts. Like the repositories above, given

information includes lNamei , l IDsi , lLinksi , and lmi , and lci for the list of in this place

located institution. Further, topological information is given hierarchically with

lHierarchyi , linking e.g. li Germany to lx Europe as a parent and to the German

states ly , ..., lz as children. More information is given with e.g.: lCoordinatesi – in

the form of longitude and latitude coordinates – or with linkage to events lei .

Baccae – Objects A further important part of music and musicological

research are the objects needed for or produced by music (Baccae), including

instruments and compositions. b1, ..., bn have the following properties: bNamei

as labels of the object, a categorization leading to a Res-entry rj , describing

textual data bDescr iptioni and events bEventsi linking an object to places l , persons

m, temporal data bDatei and type of event bTypei .

Res – Terms The repository Res includes terms of musicology. While normally

dictionaries exist that help in understanding terms and offering descriptions,

musicology has the unique issue that a lot of terms are uncertain, thus, leading

to challenges for automated processing [162,176]. This follows from changes in

the meaning of terms throughout time and almost no endeavors to standardize

terminology. While in certain centuries a specific string instrument may have

had five strings, it may have been overhauled in later years and adopted a

six-string construction, still keeping its original name (see the discussion in

Section 6.1.4). This leads to the need for more context information to analyze

written musicological information and (especially for automatic processing) issues

in merging different data sources. Due to these issues, which are still aspects

of the present research, the Res repository tries to collect different descriptions

under the same name. For this purpose, r , as the set of r1, ..., rn, contains

r V ar iantsi —labels in different languages or synonyms—, describing elements

rDescr iptioni , lists of objects of this kind r bi and links to other resources holding

information about this kind of term rLinksi .
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Catalogus – Media and Titles While Baccae contains physical objects,

the digital representatives of objects (books’ metadata, objects’ 3D data, or

contents of CDs or Books) are collected in Catalogus. While this repository is

to be named in the collection of repositories, it does not have a sufficient state

of research to be further discussed in this paper.

Eventa – Events As seen for the objects, Eventa entries e1, ..., en offer

connections between the different facets. Each event ei contains information

about its type eTypei , temporal component eDatei , associated person emi or object

ebi and place e li .

Connecting Facets Traditional musicology has developed into a field with

several sub-domains. They differ by their main object of interest and their view on

the data. Examples are instrument making, dealing with the physical production

and often also restoration of instruments, or organology [312], concentrating

on methods of research, teaching, and documentation of instruments. Further

sub-domains are prosopographical analysis, focusing on the persons associated

with musicology (biographical research) rather than instruments. Additionally,

some musicologists focus on inspecting developments of and influences on places

important for music history. Thus, the many different types of entities presented

above are encountered in musicology. This range of entities, combined with

different sub-domains, leads to a vast amount of musicology data. Especially, use

cases and research questions with restricted focuses subdivide the field into well-

researched and less-researched fragments of data. Tools trying to connect those

data fragments are few. This is caused by traditional musicological approaches

not needing to get a comprehensive picture of the whole musicological knowledge.

Knowing in which location an instrument was produced, is of less interest to

a conservator than a detailed three-dimensional instrument model. In the

discussion, (see Section 6.1.3), this issue will be discussed as a global challenge

in many digital humanities subdomains.

As for musicology, the musiXplora’s editorial team began a time-consuming

task to find, generate and curate data to link up the different facets and

subdomains. While a high coverage of the single facets is mandatory for a useful

research tool, the linking of the facets has shown to be the core feature of the

project, offering unique possibilities available only through its digital nature.

In general, two kinds of linkage exist. (1) An entity may be linked with

a special and internally generated musiXplora ID (mXpID). This ID allows a
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Figure 4.28: Snipped showing Axel Zwingenberger’s places to illustrate the
problematic amount of data.

glance at the type of entity. A mXpID for a person begins with the first letter

of the surname of the person, followed by a four-digit number combination

(e.g. b1316 for Ludwig van Beethoven). The numbers are auto-incremented

and do not have a semantic value. For the other facets, mXpIDs consist of

seven-digit combinations, giving more possibilities to help in not running out

of combinations. Each of these IDs starts with the facet’s index. Hence, all

objects have IDs starting with 4, while all terms start with 2. Thus, it is quite

easy to know to which facet an ID belongs to. (2) The second way of entity

representation exists for places and terms. While they also have mXpIDs (1),

they also have a Vorzugsansetzung (preferred name) (2). This unique name –

like Frankfurt/Oder or Frankfurt/Main – is mainly motivated through internal

editorial work. Some entities have vast lists of data. And the work with digit

IDs is prone to errors. Hence, terms and places are internally also linked by

their Vorzugsansetzung. To illustrate the motivation, Figure 4.28 shows the

pianist Axel Zwingenberger and his exhaustive list of more than 330 places he

worked at. Maintaining – correcting or adding places to – such a list through

digit identifiers has proven to be problematic for the human worker.

With this in mind, we can have a look at an entity. For the user, the vastness

of information is presented with visualizations, helping in grasping and working

with even such long lists. The snippet of the musician Axel Zwingenberger’s

result page (Figures 4.28 and 4.29) shows already multiple links to the other

facets, also. Each named place or visualization representative (as long as it is
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already included in the database) can be clicked, resulting in a call to the places

facet and result page of the clicked place. This is indicated by the coloring of the

label on the mouseover in the facets’ color. As the database does not include

all places ever mentioned in the documentation, not every place is linked. Each

place (and all other entities) that could not be linked is logged and counted as

missing in the database. Hence, the most required missing entities will be the

first to be added to the database every month. With the availability of linked

facets, a user may now be able to inspect entities in its facet with all relevant

information and also quickly navigate to other facets. An example and very

simple use case may be having a look at a specific person. While we can get

a quick overview of the musicological career, like working time, places worked

in, or professions, the latter one may list string instrument maker. As Events

we may now see the events of this person including the instruments that were

built. A click on one of these instruments leads to the objects’ facet, showing

us detailed information about the instrument, including its type, images, career

– especially relevant for organologists –, measurements – for instrument makers

and conservators – and more. Hence, the combination of presenting data in its

faceted view and still linking them allows the users both, inspecting an entity in

its specific subdomain or general context of the musicological knowledge. This

will be demonstrated in detail in many of the use cases in Section 5.

Figure 4.29: Map visualization to give an overview of Zwingenberger’s places.
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Subsets

Further, the collaborating musicologists wanted to include more or less traditional

access to the data, mirroring the book-like information range (see Section 6.1.3).

So-called Teilmengen (subsets) of specific, relevant groups of entities are

predefined. They only include a part of the facets and for these only the

required entities. One subset (called NOVY KINSKY ) only contains instrument

makers, while another has a geographical range, including only persons who

were active in Bavaria (BMLO). While the subsets are usually not disjoint, for

the facet of objects, presently, only two disjoint ones exist. MIMUL_OBJECTS

with all objects located in the Musical Instrument Museum of Leipzig University

and FUNDUS with the objects outside.

While it may seem to be a step backward from a facet containing all available

information – especially considering the quantitative global nature of digital

humanities inquiries – for musicologists, such subsets are of particular interest.

As later seen in the discussion on e.g. localization (Section 6.2.2) and also in

published works by Khulusi et al. [162] and Kusnick et al. [176], musicology’s

missing standards in terms and definitions lead to quite inhomogeneous data.

This inhomogeneity is increased by the described problems of historical data,

like uncertainty and imprecision. This makes it hard to reach a global high level

of quality within a facet. Using homogeneous subsections allows especially the

editorial team to focus on specific aspects of data. We motivate the use of

subsets with four points: (1) Experts working on such predefined areas can

concentrate on their field of expertise (double bass specialized musicologists can

focus on the Kontrabass (German for double bass) group of persons) and (2)

specialized research inquiries (on e.g. double bass makers) to guarantee a high

level of data quality, which is given for all subsets. Further, as our collaborating

musicologists explained, (3) a musicologist user, is provided with a tool to work

in a similar manner to their traditionally known way. It was emphasized with:

Imagine a user, who already knows analog dictionaries of information and wants

to get information about a lute maker. Such a person wants improvement to

the printed media, hence, a digital dictionary showing only the required data

and not unnecessarily much information, with a lower level of quality. Hence,

a subset of the whole facet with guaranteed quality is required. This can be

offered for typically requested parts of the data through the subsets described.

Lastly, a practical motivation lies within the funding of humanities projects.

Especially state-funding is often limited to the digitization of only a small set of
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data. The State of Bavaria for example is funding the digitization of musicians

working within its borders. Hence, (4) additional manpower may be available,

but only to work on the persons within the BMLO subset, thus giving the need

to separate a facet into different subsets.

4.1.4 The musiXplora as webtool

Using the database we described in detail, we developed two major (visualization)

systems. The musiXplora5 and the standalone version of the Interactive Chart

of Biography (see Section 4.2), which was later included in the musiXplora.

While the previous section described the data and What is made accessible for

visual analysis, the next one will discuss the visualizations or How is the data

visually encoded, followed by the interactions or How can a user manipulate

the system to answer his research questions? Lastly, we will give a theoretical

insight into the Why question of the nested model, which will be followed up by

the use case section as practical examples of such tasks (Section 5).

Visualizations

The process of digitizing data, which we described in the previous section, is

the first major step for many digital humanities projects. However, it is only

the beginning when it comes to realizing the potential of digital resources. A

follow-up on digitization with visual analysis is of high value for humanists. It

brings a wide range of possibilities to work with the data. While rather traditional

analysis often concentrates on standalone or sets of information (close reading),

global inspections of linked data are also requested by today’s researchers. These

inspections are possible through digital processing [228]. Hence, distance reading

approaches are more and more found in humanities projects. Next to such

approaches, allowing new research questions of quantitative analysis, linking

previously separated information on a data level is another way of providing

humanists with access to further, previously not reachable, global inspections of

faceted datasets.

As a domain with both, faceted data and a rather low level of digitization,

musicology is a prime example of how the digital humanities may improve and

support the daily workflows of humanists with the help of visualizations and

visual analysis.
5www.musiXplora.de
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Figure 4.30: A timeline of working times (darker blue), enriched with living time
(lighter blue). Different shapes indicate temporal uncertainties in the data.

The musiXplora demonstrates this development. While the root of the

project, the BMLO, offers a digitized knowledge base in form of a search interface

and results as text, the musiXplora itself did take it a step further through the

integration of visual analysis, which has shown to be a real improvement. For

this, all included visualizations follow Shneiderman’s Mantra [290] and offer a

full overview as default and means for filtering the data set on demand. Hence,

encountered visualizations also offer mostly a distant as well as a close reading

deployment. This allows users both, a traditional approach to the data, and to

provide new means of working with the data.

While these claims will mainly be backed in the use case section later (see

Section 5), the following section will cover the types of visualizations (see

Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) deployed to answer the question of How the visual

encoding is done.

Timeline Figure 4.30 pictures the first example of a visualization deployed

in the musiXplora. In this exemplary visualization, the temporal dimension of

musicians is represented. Each musician’s life and working period are visualized

by a horizontal bar. Each bar consists of two blue sections. The documented

years of work are represented with blue in high saturation and the overlap-free

lifetime is represented in low saturation.

Vertically, the bars are placed as flat as possible, but do stack if they would

overlap, to prevent visual distortion through overlap. In the case of more

extensive datasets, the vertical size of the bars is reduced and the maximum

height is increased dynamically. Thus, the user gets not only an overview of the

time in which a singular musician has lived and worked but can get insights into

the whole set of persons. By placing the whole set in a single visualization, we

not only offer a way of tracing the persons’ temporal data but also get insight

into the characteristics of the profession. This shows for example the periods

of time when a profession was especially common and widespread or rare.
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Figure 4.31: A force-directed graph with each person of the result being initially
placed on the center of the y-axis and linearly distributed on the x-axis. Lighter
nodes indicate persons added as context and not part of the actual result.

Since we work with historical data, it is not unusual that dates are uncertain.

No exact dates can be determined for such data, causing issues with the visual

representation. For example, it is not uncommon that we only know that a

musician started his work prior to a specific year. To allow such entities to

be also visually represented, we do need to assign them a date value. Such

uncertain temporal data is communicated through a set of different styles of

the bars: An arrow-like start or end indicates a before or after attribution,

respectively. One of the musicians placed around 1700 in Figure 4.30 shows an

uncertainty at the beginning and end of the working period. His first mentioned

date was before 1790 and his last mentioned date after 1710. For information

in both ranges from a specific year, jagged lines are used. This can be seen for

the earliest-born guitarist, where the date of birth is indicated as around 1610.

Network Graph A second data dimension visualized is the relations between

entities. For this, we adopt a force-directed layout for a network graph (see

Figure 4.31). Typical for this kind of visualization, nodes represent entities,

and relations among them are shown by links. Color is used to communicate

different types of relations. In contrast to the other visualizations, we add

contextual data that is not included in the actual search result. This helps in

getting insight into an entity’s connectivity. Such contextual information has the

form of additional nodes mc0, ..., mcm showing the first-level neighbors of the

observed entities. Additional entities have reduced saturation and interaction

(besides a tooltip) is deactivated. For the dark nodes, a click sets a filter to the

entity and its connected nodes for deeper investigation. Also, the user can drag

and drop the nodes after the force simulation is done. Lastly, the legend in the

bottom right allows filtering by type of relation, letting only specific relations of

interest be shown.
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Figure 4.32: Different examples of pie charts and sunbursts to grasp the
distribution of features in the search result.

PieChart and SunBurst For general metadata, we use the ability of pie

charts to convey distributions. Similarly, for the other repositories, different

pie charts show distributions of their specific features. For some of these

features, hierarchical information is given. All places have topological information

upwards and downwards (earth - continent - country - state - district - city -

quarter) placing them in a hierarchical context. Also, professions (e.g. Singer

- Soprano/Alto/Tenor/...), Confessions, and more are available hierarchically.

As basic pie charts do not allow for hierarchical information, we adopted the

sunburst plot for these features. Figure 4.32 shows examples of the musical

professions as sunbursts in the lower-left corner. Technically, the segments on
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Figure 4.33: Glyph-based map, showing different kinds of places with different
colors. Heavily overlapping circles are aggregated into pie charts. The digit
indicates the number of aggregated entities.

the inner ring are distinct categories (singer, instrument maker, ...) and, if

available, child elements will span on an outer ring, bearing the name (soprano,

alto, tenor, baritone, ...) and the amount of those sub-types. Although deeper

hierarchies are available, we only allow for up to three subsections, as each

subdivision reduces the available space for labels drastically as seen in the same

example.

Aggregated Glyph Maps Geospatial data is shown in a glyph-based map,

where the different types of places – like the place of birth/death/work/... for

persons and the construction/restoration/changing ownership/... for objects –

are coded with different colors. The typical problem of overlap when showing

a high number of places is met with aggregating glyphs. As we also want to

show different kinds of locations, we combined the aggregation with a pie chart

approach, resulting in the pie charts showing the distribution of all underlying

data and adapting dynamically to the user’s zoom level. Figure 4.33 presents

dozens of places of work in Europe, with a couple in America and a single

occurrence in the Middle East.

Start Page Visualizations All these mundane visualizations are used through-

out the musiXplora. The first encounter a user has is typically the start page

visualization. For each repository, the start page visualization is presented

when no search is queried. Figure 4.34 shows the visualization for the MUSICI

(person) repository. A force-directed graph presents all persons who have an

anniversary of birth or death at the current date, separated into these two
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Figure 4.34: Start Page Visualization of Musici showing the persons with dates
of birth or death on the current day.

sets. Similarly, the repositories for institutions, media, and objects also show a

force-directed graph, but with random entities, while random places are shown

on a map, events on a timeline, and frequently searched terms in a tag cloud.

Result Visualizations The second place for visualizations is after querying a

search. The resulting list of found entities is augmented with a set of distant

reading visualizations of the found entities.

Figure 4.35 shows an example of the visualizations for the search of Jewish

sopranos. The list of 32 results on the left is visualized as a timeline, showing

people from the 19th to the 21st century. Below the timeline, a map shows all

occurrences where these persons have been born, died, or worked. The second

figure shows the lower part of the page. The network graph shows almost no

connectivity between these persons, with only a single connected subgraph in

the left part. On the bottom, 10 pie charts show the most common features of

Jewish sopranos.

Single Result Page Lastly, visualizations on a close reading level are included

in the result pages of each entity. Clicking on an entity on the start page or result

list visualization (or querying a search with only one result) leads to a detailed

and close reading view of this entity. Figure 4.36 shows an excerpt of Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart’s result page. Here, plain textual data like names, as well as

the temporal, geospatial, relationship, and more data is listed. On the right side
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Figure 4.35: Upper and lower part of the result page visualizations for the query
of Jewish sopranos, showing a timeline, map, network graph, and pie charts.

Figure 4.36: Single Result Page of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, listing different
name variants, dates, and further biographical information (left) and visualiza-
tions for these (right).
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of the page, small previews of visualizations can be seen. On-demand, a click

on one of them opens a fullscreen view of this visualization. This presentation

design allows for more details in the visualizations when switched from preview

to fullscreen view. Space and size issues encountered in the distant reading

result list visualization part do not apply here.

In addition to the usage of mundane visualizations, some repositories’ single

result pages do include more complex visualization systems: To allow explo-

ration of temporal developments of an institution An Interactive Chart of

Biography [154, 160] is included for each institution. This visualization links

membership data of the institution to a time-axis and offers distant-, meso-

and close-reading views on the data, allowing it to be used for a broad range of

scenarios and research questions regarding temporal developments of institutions

(a detailed description of An interactive Chart of Biography can be found in

Section 4.2).

4.1.5 Manipulation

After talking about the visual encoding of the nested models’ How question, we

will have a look at different interactions and manipulations, showing features

helping the users to tailor the data and visualizations to the specific needs.

For advanced user interfaces, Ben Shneiderman proposed the so-called

information seeking Mantra of "Overview first, zoom and filter, then details

on demand" [290]. We did follow this principle for the visualizations (covered

in Section 4.1.4) and furthermore for the navigation through the tool. The

options to manipulate (filter) the data from an overview (start page visualization

or full view on the data set) over distant reading visualizations (result page

visualizations) to close reading visualizations (single result page visualizations)

will be mainly categorized into three groups: Search, Visualization Interaction,

and Linked Interaction.

Search

The freest case of data manipulation is given with the search and filter through

the faceted search engine. This enables a multitude of ways to Search for

entities. The most general facet for the search is given with a Simple Search,

which is a predefined reverse index containing all IDs to each possible tag of an

entity. While this is a fast way to find entities with a high recall, the precision is

rather low. Searching with the Simple Search for Wien (German for Vienna) in
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Figure 4.37: Four different example searches for persons. Different kinds of
data (token, ID, or date-based) and different logic operators can be used.

the person facet will result in all persons associated with Vienna. While most of

the time the user wants to access persons associated with the Austrian city of

Vienna, results may also include Erika Wien6, which surname does contain the

string. For a higher precision in the search results, the search can be changed to

only include matches of a combination of type and token. In simple cases, this

may be First Name and Wolfgang. Different inputs may also be combined. A

search for First Name: Wolfgang% and Place of Work: Vienna gives 20 results

(compared to 243 for just Wolfgang). Also, logical operators like AND (space),

OR (Pipe), and NOT (Tilde) are possible and wildcard operators (percentage

mark for multiple chars and underscore for a single char) are offered. Further

search examples are presented in Figure 4.37. In the top left the search by the

date of birth for persons is shown. On the top right, we can also see the logical

operators. Also, as seen in the bottom left part, the user can link multiple

search boxes to refine the search.

Visualization Interaction

Different use cases exist, where this kind of search is not sufficient to find the

entity needed. May it be caused by only uncertain knowledge of the entity

(the name only being phonetically known, but not in the written form), only

vague knowledge, or an indirect search interest. This leads to searches having

a high recall and low precision (e.g. a search only by the place of work, often

6https://musixplora.de/mxp/w1213
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resulting in multiple thousands of results). In analog dictionaries, this problem

also exists, but on a lower scale, as such directories mostly return a much

smaller data set and do not offer interactivity to follow up on such a search.

This is caused by limited space and also by most directories being specialized

on a specific set of entities (e.g. musicians or instrument makers). Hence, with

a wider set of data, this problem is more crucial. To tackle this issue already

encountered in the BMLO, distant, meso, and close reading visualizations are

included in the musiXplora, helping in distinguishing the entities returned in

a search. These visualizations include interactions, allowing a multi-stepped

manipulation interaction. A timeline allows a drag-and-drop interaction to select

a timespan on which all included entities are filtered, and the map allows a click

on aggregated glyphs to filter only to the entities relevant in these locations.

The network graph’s nodes also filter on click to only the selected subgraph. As

for the pie charts, a selection of a value also filters out all entities that do not

have this value. Further, simple interactions like hovering for tooltips (access

to names, ids, and lists of aggregated data) are available for all visualizations.

Lastly, all views are linked with each other. The result list, as well as the single

visualizations highlight on hover all linked entities. Hovering over the "Singer"

profession in the pie chart highlights all results with this profession. A hover

on the "place of birth" in the map’s legend hides all glyphs not representing a

place of birth. In the other direction, a hover on a single result in the result list

results in a highlight of the position of this entity in all visualizations.

Linked Interaction

While the two manipulation options above provide the ability to filter the data

set, the last option only applies to accessing a single result. Either clicking

on an entity’s visual representation in a visualization or textual representation

on the result page does result in a redirection to the result page of this entity.

This allows linear navigation to another entity of interest. Also, a list of textual

information on the single result pages, like a list of members in an institution,

allows for changing the filters to include all these persons, moving back from

the single result step to a new search-and-filter process.
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4.1.6 Tasks

While we cover the tasks of the musiXplora’s use cases in a later chapter (see

Section 5), we will give a short overview of which use case does cover which

task in Table 4.3. Although some of them are separately presented in Table 4.4,

we included the use cases of the Interactive Chart of Biography in this table as

well, because they are technically now a part of the musiXplora.
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Use Case Consume Present Discover Enjoy Search Lookup Locate Explore Browse Query Identify Compare Summarize Produce
Jazz (5.1.1)
Lutenist (5.1.2)
Beethoven’s Network (5.1.3)
Deriving (5.1.4)
Plucked Instruments (5.2.1)
Guitar (5.2.1)
Harp (5.2.1)
Zither (5.2.1)
Tuba (5.2.2)
Viola d’Amore (5.2.3)
Clavichord (5.3.1)
Timeline Metaphor (5.3.1)
Piano Rolls (5.4.1)
Organology Chart (5.5.1)
Prague School (5.5.2)
Industrialization (5.6.1)
Milan (5.6.2)
Bavarian State Opera (5.7.1)
Evolution (5.7.2)
Changing Ensembles (5.7.3)
Mozart and the Societät (5.7.4)
German Engineers (5.7.5)

Table 4.3: Table showing the most common task found for each of the musicological use cases presented in Section 5. Green cells
indicate that the use case covers this task, and red cells if the task is not covered or not in the focus.
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4.1.7 Working on Preservation of Music Heritage Objects

We already showed the musiXplora being a digitized, public version of a musi-

cological encyclopedia, offering a broad set of digital advantages to the users.

This highlights the trend of the last two decades for rising interest towards the

usage of digital data collections and their capabilities to provide tools for visual

analysis [161,262].

This development was both accompanied and enabled by the creation of large

digital collections of musicological research data, opening up new possibilities

for musicologists’ research. Besides our work [154], Georges and Seckin [96]

showed another example system to allow new, data-driven, visual approaches to

existing musicological research subdomains.

Although the musiXplora project introduced new access to the data, it

still followed the rather traditional approach and low-key digital revolution as

discussed in the related work section (see Section 4.1.1). The last four years at

the Research Center Digital Organology, which was born from the musiXplora

project, showed a shift and adaptation towards novel approaches. Between 2018

and 2021, the TASTEN (German for keys as on a key instrument) project –

funded by the German government – build the ground for something new. While

this project itself is rather an example of digitization than a utilization project, it

was fundamental for the current DISKOS (Greek for a disc) project [158]. We

digitized 3,200 piano rolls for self-playing pianos during TASTEN, preserved at

the Musical Instruments Museum at Leipzig University (MIMUL). A piano roll

is a historic music storage media (MSM) coding movement impulses through

holes punched into the paper. When played, a pneumatic system uses this code

to create sounds at run-time.

For musicologists, such piano rolls are of high value. First, they are the only

source of musical performances by famous pianists in times preceding sound

recording technologies. Secondly, for researchers, they offer a rich repository to

study the music-making practice and musical interpretation around 1900 AD.

In the current DISKOS project, we expand the source collection of piano rolls

with their technical predecessors: Cardboard and metal plates, which also use

punched holes as code. They share the issue of being fragile – after decades of

usage and storage – making it important to digitize them for preservation and

risk-free usage.
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Related Work for the Digitizing of Music Storage Media

We found a lack of publications dealing with the challenges, issues, and processing

of MSM in general. This may be due to most of such projects being on a

small scale in private settings [137,253]. Scientific publications are presented

by Debrunner [71], who developed a scanner capable of reading information

directly from piano rolls and dealing with paper-based distortion issues, for a

single format. Shi et al. [289] built an online database of almost 500 digitized

piano rolls offering representations including images, audios, and MIDI files,

focusing only on the same format.

To the best of our knowledge, no published scientific or private projects

concerning metal or cardboard plates and their digitization exist.

Digitizing MSM

While prior projects show great results in digitizing piano rolls, processes capable

of dealing with multiple formats of piano rolls and plates, in general, are non-

existent. Furthermore, digitizing is only the first step for musicologists. This

data allows them to answer research questions by reading and hearing the

encoded works that are difficult to read. Additionally, these processes allow for

distant reading analysis and comparative approaches. We propose a workflow

capable of digitizing all 3,200 piano rolls of 30 different formats available in

the MIMUL. Currently, work is done to include more than 25 formats of 438

plates. The workflow begins with a conservator-led cleaning process to protect

the objects and the researchers. Damages that would lead to the destruction

of the object if used in a playback device or scanner were documented. Next,

metadata like weight, measurements, format, title, composer, and performer

was extracted to be included in our research tool musiXplora. For the actual

digitizing, a scanning company was commissioned, for which we constructed an

unwinding mechanism, making it possible to create a single scan of the piano

rolls.

While the prior TASTEN project generated scans of piano rolls, the current

DISKOS project focuses more deeply on musicologists’ research questions.

Examples would be “How did composers play their own compositions on the

piano?”, or “Can the computer use this digital knowledge to identify which

pianist recorded a piano roll of unknown origin?” Also, exploration and visual

analysis of the objects can be offered through distant reading visualization

systems embedded in the musiXplora.
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Technical Details Starting with the preprocessing of the backlit images the

actual process labels connected components (musical notes) on the image and

applies filters to keep only the components representing notes. Calculating

the distance from each hole to the edge of the medium and using mean shift

clustering we can assign each note to its respective track. We finally apply

corrections to account for empty tracks and distortions and calculate the position

and width of each hole. Combining this information with an expert-created

mapping of tracks to MIDI notes, we can generate a MIDI file accurately

representing the information on the medium.

Relevance for Musicology These files allow users to work interactively with

the music and help musicologists in their work with these sources. Furthermore,

this offers an enhanced experience for museum visitors, by making it possible to

listen to the digitized piano rolls and plates using the digital representation of

keyboard instruments created during TASTEN. Hence, historic media can be

experienced on historic instruments even if the physical instruments would not

have been interoperable.

For musicologists, these results offer a way to open up previously unreadable

sources. Besides close reading approaches, the generated data allows for distant

reading (visualization) methodology and novel research questions like examining

which schools of interpretation and playing techniques are represented and how

they have spread between performers.

Further, these results are also important for educational and playful aspects

like listening to these historical virtuous interpretations without risking the media

and instruments.

Limitations

As we are in the first of three project years, some challenges still exist: The

image processing results are highly dependable on a suitable preprocessing, which

differs quite a lot even between different formats of the same media type. Metal

plates in particular are operated under pressure during playback. While the

playback instruments themselves are constructed to negate this deformation,

plain photography of the media does not lead to correct results and needs a

semi-manual correction process. In general, we are content with our results for

cardboard plates and piano rolls of specific formats but are aware of needed

improvements.
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Conclusion

Even with the best preservation techniques, most materials deteriorate from

humidity and stress over time or are damaged by (miss-)usage or accidents.

Hence, valuable information stored on (analog) media is prone to be lost.

Such information includes original recordings of famous virtuosos like Edvard

Grieg or a centralized collection of knowledge sources in form of manuscripts

or books. Such sources are crucial for musicologists’ vast range of research

questions like their analysis of playing techniques and differences between musical

notation and interpretation by their composers.

To allow the digital processing of such analog media, digitization is mandatory.

In the first part of this chapter, we presented our work for general knowledge

sources and their embedding into the musiXplora. In the second part, we

presented a pipeline using image sources of circular and linear played storage

media to create digital representations in the form of MIDI files. These can

be analyzed, further processed, edited, or even played through modern and

historical instruments. Similar to Vladimir Propp’s work on Russian folklore

in 1928 [261], DISKOS makes a structural analysis of 20th century (music

performance) data on a macroscopic level possible. Further, the musiXplora

makes (mostly biographical) metadata accessible to help researchers in accessing

the vast knowledge of musicological data. Both projects give researchers access

to distant reading approaches for these specific sources for the first time and

have shown to be of great value and need.
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Figure 4.38: A redacted version of Joseph Priestley’s Chart of Biography from
1765 (left) and our Interactive Chart of Biography (right).

4.2 Interactive Chart of Biography – Visualizing
Institutions

In 1765, Joseph Priestley published "A Chart of Biography" which is known

as the first and the most influential timeline chart of the eighteenth century [272,

273]. It provides an overview of the lifespans of around 2,000 famous men who

lived between 1200 BC and 1800 AD. They are grouped into six categories:

"Statesman and Warriors", "Divines and Metaphysicians", "Mathematicians

and Physicians", "Poets and Artists", "Orators and Critics", and "Historians

and Antiquarians". Persons with achievements in multiple of those fields were

assigned to the category under which their most important work had been done.

The lifespan of a person is depicted with a tiny horizontal line from birth to death

date. If that information was incomplete or only a single date on the flourishing

of a person was given, Priestley drew a straight line estimating the activity

time of a person. He placed dots before and/or after this period to indicate

this uncertainty. A redacted version of Priestley’s timeline illustrating people

who lived between 650 BC and 40 AD categorized as "Statesmen" or "Men

of Learning" is shown in Figure 4.38. Priestley was an educator who designed

the timeline as an adjunct to his lectures in order to facilitate "the imagination

to conceive the course of History in all its parts and to comprehend what was

co-existent and what was successive" [287]. The Chart of Biography was one

of the major reasons why Priestley was awarded a Doctor of Law degree by the

University of Edinburgh as a reward for his educational accomplishments [98].

In contemporary terms [19], Priestley’s chart is a manually created, static

data visualization. On the one hand, it is data-driven as it takes a list of

individuals with certain features (lifespan and profession) as input. On the other

hand, it is exploratory as it enables visual data analyses, e.g., the analysis of
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person groups or the detection of time-dependent relationships among individuals.

Despite the indisputable value of Priestley’s chart at that time and for future

timeline developments – which has been emphasized by Brehmer et al. [28] – as

a data visualization it suffers from the non-availability of algorithmic methods

and means of interaction. Firstly, Priestley was forced to reduce a potentially

vast data set to a small number of personalities in order to make it possible to

draw the names and lifespans on the available canvas. Secondly, he displaced

names vertically in a frame with a fixed height to avoid occlusions, but a specific

ordering strategy is not applied. Thus, potentially related individuals with

similar lifespans are not necessarily placed close to each other. For example, in

Figure 4.38 the statesmen Mithridates and Sylla who fought against each other

in the Mithridatic Wars are far apart from each other. Instead, Sylla is placed

next to Brutus who was eight years old when Sylla died. Thirdly, more specific

details on individuals or known relationships are not illustrated.

Motivated by Priestley’s masterpiece, we implemented the "Interactive Chart

of Biography", evolving his basic idea of plotting the lifespans of all persons

contained in a biographical data set to an interactive visual environment. As

opposed to a static, hand-drawn chart, the interactive variant takes arbitrary

input data, which enables exploring co-existence and succession within diverse

person groups. Therefore, we provide a dynamic filtering environment that allows

the user to narrow down a biographical data set according to the given research

question, and for defining features that separate the remaining persons into

different categories. The resulting sub-groups can be comparatively analyzed

on three different levels: (1) an overview that makes global patterns salient,

(2) a semantic zoom that focuses on a subset of a few hundred persons, and

(3) a details-on-demand view showing the characteristics of a single person.

We followed a user-centered design approach when developing the Interactive

Chart of Biography, collaborating with humanists who aimed at extending their

database with hitherto unknown relations between persons. With a high interest

shown by musicologists toward the implementation, we emphasized the utility

of the system by exposing different usage scenarios from their perspective,

including tasks to analyze time-dependent changes of musical institutions or

persons in a storytelling style. This highlights how the proposed visualization

system supports the exploratory analysis of biographical databases, and how the

system helps to generate hypotheses about relationships between people that

have not been registered in the database and time-dependent developments

of professions and institutions. In addition, we reported experiences of our
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interdisciplinary work, including evaluative aspects and limitations due to the

nature of humanities data. As a result, the system was not only used by the

musicologists but later embedded into the musiXplora as a complex visualization

system (see Section 3.1.2).

4.2.1 Related Work

We group works, related to the Interactive Chart of Biography, according to

three aspects. First, we look at contemporary visualizations that might have

been inspired by historical time-based visualizations, or infographics, respectively.

Second, we observe modern timeline visualizations with a prior focus on bio-

graphical data. Third, our work is situated in the digital humanities domain

from which we outline the most related techniques.

Historical Time-based Visualizations

Edward Tufte’s "The Visual Display of Quantitative Information" [313] and

"Cartographies of Time" by Rosenberg and Grafton [273] are recommended

sources containing a large variety of historical time-based representations of

data. Some of those have a rather declarative nature as they illustrate facts

using conventional charts. William Playfair is considered the founder of graphical

methods of statistics [84], including a time-dependent line chart to illustrate the

increase of Britain’s national debt due to colonial wars (1786). In 1879, Luigi

Perozzo designed a three-dimensional chart to visualize Sweden’s population

increase according to the Swedish Census from 1750 to 1875. Another example

is given by Antonio Gabaglio’s "Casse Postali di Risparmio Italiane" (1888) [94]

which illustrates the monthly development of the number of postal savings books

and the average size of deposits for the first time in a cyclic form. Such charts

are the means of choice for communicating statistical information nowadays, but

their fundamental design principles also resurface in visualization research. For

example, the cyclic arrangement of temporal data [5] aids in analyzing seasonal

climate changes [310] and seasonal developments on the stock market [351]. At

Chicago World’s Fair 1893, the tree rings of a cross-section of the Mark Twain

Tree that was cut in 1891 were annotated to illustrate historical developments

since 550 AD. EMDialog [130] uses the same metaphor to arrange statements

about the Canadian artist and writer Emily Carr in a cyclic fashion. Another

design is used for visualizing multiple time series comparing the developments

of stocks with the Horizon Graph [251, 266]. CloudLines [173] are similar.
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They visualize the time-dependent popularity of persons in news articles and the

resultant streams are stacked in order to enable comparative analyses. The last

example is John Sparks’ "Histomap" (1932) [295] which visualizes the changing

relative power of contemporary states, nations, and empires over the course

of 4,000 years. Similarly, ThemeRiver [121] and Stacked Graphs [33] convey

theme changes over time. Similar to Sparks, Shi et al. [288] fill white spaces of

the streams with tags scaled according to their importance.

It is likely that designers of time-based visualizations or infographics in

the past and nowadays develop similar ideas to visualize multifaceted data

sets, and that historical data visualization was not necessarily fundamental for

contemporary work. In our case, we deliberately chose Priestley’s biography

chart as a source of inspiration. This enabled the revitalization of an established

visual representation of biographical data on the one hand and improved and

extended the design for interactive, versatile access to multifaceted information

on the other hand.

Modern Time-based Visualizations

Time-based visualizations have been the subject of many works in the visu-

alization domain. While Aigner et al. [5] provides an overview of the large

variety of sophisticated interactive time-based visualization techniques, Bach

et al. [11] discuss time-based visualizations in the context of space-time cubes.

Our proposed biographical timeline visualization is based on a cultural heritage

collection, and time-based visualizations are often used to display inherent

temporal information [146]. For example, Hinrichs et al. [129] use a time-based

bar chart for the exploration of commodity trading, and Cho et al. [49] use a

stacked time graph for analyzing events in Roman history. A typical task that is

enabled by time-based visualizations is the visual analysis of evolving topics over

time in news corpora. Examples are given by RoseRiver [63] and TextFlow [62].

Both represent major topics as color-coded streams over time that merge and

split. Other notable works are Parallel Tag Clouds [55] that support the analysis

of terminology usage over time, and MultiStream [61] for the exploration of

hierarchical time-based stream graphs.

Our biography visualization presented with this work is a typical timeline.

TimeSlice [351] is a similar visualization as it can be used for exploring engineers,

scientists, philosophers, and politicians that can be arranged in different person

groups to support comparative analyses. However, TimeSlice is not designed to
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visualize uncertain information and relationships among individuals. Furthermore,

it does not provide perspectives from various zoom levels necessary for insight-

oriented research in digital humanities. Continuum [8] presents a timeline for

composers alongside their works, but the design favors a small number of persons

to be displayed. One of the early works is LifeLines [254] which visualizes events

related to a single person’s life on a timeline. Timeline representations for events

in news corpora are LeadLine [77] which use small multiples of time graphs

to support the comparative analysis of different topics in the news and social

media data, and EventRiver [197] which uses bubbles with different shapes and

sizes for event representation. StoryFlow [192] is a timeline visualization that

intuitively illustrates the storylines of movies or novels. For a more detailed

overview of timeline visualizations and timeline design, we refer the reader to

Brehmer et al. [28]. They propose a design space for timelines derived from

related visualizations and infographics.

Biographical Data Visualizations

Many works dealing with biographical databases propose social network visu-

alizations. Weaver [332] embeds an attribute relationship graph in a visual

analytics framework to visualize the relationships between movie actors. Perer

et al. [250] visualize large social networks focusing on navigation and interaction

means. The design of such visualizations is especially important for exploring

online social networks [109,124]. HistoGraph [237] is an interactive graph that

offers, among others, the visualization of the social networks of politicians. The

given relationship information is extracted from historical social multimedia

collections. Likewise, Networks of Names [167] support the visual exploration of

social networks derived from newspaper articles, and likewise to our approach,

support extending the data set by semi-automatic tagging.

A common task is to visualize relationships among characters extracted

from literary works. Euler diagrams [268] can be used to visualize clusters in

social networks while also showing relations among them. GeneaQuilts [22] is a

genealogy visualization. It is used to express familial relations, e.g., the family

trees of the Bible or the European Royalty from many countries. Klein [165]

illustrates Thomas Jefferson’s social relationships in the form of an arc diagram

using the thickness of a line to indicate relationship strengths. Chen et al. [45]

introduce tapestries – a matrix visualization that illustrates the importance

of characters throughout a story – as visual means to explore emotions and
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the roles of characters in slave narratives. MusikerProfiling [144] is a visual

analytics interface to enable the discovery of musicians with similar careers.

It offers stream graphs, maps, and social networks for exploratory purposes.

Windhager discusses the value of space-time cube visualizations for biographical

databases [336] because biographical information often relates to space and

time. An example is given by Schich et al. [281] who explore geospatial-temporal

developments in a database with 150,000 notable individuals by analyzing birth

and death locations. Typical linked views systems to explore diverse biographical

characteristics have been presented for musicians [159] and engineers [214].

4.2.2 User-centered Design

Developing the Interactive Chart of Biography, we applied a user-centered

design approach [3,127,231] leading to an intense interdisciplinary collaboration

between computer scientists and humanities scholars. We wanted to ensure

the development of a beneficial, powerful tool for the targeted user group that

supports investigating the domain-specific research tasks. This was motivated by

our successful experience with the musiXplora. In addition, Gibbs and Owens [97]

talk on a theoretical level about the importance of this for interdisciplinary

collaborations in digital humanities projects where visualization scholars “generally

[neglect] the typical humanities user in their design”. We took the experiences of

visualization researchers [146], who worked together with humanities scholars,

into account in order to avoid such pitfalls. This resulted in an iterative

development, yielding a number of prototypes that prepared the ground for the

proposed visual analysis system. In this part, we outline several design aspects

referring to Munzner’s nested model [231] (see Section 3.2.1).

Domain Situation

We covered the musicological domain situation in Section 4.1.1. From this set

of data, only a subset of the available information was required for this project.

The collaborating musicologists were predominantly interested in investigating

the developments of musical professions and the staff of musical institutions.

In particular, the following research questions were posed:
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• How did musical professions change over time?

• How did ensembles of musical institutions evolve?

• Who were the important links between musical institutions?

• Are means of visualization capable of triggering hypotheses on unregistered

personal relationships between musicians?

In order to address these research questions, information on musicians

and their personal relationships was required. For this, we tapped into the

musiXplora’s data from over 220 institutions and roundabout 9,500 employments

of musicians to influential musical institutions.

Data Abstraction For this work, we needed a stronger focus on relationships

than covered in the musiXplora section. This constitutes a directed (social

network) graph G = (V, E) with musicians being the nodes V = v1, . . . , vn,

and the aggregate of all personal relations being a set of directed edges E =

e1, . . . , em with ei = (u, w) (u, w ∈ V ). The database contained at the time

of the original publication of the work n = 31, 003 musicians and m = 33, 466

directed relations. In order to support the analysis of the social network or to

compare clusters of the graph with visual means, subgraphs S1, . . . , Sk(Si ⊆ G)
of musicians can be dynamically defined, priority according to professions and

musical institutions.

Professions of a Musician Professions are provided in a list and they are

separated between musical and non-musical professions. For each musician, at

least one musical profession is provided, e.g., composer, conductor, musicologist,

etc. Musical professions are hierarchically structured, e.g., violinists and double

bass players are strings instrumentalists that are (general) instrumentalists.

Basically, each class in the hierarchy can be chosen as a category-defining a

subgraph of the social network. Also, non-musical professions like teachers,

judges, or soldiers can be used for clustering purposes.

Institutional Relations Some research questions are directed toward the

composition of musical institutions and the employment of musicians in these

institutions. Also, it is likely that musicians who worked during a similar time

range in the same institution and having the same musical profession knew each

other although no relationship information is documented. For each musician,

a list of musical institutions he or she worked for is provided. Although only
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7,731 musicians are assigned to at least one musical institution, categorizing

according to the musical institution was a mandatory requirement to define

individual subgraphs.

Denominations or divisions of musicians as well as the places they worked at

can be likewise taken into account when defining subgraphs. Dependent on the

chosen categories, musicians may be excluded from the analysis, or they might

belong to multiple subgraphs. Relationships are divided into intra-subgraph

relations that will always be shown, and inter-subgraph relations shown on

demand. Of specific importance for visualizing and analyzing purposes was the

definition of a life span t = {ts , te} for each musician based on the given lifetime

information.

Defining the life span of a musician As described in 4.1.3, the database

provides up to four different dates per musician: birth/baptism, death/funeral,

and first and last mentioned dates in official documents. If available, the first

mentioned date seen as the beginning of a musician’s career is chosen as ts .

Such a date was given for 22,818 musicians (73%). If it is not provided, ts
is approximated by date of birth plus 20 years, which increases the number of

musicians that can be represented to 27,563 (89%). As musicians are ordered

according to ts , the remaining musicians are discarded from the visualization.

te is set according to the date of death as this marks the end of the musician’s

career. It is provided for 14,214 musicians (46%). Taking the last mentioned

dates increases the number to 20,686 musicians (67%) having a complete life

span in the form t = {ts , te}. If neither the date of death nor the last mentioned

date is provided in the data, we chose t = {ts , ∅} for representation purposes.

Further problems of the lifetime data are uncertain datings. Approximately 14%

of all provided dates are uncertain marked by before (4.8%), after (1.9%) or

around (7.7%). This information is not taken into account when defining t,

but is kept for visual representation purposes.

Task Abstraction

The structure and quality of the data call for visual means to analyze and extend

the database. Even though temporal and institutional data are provided, no

relation between both is given. It is not registered when a musician started or

stopped working for an institution. Thus, for visualization purposes, the entire

life spans of musicians are used. Following Munzner’s task taxonomy [232] (see
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Figure 4.39: Deriving new relationships between musicians. (a) For musician
u, a familial relationship to v and collegial relationships to x and w are doc-
umented – is it possible to derive collegial relationships between v/w and/or
v/x? Hypothetical relationships are indicated by dotted lines. (b) The meso
reading view organizes the observed musicians’ life spans in a temporal frame.
The hypothetical relation v/x is impossible as both persons’ life spans do not
overlap. The hypothetical relation v/w is possible due to overlapping life spans.
With domain knowledge, the relation v/w was assessed as very likely and had
been registered in the database. (c) The resultant social network graph.

Section 3.2.1) and the question of Why the Interactive Chart of Biography is

used by domain experts, the actions to be supported are as followed.

Consume When starting the project, musicologists remarked that they desire

to see the social network in a visual form, and not in the form of lists determined

after database requests. Thus, a major purpose of our system is to enable to

Consume the data. This further enables domain experts, that are inexperienced

in querying databases, access to the data. The visualization is designed to

support the Discovery of patterns and trends, but it also aids in Presenting and

discussing findings between musicologists. A mandatory task to be offered by

the system was to be able to Produce relationships among musicians that are

not registered in the database. Focusing on user-defined subgraphs that lead to

grouping potentially related musicians and placing them closely in a temporally

aligned area supports this task. Still, domain knowledge is required to extend

the database with personal relationships derived from our system. An illustrative

overview of this task is depicted in Figure 4.39.

Search The system needs to support all four ways of Searching tasks. Lookup

tasks require profound domain knowledge so that users can navigate to the

desired musician (target) in the corresponding subgraph (location). If the

location is not known, the user can browse a certain subgraph (e.g., the musical

institution Bayerische Staatsoper) and find out, e.g., the first or last listed

musician(s), or groups of musicians in a certain time range. Locate tasks

are supported by entering the name of a musician in a search box, and the
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visualization will automatically navigate to the corresponding position that

will show the musician in a time- and subgraph-dependent context. A major

advantage of the system is that it enables to Explore the visualized data at

hand, without forcing the musicologist to formulate a specific query. This allows

casual access to the data.

Query The system also has to support all user tasks of the Query category.

First, once a target is found, it has to be able to be Identify. This includes being

able to investigate different biographical characteristics of a found musician.

Then, it has to be possible to Compare these characteristics of different musi-

cians. Lastly, it must allow a Summarizing over the aggregate of all musicians’

life spans.

Overview of Tasks in Use Cases While the paragraphs above show a wide

availability of possible tasks for the Interactive Chart of Biography, in the

following, we want to give a cross-reference to the use cases section (see

Section 5). This allows indicating which of these tasks are currently covered by

use cases.
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Use Case Consume Present Discover Enjoy Search Lookup Locate Explore Browse Query Identify Compare Summarize Produce
Lutenist (5.1.2)
Deriving (5.1.4)
Bavarian State Opera (5.7.1)
Evolution (5.7.2)
Changing Ensembles (5.7.3)
Mozart and the Societät (5.7.4)
German Engineers (5.7.5)

Table 4.4: Table showing the most common task found for each of the use cases of the Interactive Chart of Biography presented in
Section 5. Green cells indicate that the use case covers this task, and red cells that the task is not covered or not focused on.
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4.2.3 Visualization

Visual Encoding & Interaction Idiom

The collaborating musicologists brought diverse research questions to our initial

meetings that required a flexible composition of the subgraphs S1, . . . , Sk of G.

After defining appropriate filters, the subgraphs can be comparatively analyzed

in a linked view system.

Filtering Depending on the research question, different filter operations can

be applied to manipulate the visual output. In the first step, a set of filters

can be applied to the entire database. Choosing a musical institution, e.g.,

”Bayerische Staatsoper“ disregards all musicians who were not associated with

it, and would allow for analyzing employment structures within the selected

institution. Denominational research questions could be investigated by first

filtering for followers of a specific religion. This way, a limited set of musicians

to be further clustered can be defined.

The musicologist is then asked to select the main biographical feature

to categorize the remaining data. For example, when categories are derived

from musical professions, each subgraph will only contain musicians practicing

the same musical profession. But musicologists are usually only interested in

comparatively analyzing a subset of possible attributes of a chosen category.

Therefore, after selecting the main category, a list shows the various attributes

entered in the database sorted by the decreasing amount of musicians having

these attributes. The selected k attributes define the subgraphs S1, . . . , Sk .

Using musical professions as the main category, ”keyboard instrument player“,

”string instrument player“ and ”singer“ might be the chosen attributes defining

the subgraphs S1, S2, and S3.

With the mentioned filtering mechanisms, the musicologist is able to compare

groups of musicians with the same profession that were all employed at the

same musical institution. Several linked views are offered for a detailed analysis

of the resultant subgraphs.

Linked Views Many related projects in the digital humanities implement

Shneiderman’s Visual Information-Seeking Mantra ”Overview first, filter and

zoom, then details-on-demand“ [290] to support a multifaceted visual analysis of

the data at hand. With the increasing amount of digitized data it has been shown

that methods to dynamically navigate through the data are indispensable [146].
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Figure 4.40: Screenshot of the Interactive Chart of Biography

As opposed to Shneiderman’s terminology, the digital humanities community

established other terms. Distant reading [228] or macro view refer to "Overview

first" as they process certain features into visual representation giving manifold

perspectives to the underlying data. The traditional term close reading – or

micro view – refers to "details-on-demand". In this case, information on an

individual data item or a very limited set of entities is provided. The Digital

Humanities experts have also recognized that close and distant approaches

can be combined, perhaps representing a continuum rather than a binary, or a

complementary rather than an exclusionary methodology [283]. This recognition

introduced meso reading [150] and zooming [151] that refer to "filter and zoom"

yielding manifold perspectives onto differently-sized subsets of the observed

data.

To support the tasks listed in the previous subsection, we implemented

Shneiderman’s mantra in a visual system consisting of three linked views for which

we use the domain-related terms distant, meso, and close reading. Figure 4.40

depicts a screenshot of the final Web-based application. It shows the distant

reading view on the upper right side, the meso reading view on the left side,

and the close reading view on the lower right side. To make it easy to visually

distinguish entities belonging to different subgraphs S1, . . . , Sk – the number k

is usually small – in the different views, we applied a qualitative color scheme

using the ColorBrewer [30].
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Distant Reading Two overview visualizations are provided for distant

analyses. Both views support time-dependent analyses of the observed data.

A stacked graph [33] illustrates quantitative information. The life spans of all

musicians are aggregated into an area graph. Stacking the graphs supports

comparing quantitative changes and developments. Inspired by Priestley’s Chart

of Biography, the timeline visualization gives a more detailed view of the life

spans of musicians. Each subgraph receives a horizontal section of the timeline,

depending on the number of musicians assigned to it. Each musician’s lifespan

is drawn as a thin horizontal line. In order to make it possible to detect time-

dependent patterns, life spans are stacked and sorted by the beginning of their

lifetime, which differs from Priestley’s timeline chart. If the number of musicians

exceeds the number of available pixels, in other words, the height of the section

assigned to the corresponding subgraph, life spans with similar values for the

beginning of their lifespan occlude. Using transparent colors, these occlusions

get visible. Collaborating musicologists stated this is not a notable drawback

for the distant view, as the distant timeline view is merely used as an entry

point for more detailed analysis in the meso reading timeline view. Hovering

the mouse over the timeline navigates the meso reading view accordingly, and

clicking freezes the currently selected viewport.

Meso Reading The meso reading is a semantic zoom providing a more

detailed view of the life span of musicians in the current viewport of the distant

reading timeline. Next to the musicians’ names, occlusions prevalent in the

distant reading timeline are resolved, and a horizontal bar is drawn for each

musician. The left and right borders of the bars are shaped according to

occurring uncertainties of life span information. Straight vertical lines are used

for precise datings. Triangles pointing to the left (◁) mark before datings,

triangles pointing to the right (▷) are used to illustrate after datings, and

vertical zigzag lines are used to indicate around datings. To the left of each

bar, a series of parallelogram icons informs on the categories or subgraphs a

musician belongs to. For example, when filtering for musicians belonging to

a specific musical institution and choosing a musical profession as the main

feature, this allows indicating musicians with similar profession profiles in a

similar time frame. Mandatory for musicologists for analyzing social networks,

relationships among musicians belonging to the same subgraph are displayed

using the category’s color. On-demand, relationships among musicians belonging

to different subgraphs can be shown (in black). Hypothetical relations can also
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be shown on demand. The confidence of a hypothetical relation is indicated by

the thickness of the dotted line. In the meso reading view, a certain musician

can be the focus. Clicking a bar grays out all relations not belonging to the

corresponding musician, making it easier to follow edges especially for wider time

spans and for data sets containing lots of relations. More detailed information

on the chosen musician can be inspected in the close reading view.

Close Reading This view is a typical details-on-demand visualization. It

lists a musician’s biographical information including the registered life span

t, musical professions, and musical institutions. If provided, a portrait of the

selected musician is displayed – an important function our musicologists wished

for, as it reminds them of the vividness of the underlying data. In addition,

a force-directed drawing of the social network of the selected musician and

all related musicians is shown. It aids in exploring the types of relationships,

e.g., familial or educational. This specifically aids in generating hypotheses on

hitherto unknown relations between musicians.

4.2.4 Discussion

Algorithm

Our work prioritized turning Priesley’s static chart [260] into an interactive

visual design. Computational aspects were not central to our development. As

opposed to Priestley, we order life spans of musicians by increasing ts , which

takes Θ(n · log n) time for a subgraph with n nodes. A further consideration

was pre-calculating all distant and meso reading views beforehand in order to

allow a smooth and fluent visual analysis without delays.

Validation

The Interactive Chart of Biography is the result of a problem-driven work. As

Munzner remarks, "the problem can be [often] solved using existing visual

encoding and interaction idioms rather than designing new ones" [232]. In our

scenario, Priestley’s work aided as a source of inspiration, and we revised some

design considerations and developed interaction idioms required to tackle the

given tasks. Our experiences on the four levels of validation are listed below.
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Domain Situation Given the cooperation between visualization scholars and

musicologists, our project is situated in the digital humanities domain. Other

visualization scholars reported that traditional research workflows benefit from

integrating means of visualization to generate new perspectives on historical

data sets [1, 146, 207]. As we already worked together in a couple of past

interdisciplinary digital humanities projects, the important "get-together" [141]

with the goal of finding a common basis and speaking the same language was

not decisive for the success of the project. It rather helped us, visualization

scholars, to quickly understand the musicologists’ excitement concerning the

research questions to be analyzed and to discuss their needs concerning the

visualization to be implemented. Already in the early stages of the project, we

discussed the potential value of an interactive version of Priestley’s chart.

Data & Task Abstraction Not all user tasks were specified at the project

start, some desires arose when engaging with intermediate prototypes. Most

importantly, in the initial versions of the system, a comparative view among

various subgraphs was not provided. This user task was defined during the

project and also affected data abstractions. Adopting Priestley’s idea, we offered

multiple timelines reflecting the musicians belonging to multiple subgraphs

S1, . . . , Sk . Whereas Priestley was required to strictly divide by profession, our

data model allows choosing attributes of interest according to the given research

question. At that time, research interests were directed toward comparing

musical professions and institutions. As 203 different musical professions are

possible but hardly comparatively analyzable, musicologists superimposed a

hierarchy of musical professions – e.g., ”tenor“ and ”soprano“ were grouped

together in a ”singer“ category – to support multifaceted analyses. A hierarchy

for institutions was not necessary as related research questions only included

a very small number of institutions in a comparative view. Disregarding the

musicology use case, we implemented a generic interface in order to enable

straightforward adaptions of the system to other data. This includes not only

other biographical databases but also very diverse scenarios, in which data items

are presented in the form of a time span, e.g., the number of days movies are

shown in cinemas, the length of wars, the duration of empires, etc.

Visual Encoding & Interaction Idiom While Priestley did not apply a singular

vertical ordering of lifelines due to place restrictions, musicologists quickly

recognized the value of this strategy although taking minor occlusions in the
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distant reading view into account. As opposed to Priestley, in our case, the

life spans of all persons of a category or subgraph are comparable supporting

hypothesis generation regarding unknown relationships. We offered various

ordering strategies in the first place, and the musicologists reviewed the "ordering-

by-ts" variant as particularly effective for most research questions. The desire to

compare different subgraphs to each other led to including a color coding scheme.

We integrated the stacked area graph in the distant reading view as musicologists

wanted to observe quantitative changes within the given subgraphs.

Algorithm In the early development stages, we worked with rather small data

sets containing a few hundred musicians. The meso reading view was moved

on the mouse movement according to the position of the mouse pointer with

neglectable loading times. With the increasing amount of data to be displayed,

mouse move interactions triggered iterations over a larger amount of data

items, and more and more visual elements were required to add to the HTML

DOM. This lead to delays especially for very large data sets. Pre-calculating the

meso reading view ensured smooth interactions at the expense of a short page

loading time at the beginning of an analysis. This was seen as a considerable

improvement by the musicologists and it motivated them to further engage with

the visualization.

Expert Feedback The development of our biography visualization brought

forth eight prototypes that were iteratively evaluated by the musicologists in

interdisciplinary meetings. Each session leads to modifications of the design

and computational foundations. For example, the musicologists suggested

taking biographical information into account when automatically determining

the probability of unknown relationships. Also, observing how musicologists work

with the tool provided valuable information, e.g., the wish to align life spans by

their beginnings, or the necessity to attach life spans in the meso reading view

with category lists. Finally, the usage scenarios offered by musicologists working

with the tool underpin its value for musicological research. One musicologist

remarked: "The temporal overview that the tool provides is new to our field.

Up to now, we only worked with textual representations of data neglecting

distant reading tools. This system shows the importance and the potential of

visualization for our research field."
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Limitations

The overall concept is limited by the user’s available screen size. In the distant

view, too less vertical space leads to overlapping lifelines, and it further restricts

the maximum number of subgraphs to be laid out. Although both aspects were

not considered obstructive by the musicologists, this limits the flexibility of our

approach. However, a restricted number of subgraphs eased defining appropriate

color maps for our approach.

Furthermore, we had to decide if musicians should belong to only one or to

multiple subgraphs. As opposed to Priestley, who took an individual decision

for each person, in our case, no machine-readable criteria could be exploited to

determine any preferences. Thus, duplicating musicians was the only sustainable

solution, but it further exacerbated the space issue.

Finally, it has to be said that the data itself limits the capability of the

system. In the case of the MusiXplora, the database lacks information on the

time ranges a person was employed in diverse institutions. For example, it is

possible that two musicians have the same life spans, and that they worked for

the same institutions, but it cannot be concluded if they were actually related.

On the other hand, this limitation provides a reason for the necessity of the

presented design. As will be shown in the next section, the system supports

hypothesis generation, but it requires domain knowledge to derive valuable

information.

4.2.5 Development

In later steps – after the publication of the tool – we decided to use the

Interactive Chart of Biography as an integrated tool in the musiXplora. When

a user now opens the result page of an institution, the visualization system is

embedded as a small preview on the right side and can be extended to the full

screen with a click. In such cases, a predefined view of the musical profession is

selected and the data visualized is filtered to only include the persons listed as

members of the result page’s institution.

4.2.6 Conclusion

In recent years, musicologists invested a lot of time in collecting manifold

information on music history and making them digitally accessible through

queryable databases. A major drawback is the inhomogeneous state of research
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concerning the relationships among musicians, and a system was required that

hypothesizes new, data-driven relationships. Our Interactive Chart of Biography

– inspired by Joseph Priestley’s famous Chart of Biography [260] – arranges

the lifelines of musicians on a timeline in dependency on specific biographical

features, e.g., musical professions, so that potentially related musicians are

grouped closely on the screen. Further, taking information on the employment of

musicians in musical institutions into account increases the chance of detecting

unregistered relations.

During the development, we closely collaborated with musicologists, who

stated that the resulting Interactive Chart of Biography is a valuable analysis

instrument. It serves a novel type of research interest and provokes new

research questions on how musical institutions’ ensembles changed over time.

Further, they seemed enthusiastic in analyzing how specific musicians connected

seemingly unrelated musical societies. With this tool being integrated into the

musiXplora, its active development has been finished successfully.
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4.3 Bergen-Belsen Memorial – Visualizing Nazi
Heritage Data

4.3.1 Introduction

In the first chapters, we gave a general introduction to the Digital Humanities

and visualization. Then, the prior sections gave insight into musicology as an

example of a humanities domain and its way toward being a digital humanity.

Now, we will represent another domain of the humanities spectrum. History is

a broad and even more vast domain than musicology. We can limit the scope

of our collaboration with historians regarding the time period of World War II,

the entities to victims of Nazi persecution, and the media to diaries. We joined

forces with historians from the Bergen-Belsen Memorial on the original site of a

former concentration camp.

Going back to our humanist classification list, our new collaboration partners

showed a similar set of traits to the musicologists we worked with.

1. Pedagogical background helped in interdisciplinary communication

2. Openness to share of data (most data has already been published)

3. Rather inexperienced in digital technology (Skills linked to OCR and Social

Media Usage)

4. No experience with visualization

5. Openness to new approaches

6. Generation of new hypotheses welcomed

7. High confidence in their own data, but awareness of tunnel-vision risks

Still, the whole project’s motivation differed significantly from the musiXplora

experience. Where the musicologists had prior experience with a computer

scientist (through its history with the BMLO), the memorial’s staff started

without prior collaboration experience. Also, they did not initiate the contact.

Instead, a computer scientist visiting the memorial appeared in the public

relations bureau and asked if they would be interested in doing visualizations

of their data. Therefore, the historians had less time to prepare and set

expectations before the project began, resulting in a spontaneous scenario.
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As for the memorial itself, it is located at the former Bergen-Belsen Con-

centration Camp in northern Germany. This camp was initially built for Jewish

hostages. Later, it was also used to imprison people from other camps who were

considered unfit for work, as well as prisoners who were planned to be sent to

other concentration camps in northern Germany for forced labor. During its ex-

istence (1943–1945), a total of around 120,000 people were imprisoned on site.

At least 52,000 of them died, mainly of starvation or disease. In Bergen-Belsen,

the prisoners of the so-called exchange camp were destined to be exchanged for

Germans from abroad or important goods for the war industry. Therefore, and

also to disguise the general purpose of the concentration camps, these prisoners

were allowed to keep some of their luggage, and living conditions in the exchange

camp were somewhat better than in other parts of the camps. Still, taking notes

or even writing diary entries in a concentration camp was an act of resistance,

as it was a way for prisoners to cope with camp life and to provide evidence of

treatment. In general, it was only possible under certain circumstances. Usually,

the authors feared discovery and punishment by the SS and therefore kept their

records secret. Thus, we do not know how many diaries were actually written

in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. As of today, about 40 documents –

classified as diaries – are known to the Bergen-Belsen Memorial. In contrast

to this, one of the big issues of the historic reappraisal of the concentration

camp is the lack of (official) documentation. Shortly before the liberation of

the camp by the British Army, the SS burned all official documents of the camp.

Because of the secretly written and well-hidden nature of the diaries, the SS

could not destroy these texts, too. This makes them essential in documenting

e.g. names, structure, conditions, and developments of the camp. Contrary

to their importance, educators and researchers do not regularly and frequently

draw on these sources, because the texts are hard to access and use. Also, they

are very diverse. For example, the texts were written in different languages, by

prisoners in different sections of the camp, and in different periods of time. At

the same time, this makes them particularly valuable for research tasks. They

are unique in the aspect of camp life depicted and written from the different

perspectives of prisoners who lived in different parts of the camp and during

different times of its existence. Still, it poses challenges for users in terms of

language, handwriting, or form of preservation. This lack of homogeneity makes

the data more challenging for automated processes. Especially for the aspects

of accessibility and usability, the memorial lacks tools to make use of these data

sources. Hence, the requirements for our developed tool were to:
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1. Shape an easily accessible tool

2. Use intuitive rather than complex visualization

3. Allow the advantageous use for casual memorial visitors as well as re-

searchers

4. Include interactions to shape the data sources to the user’s task-specific

needs

For this, we presented a web tool to the Bergen-Belsen Memorial’s staff

being hosted online and, thus, easily accessible through the web browser (1).

While the deployed visualizations and techniques are not novel on their own, we

combine them to create a novel tool to help different users access, understand,

and analyze diaries written in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp (2). By

using more mundane visualizations adapted to the tool, rather than complex

newly constructed ones, we invite users not used to visual analytic research to

use the tool without prior instructions or tutorials. Our use cases in Section 5

show that this even applies to historians not used to visualization-supported

research and helps them in their different daily workflows (3). Next to the

inclusion of both, distant and close reading visualizations, different interactions

allow a configuration of visualizations and data to shape the tool to the user’s

own research interest and questions (4). As also seen in the use cases, our

collaboration between computer scientists and historians helps in advancing

the digital humanities movement in the historical studies dealing with the

concentration camps. Hence, helping in closing the research gap and advancing

digital processing in the field. While not further discussed in this paper, the

tool is not limited to the Bergen-Belsen data source and could be used with

other texts – like diaries of other concentration camps like Kamp Westerbork7

or even time-stamped texts and diaries described in the next section – as the

tool itself and the whole data (pre-)processing is held generically and detached

from the concentration camp setting.

7https://kampwesterbork.nl/en/
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4.3.2 Related Work

The tool visualizes historical diary data, which places it in a visual text analysis

context [145, 146]. More specifically with regard to the data resources, we

discuss related works in the category of historical visualizations. We show

examples of visualizations of war victims and various projects that have applied

visual analysis tools to diary data. On the technical visual side, we include

visualization systems in the form of timelines and calendar views, as we also use

these forms of representations to provide a quick overview of the data.

Timeline Visualizations

Changes concerning time are often visualized with timeline visualizations [273].

This type of visualization allows for engaging story-telling [27]. Examples

of timeline visualizations include Joseph Priestley’s Chart of Biography,

which shows the lifetimes of 2000 famous people in mathematics, physics,

religion, and more between 1200 BC and 1800 AD [260] or its more recent

implementation as an interactive visualization [160].

Some timeline visualizations use a space-filling algorithm to place the lines

compactly, which is useful for quantitative analysis of events, for example.

Others, such as the Chart of Biography, use stacked timelines that divide

the dataset into different classes. This allows for easier tracking of trends

and tendencies within a category. While the visualization mentioned above

categorizes by occupation, we differ by using a trivial categorization of a single

author per category to allow tracking of the author through the time period.

Other systems that show categorized changes over time focus on, e.g.,

the popularity of people mentioned in news articles [173] or changes in the

value of stocks [251, 266]. Today, many variants of timelines exist, such as

the ThemeRiver [33, 121]. A detailed analysis and overview of possible timeline

visualizations can be found in Brehmer et al.’s survey [29].

Calendar Visualizations

A comprehensive overview of different calendar visualizations was published by

Hartl in the form of a diploma thesis in 2008 [120]. In the report, Hartl discusses

the advantages of digital calendars over analog calendars, tasks, such as analysis

and organization of data in 2D and 3D, and the development of calendar-based

tools over the years. A great advantage of digital calendars is the possibility to
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include visualizations, e.g., to obtain a better overview of appointments.

Many software tools offer calendar-like views, but we focus on those that

provide visual analysis capabilities to their users. Related to our work are

calendar views that make use of a circular layout to map and highlight recurring

patterns across multiple seasons of temporal data [39,333].

More traditional calendar visualizations use colors to visualize univariate data.

These works show examples of how such a design – paired with a graph – can

provide insights into patterns and trends at the temporal levels of years, months,

and days [191, 322]. Other works merge the calendar view and graph into a

single window to provide insights into daily-level data in addition to organizing

events [135].

While the graph and calendar share the time component, no further con-

nection between them is mandatory here. Still, it shows a way to link different

visualizations in a single, easy-to-understand view. The last example of the

use of calendar views can be found in the industrial domain. Here, calendar

visualizations are used to show production patterns and provide insight into

data anomalies, showing dates where automated processes may have caused

problems and need to be re-evaluated or the products reviewed in detail [44].

Visualization of World War II Victims

A popular approach to visualize World War II victims is map-based visualizations.

They help the user to understand the state of the political world during the time

period depicted and make it easier to grasp the distance between locations. This

is used by several map visualizations that show deportation routes. Examples are

provided by the World Holocaust Remembrance Center Yad Vashem under the

heading "Transports to Extinction. Holocaust (Shoah) Deportation Database."

They provide an interactive, linked view of the timeline and map. They show

the sources and destinations of deportations for each year between 1939 and

1945 [339].

Other works add graph-based route visualizations, bringing a temporal order

to each intermediate step. On a small scale, the University of Osnabrück

visualized a single individual, such as Hermann Helfgott (Zvi Asaria). They

included a story told through annotated photographs and text showing the route

consisting of a lifetime of escape, imprisonment, and deportation [233]. A small

subset, in this case of prisoners from the Auschwitz concentration camp, was

visualized by Boern [17].
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A larger scope was taken by Martin Gilbert’s famous work of the so-called

"Atlas of the Holocaust", which offers insights into a more global structure

of deportations [100]. In addition to the depiction of the deportation routes,

other works focus on the concentration camps themselves. A visualization by

Christoph Rass tailored for historians attempts to provide new insights into

existing data through visualizations. At least for German historians, this had a

powerful impact and initiated a shift in how visualizations are being used to open

up new research questions about existing data. Examples of his visualization

work also use a map that is animated over time.

The data is based on the Totenbuch8 (death book to document which prisoner

died and when) from the “Mittelbau Dora” concentration camp, where prisoners

were abused for forced labor for the German war industry. For each entry in the

death book, a single glyph is located in that person’s birthplace, representing

the passing of a prisoner. Thus, the visualization provides information about

the relationship between a prisoner’s origin and the time of his or her murder

and reveals noteworthy patterns [263].

On the international level – and data-wise on a single location focused –,

research was conducted by Stræde et al. [301], offering insight into the Ghetto

city of Theresienstadt (Terezín). Collections of maps show pre-curated places of

interest for Danish Jews in the concentration camp. These places are collected

from retellings of victims and their linked memory between places in the Ghetto

and emotional remembrance. Place categorization includes places of fear, places

of work, places of medical treatment, home, places of black market activity,

places of food delivery, and free spaces, which are different places which did

offer a brief moment of "personal freedom", corresponding to unsupervised

moments. In another project, a collaboration of Tim Cole and Stanford University

showed visualizations of the Budapest Ghetto [53,54] and maps showing the

temporal evolution of the camp’s foundation and expansion [69]. According

to this publication [69], the visualization with the title “The Evolution of the

SS Concentration Camp System, 1933–1945,” helps to “[...] raise questions [...

which] include: How was the location of the camps related to resources and

territorial control? Why did some camps exist only briefly, while others lasted

for years? Why did the openings of subcamps accelerate in late 1944, and what

explains their accumulation?[...]”. Such emerging questions demonstrate the

expansion of traditional research through digital approaches and visualizations.
8http://totenbuch.dora.de/index/index/letter/a/lang/en accessed 05.12.2022
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The challenges of using historical data, such as incomplete data and temporal

uncertainties, have been discussed as well. Another visualization under Stanford

University’s banner offers insights into the “Arrests of Italian Jews, 1943–1945,”

using a map, time slider, and scatterplot [299]. Finally, a publication by Ehmel et

al. in 2021 provides a visualization of violence against Jews in Germany between

1930 and 1939. They use a combination of maps and glyphs to represent

different types of violence against individuals, businesses, and institutions [82].

Visualization of Diaries

Diaries, as a form of self-documented texts, can provide a glimpse into the

daily life at the time that they were written. In addition to facts and events,

they also contain the emotions and thoughts of the author. Visualization of

diary data has proven useful for a variety of analyses. Examples include cultural

research on specific time periods. For this purpose, several papers by Toledo et

al. allowed the visual analysis of Japanese diaries from the Heian period (12th

century). Through these visualization tools, important access and work could

be done on this period of Japanese history. In their interactive web tool, they

provide stacked-graph visualizations for inspecting time series [309].

Furthermore, more structural pattern analysis can be performed, as seen

by Vrotsou et al. [325]. They presented a tool for discovering unexpected and

interesting patterns in social science diary data. Here, visualization is coupled

with an automatic pattern mining algorithm for automatic pattern extraction.

Other diaries help provide insights into travel data (spatial, temporal, and

attributional correlations) [348], time use [169], and what and when contact

occurred between people [31].

4.3.3 Dataset and Preprocessing

As increasing digitization projects are successfully completed, the amount of

available digital data increases. Digitization itself can be very beneficial and

important. Examples include preserving knowledge from decaying sources, such

as paper or other organic materials, and being able to work with this data

safely without risking stress or even damaging sensitive objects. While the mere

availability of such data is important, the focus of research has shifted from the

provision to the analysis and accessibility of digitally available resources.

In this move, the Digital Humanities movement emerged and showed to be a

joining of forces between the humanities, educational professions, and computer
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scientists. This interdisciplinary collaboration enables pipelines from digitizing

resources to make them accessible and explorable to large audiences. Following

this, we formed a core for our project consisting of a historian and two computer

scientists. The historian works at the Bergen-Belsen Memorial, located at the

historic site of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp during World War II, and

is also responsible for the public relations work of the memorial.

One of the two computer scientists works at the University of Southern

Denmark and the other is the author of this work from Leipzig University. Both

are specialized in visual (text) analysis. The project arose from the need for a

comparative diary tool suitable for visual data analysis tasks. This is motivated

by the fact that increasing time has passed since the events of World War II,

and thus more generations are no longer familiar with World War II and the

concentration camps in particular. Therefore, it is crucial to show the system

of persecution and dehumanization as endured by the victims and their struggle

to survive.

For this purpose, we offer several ways of viewing the textual data of

diaries describing life in the concentration camp. In addition to the traditional

close reading of digitized texts via the web browser, we enable distant reading

approaches. This helps to obtain an overview of when and how regularly entries

were written in the diaries. Also, it gives insight into which terms and topics

were relevant in which time periods, or how the total amount of texts written

by the authors about their time in the camps developed. Further, the moods of

the descriptions (which days and events were described with positive or negative

words) can be investigated, and, finally, it makes the authors comparable.

While the Bergen-Belsen Memorial has a large number of textual resources,

only about 40 documents are classified as diaries. In some cases, this classifi-

cation is difficult. Some texts resemble a diary—a text divided into separate

parts, each describing events of a certain date—but were written at a date

after the actual events. This makes a fundamental difference in the perspective

offered by those sources. Texts written after a person’s liberation are skewed

by the knowledge that he or she survived the ordeal and may be influenced by

the knowledge he or she gathered after liberation.

The diaries themselves show the exact information that was available to the

prisoners at the time of writing and their struggle to deal with the emotional

and physical stress caused by not knowing when the liberation would take place

or if they would survive at all. Some texts remain untranslated, which makes it

more difficult to check and categorize them as diaries for this project. Of the 40
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texts categorized as diaries, the authors have fairly inhomogeneous biographical

data.

For example, the ages of the authors, who are mostly male prisoners (73%),

range from 11 years (Jovan Rajs – not included in the analysis later on) to around

60 years (Szidonia Devecseri – also not included), and the languages reflect

the nationalities of the prisoners (14 Hungarian, nine Dutch, eight German,

five Polish, three Hebrew, two French, and one Czech). At the moment of

writing, German translations were available for 12 of these texts. In addition,

the diaries were written by people in different parts of the camp. Most (38 out

of 40) known diaries were written by prisoners from the exchange camp, where

conditions made taking notes easier (prisoners could keep part of their luggage

and belongings), although it was still illegal to write texts.

Today, some of these diaries (13) have been distributed through different

publishers, either as digital or printed versions. Furthermore, 29 diaries are

available at the memorial in their entirety, the rest only exist as excerpts. From

this corpus of 40 diaries, we decided to focus on the texts that we can safely

classify as diaries and that are also available as German texts (in the original

or through available translations), resulting in 12 diaries. Among all of these

chosen sources, the first date described is 20 October 1943, and the last is

30 July 1945, 2 months after the end of World War II in Europe.

Despite some entries being written after the liberation of the concentration

camp and thus not being within the expected range of data, these entries are

strongly influenced by the time spent in the concentration camp and help to

capture the significance of the liberation and the days that followed. In these

cases, we decided to include the later texts.

Overview of Authors: In terms of content, the available diaries come

from people with different backgrounds and views. These include a staunch

Communist from Yugoslavia [187], a Polish agent for Jewish organizations [101],

a family focus from the point of view of parents [334,353], spouses [180,239,353],

and children [171,180], as well as descriptions of people in the fields of law [126],

psychology [324], and medicine [239].

A more detailed view of the authors helps in better understanding the

importance of using multiple sources and not only to focus on single texts.

The first included author, Abel J. Herzberg, was a Dutch lawyer in his fifties

and his text often describes the camp rules and the treatment of prisoners [126].

Felix Hermann Oestreicher, an Austrian doctor, also in his fifties, wrote about
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the health conditions of the prisoners and especially about his wife Gerda [239].

Józef Gitler was the only author from the so-called Polish camp who, thus,

provided an important insight into the cohort of Polish prisoners from the eyes of

a Polish agent for Jewish organizations in his forties [101]. Jenö Weiczner was

a Hungarian mill owner in his mid-forties who focused on describing his fellow

prisoners, mainly his family. He was unable to work because he had disabled legs,

so he was often forced to take the position of an observer in everyday situations

in the camp [334]. Louis Tas was a Dutch student of psychology in his early

twenties, which led to several medical descriptions, but also to philosophical

conversations with other prisoners [324]. He wrote under the pseudonym Loden

Vogel. Renate Laqueur was a young Dutch woman who was imprisoned in

Bergen-Belsen with her husband and parents. Strong family ties and memories of

life in Amsterdam play an important role in her descriptions [180]. The German

Lilly Zielenziger, a woman in her early fifties, often referred to her husband,

who died shortly after her deportation to the Westerbork transit camp in the

Netherlands. She also pondered the fate of her son, about whose whereabouts

she had no information [353]. Manfred Rosenbaum was a 20-year-old German

who was also deported from Westerbork to Bergen-Belsen. He wrote about his

friends and family from Amsterdam and also about missing his mother, who had

already emigrated to Palestine9. Even younger was Arieh Koretz, a 16-year-old

who was born in Hamburg but deported with his family from the Greek city

of Saloniki. His writing is quite frank and specific in describing the events in

the camp, and his own reactions and feelings clearly show his youth [171]. A

different perspective is offered by Hanna Levy-Hass, a well-educated woman in

her thirties from Yugoslavia. She was also a staunch communist who focused on

social references rather than family or other prisoners [187]. Last but not least,

Mirjam Bolle was a mid-twenties Dutch woman who was actually exchanged

during the war. Her texts are mainly concerned with the possibility and likelihood

of the exchange, and ultimately with how her exchange and journey to Palestine

via Constantinople went. Her diary is written in the form of letters to her

partner, who was already in Palestine at the time10. Overall, each of these

authors has a unique personal perspective and provides specific insights into

daily life in the concentration camp as well as contextual information about

life before the war, their private and social environment, and sometimes other

camps and knowledge about persecution.
9Unpublished

10Unpublished
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Figure 4.41: Process illustration for the preprocessing (left) and view (right).

Preprocessing

Each diary was offered as a digital copy without a common standard. Some were

offered as PDFs in camera-ready versions, others were freshly scanned from the

original documents for this project and did not even have OCR-extracted data.

Others were offered in various .doc formats. The first step of preprocessing

(as seen in the left part of the process illustrated in Figure 4.41), was a simple

scan and OCR process to obtain text data from each document.

Next, we deleted all added footnotes from the published versions but kept

inline additions (as some of the authors coded certain names and terms out

of fear in the texts) that were needed to understand the sentences (“Manual

Correction”). In the next step, we created one file per author with lists of

the texts. Although each diary has to include the date of writing in the text,

the format and placement differ. To generate a coherent reading experience

with the tool, we decided to manipulate the beginning of the text by adding

the date (in the German format of DD.MM.YYYY) to the front. To reduce

the manipulation of the text, we did not delete the original date in the text

(except it was identical to the one we added). In specific cases this leads to

such entries: “16.08.1944: BB. 16.8.1944. ...Mein Inneres ist wie erstarrt, und

ich fühle, wie...” After formatting each text into a consistent structure, we used

TextBlobDE’s [194] sentence algorithm for sentiment analysis to create three

sentiment collections for each author and each day: a value for the entire text

on the date, a list of sentiment values for each sentence on each day, and finally

for each word on each day (“Sentiment Analysis”). These steps were performed

once and saved to disk. In real-time, each text was then tokenized for the tag

clouds, and stop words were filtered (“Metadata Addition”).
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Figure 4.42: Overview of diaries in the tool. From top to bottom: a mode
selection menu, the calendar, the timeline, and the legend.

4.3.4 Visual Analysis of Diaries from Concentration Camps

Similar to our work with the Music Instrument Museum, our main tool in

supporting the humanists was the introduction of visualizations and visual

analysis.

Visualizations

To develop a useful tool that leverages both distant reading and the close

reading of texts, we followed the mantra of Shneiderman [290]. In a Digital

Humanities context, this leads to a distant reading approach as an overview

and close reading as a detailed view of the data on demand. To this end, the

initial state of the tool gives a view of the data with a calendar-like visualization

as well as a timeline.

CalendarView: The first thing the user encounters when opening the tool is

the calendar (see Figure 4.42), which shows the three years 1943, 1944, and

1945. For each year, each month is represented as tiles of days. Each day is, in

turn, tiled with the number of authors who wrote diary entries on that day. This

tiled and colored calendar gives a rough overview of the distribution of dates. It

shows which days have diary entries and, to a lesser extent, which author wrote

when. As a side note, important dates can be marked in this view. In the figure,

a red border can be seen around April 15, which is the day of liberation for the
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Figure 4.43: Tag cloud for each month of the year, showing the tf-idf frequency
of tokens assigned to the size. The top 10 words are highlighted in white.

Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, and May 8, which is the official date of the

end of World War II in Europe.

The calendar is complemented by the timeline, which provides further access

to the distribution of dates over time. This helps to better explore patterns in

the writing activity of authors. A linearly distributed and slim-shaped form shows

when an entry was written. Each author is positioned on a separate line, which

helps reduce the clutter and visual overload encountered in the calendar. This

additional view is especially helpful for less global questions, such as analyzing

the writing activities of a single author. At the bottom of the page, a legend

shows the color each author is represented with. The size of the bars in the

legend indicates the number of days described by the authors. They are sorted

in ascending order by their first date of writing.

Tag Cloud: While the visualizations mentioned above provide an insight into

the purely temporal metadata of the diaries, a distant reading view of the texts

themselves can be acquired by toggling the tag clouds. These are available

for the month (see Figure 4.43) and year (see Figure 4.44) levels by clicking

on either the free space or by pressing the two buttons below the year label.

These tag clouds use all tags from the underlying data. After removing stop

words (words classified as not useful like "the", "a", "and", ...), the frequency

of tf-idf is used to map a tag to its size. Thus, a tag is large if its frequency

in that time window is higher than in the others. Using a normal frequency

would result in tags, such as “work”, “warehouse”, or “barrack” being dominant in

Figure 4.44: Tag cloud view over the entire year. This tag cloud aggregates
data from all months of the year and shows tf-idf terms that are particularly
important for that year as opposed to all years.
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Figure 4.45: Tag clouds are linked together. Hovering over a tag in one cloud
highlights all other occurrences in the other clouds. In this example, the term
“Luftalarm” German for “air raid warning” was found in three different months in
1944.

almost all tag clouds. While this depicts the true word count, it does not show

useful information due to its consistency. An alternative would be to tag such

terms as stop words. However, we still believe that such terms are of high value,

and the use of a tf-idf frequency mapped to size allows these terms to still be

displayed if they are particularly important for the time period as opposed to all

the others. Thus, although all prisoners were forced to work in the camp, the

term can also be seen in times when work was particularly often written about.

Other interesting tags found by this frequency were “Waggon” and “Luggage”,

indicating months when deportations took place. Furthermore, clicking on a

tag leads to a close reading of the diaries as contexts in which these terms were

used. This allows for further investigation of ambiguous or unknown terms, as

well as a bar chart showing the use of the term in question over time, which is

not visible in the tag clouds due to the tf-idf frequency. Finally, a more general

inspection of tag occurrence can be done by hovering over a tag, which will

cause the same tag to be highlighted in other tag clouds, as seen in Figure 4.45.

Close Reading Text: The system provides further access to the raw text

material. While the tag clouds provide insight into common terms, a click on a

specific day in the CalendarView provides access to the digital version of the

author’s diaries. In this view, all authors of the current selection are listed with

their texts or a short note if no text was written on that day. For navigation,

long texts can be scrolled down and at the top of the view, two buttons allow

navigation to the previous or next day if one wants to continue reading or

compare the text with the next or the previous one.

The displayed text is digitized but left in its original state as much as

possible. As a result, abbreviations in the text, spelling and grammatical errors,

and incomplete sentences remain in the texts. In the case of published diaries,

annotated information from the editor is included, but footnotes were removed.

This helps with texts that are particularly difficult to read due to the use of
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Figure 4.46: Starting with the ConceptTool requires entering a start token and
the name of the concept. This leads to an initial display of co-occurring tokens
from the texts.

unfamiliar terms or abbreviations (such as the use of only one letter or nicknames

used by prisoners as a safety measure in case the hidden text is found and read

by guards).

Visual Analysis

Filters: A basic feature for working with such a text corpus is a means of

filtering. The filter is paired with the legend. Clicking on the name or shape of

an author in the legend selects or deselects it. Immediately after the click, the

visualizations are rendered with the modified text corpus.

Concepts: In addition to a filter functionality to select the authors of the

corpus, a content-based filter was considered to help access concept-specific

information on camp life. Therefore, we introduced a “concept” filter to help

define topics of interest. We provide a separate tool for creating such concepts

(ConceptTool – Figures 4.46-4.48). Here, the user can enter the name of the

concept (e.g., “weather”) and a word to start the concept creation with (e.g.,

“rain”—German “Regen”). The user is then presented with a tag cloud that

displays all co-occurrences (filtered by stop word) in all texts in the corpus.

Frequency is mapped to size and the top N (where N is user-defined and defaults
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Figure 4.47: Adding more tokens to the concept results in a more populated
suggestion tag cloud, which allows for the iterative building of the concept.

to ten) tags are highlighted in white. The range of co-occurrences can also be

manipulated with a slider (the default is three). Next, the tag cloud is used to

add relevant other words to the concept.

Figure 4.48: After finishing the concept, the "Save" button exports the con-
structed concept as JSON.
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Figure 4.49: Loading the concept back into the visualization tool, with the
result that only texts containing at least one of the concept words are used (at
the day level).

In the first step of the weather concept creation, starting with “rain”, we

can find “wind”, “cold” and “weather” as high-frequency terms and additionally

“sunny” as a low-frequency term. Clicking on these terms adds them to the

concept tokens above. After selecting all relevant terms from the tags, the user

can use the current concept to recalculate the tag cloud. Instead of using the

starting word and all co-occurrences of it, all co-occurrences of all words in the

concept tokens are now being used, resulting in a better-populated tag cloud

and allowing access to new candidates. In addition to this iterative concept

creation, the user can also freely type in words to add to the concept, which is

helpful when clear ideas of the concepts under investigation already exist.

After the concept creation, the concept can be exported to the diary visu-

alization tool, which results in filtering all texts to use only those that have

at least one token of the concept per tag in the text (an example is shown in

Figure 4.49). Thus, we can focus on the texts that deal with the description of

the weather, which is closely related to the roll call where the prisoners had to

wait and endure the weather conditions for hours.

Sentiments: From the memorial’s perspective, shedding light on the sen-

timents in the written text is another helpful and new task. Showing the

sentiments of the texts can be an effective way for a user to grasp the meaning

of living in a concentration camp. While daily life in the camps was character-
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ized by strict rules, obedience, and violence, prisoners sometimes used more

emotional language in their diaries to channel perceptions and reactions, which

would have been dangerous to express openly. Strongly emotionally colored

descriptions can help counterbalance the destructive and threatening situation in

the camp by highlighting positive aspects and experiences. These were important

moments for the authors however short they held on.

Discussing and reflecting on such aspects helps to understand that the

linguistic definition of an emotional state is usually learned long before the time

of imprisonment. Diary authors use language and its tonality that is familiar

to them; it is the specific context that frames the different values of words

that often cannot be gleaned from emotion. For now, we offer two modes of

visual analysis of sentiment; The first colors the daily tiles by the mean of the

sentiment of all the author’s texts, resulting in a more neutral coloring (yellow).

The few positive (green) and negative (red) tiles show days with a significant

dominance of one feeling among all authors and may be of interest to analyze

and link to events causing this dominance. The second mode is colored according

to the sum of the calculated sentiments (in the range of -1 as negative to +1

as positive). Thus, more neutral sentiments are weighted less, and even if only

one author used strong negative sentiments, it is displayed.

This results in a much more mixed color scheme. When the user has

come across an interesting daily tile, clicking on it leads to the view for close

reading. Instead of the simple listing of all texts as before, the texts are now

rearranged by sentence, with each sentence on its own line. We now also see

three more sentiment calculations (besides the already seen coloring of the daily

tile depending on the mode). First, the sentiment calculation of the text for

each author of that particular date (background of the heading); second, the

sentiment of each sentence (background of the sentence); and finally the word

level for each word (background of the word).

For the word level, white coloring means that there is no sentiment available

(since that word is not included in a sentiment list). It is important to note that,

while word-level coloring is easy to track in the view and is highly meaningful,

it lacks the contextual information that is included in the other calculations.

In particular, the use of “very” and “not” results in altered sentiments. Thus,

a sentence may have negative sentiment, while the word level provides only

positive sentiments preceded by “not”. Finally, a mouse hovering over a sentiment

displays a small tooltip indicating the calculated sentiment in a range from -1

to +1 to better compare results with a similar color.
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Text Volume: The final tool for visual analysis is a heatmap, integrated

into the CalenderView’s header. It uses a sequential color map from white (no

content) to red (lots of content) to show the amount of text written daily. Two

modes use this approach to visualize text volume. The first mode colors the

relative frequency of the number of diary entries for each day. This corresponds

to the number of authors describing the day and also to the number of tiles

in the default “colorful” mode. Therefore, days with high writing frequency

are easy to find. The second mode colors according to the amount of written

text (number of words). Therefore, in dark red, we can see days having a high

number of words compared to the other days. This is not the same as the

number of authors writing (mode 1), which can be seen at, e.g., June 17, 1944,

which is the day with the most amount of text. Then, only one author wrote

more than 8,700 words (by hand and without normal writing instruments like

pen or ink), which corresponds to the amount of text in Chapters 1 up to 4.2

(and far more text than you have read in this chapter yet (round about 7,000

words)). On that day, Jenö Weiczner took up writing about his and his family’s

journey and thus began to describe the events since March 1944. Like many

other authors, he wrote in pencil and sometimes in ink. Weiczner had a few

small notebooks in his luggage, in which he wrote his diary entries, filling a

total of seven notebooks. While much effort has gone into adapting the tool

to the needs of historians and mapping their traditional workflows with digital

processing, the value of the tool is not meant to be only on a theoretical level.

To this end, we conducted several sessions in which we observed user behavior

and utilization of the tool for their own research interests. We describe the

users’ tasks based on Munzner’s task classification [232] (see Section 3.2.1) in

the use cases in Section 5.

4.3.5 Tasks

Similar to the use cases of musicology, the following table will give insight into

the tasks of the included use cases. Most noticeable is the missing use cases

for the Consume task. This is mainly due to the fact that our collaborating

historian is very familiar with the underlying textual data and uses the tool mainly

for her own work rather than for educational tasks that would require a Present.

A use case of sentiment analysis – which was not performed because the lack

of linguistic input prevented scholarly work in this area, which is discussed in

more detail in section 4.3.7 – could cover such tasks in the future.
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Use Case Consume Present Discover Enjoy Search Lookup Locate Explore Browse Query Identify Compare Summarize Produce
Construction (5.5.3)
Destruction (5.5.4)
Twitter (5.1.6)
Hungarian Camp(5.1.5)

Table 4.5: Table showing the most common task found in each use case for the diary visualization presented in Section 5. Green cells
indicate that the use case covers this task, and red cells if the task is not covered or not focused on.
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4.3.6 Discussion

Since this is a project with close collaboration between computer scientists

and historians, the design and development of the tool were heavily influenced

by both. Since the tool is used by historians, as well as by casual users (e.g.,

visitors to the memorial), we will discuss the benefits, advantages, and problems

from these perspectives.

Usage

The project began with a computer scientist asking historians about their data

and whether they would be interested in visualizing it. At this point, it was

unclear to the historian how the visualization might work, as she had less

experience in this area. She was curious about how visualization and visual

analysis could offer new insights (1) into the data she already knew and was

working with. Hence, there was no particular expectation to meet, but interest

was piqued. After the initial conceptual meetings, the main task for the tool

was defined as “exploration” (2).

Through an iterative design process, accompanied by weekly virtual meetings

and evaluations, the need for a more global system was identified early on,

leading to the present state of the tool, which allows for a wide range of

tasks (3). Later, it was found that the tool also helped clarify aspects that were

known but not at a conscious level (4).

This was also motivated by the awareness of having developed a familiarity

with the texts that made it more difficult to approach the data from new angles

through traditional close reading. The development of new research questions

through newfound access to the data sparked curiosity. The ConceptTool

proved to be a complementary tool, characterized by defining different themes

and manipulating the sources to gain insight into these themes and if or when

they were significant to the authors (5).

Usability

For the previously defined uses of the tool (1)–(5) (see Section 4.3.6), the main

focus was on (1) and (3). Offering an exploration tool is of high value for both

casual users, such as visitors to memorial sites, and experts, such as researchers.

Presenting the data through visualizations provides a new perspective on the

diaries. Through traditional workflows – such as reading a single source from
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the beginning to the end in close reading, and hence, following the descriptions

of a single person – a reader can identify with the author/protagonist.

Therefore, some sort of bias or distortion in the analysis is not uncommon.

The top-down approach with the visual approach at a distant reading level and

the further approach of close reading of texts through interaction allows for a

quick comparison of texts by different authors for a given period of time. While

this reduces bias, it also removes contextual information. A text may refer to

earlier events or entries and may be understood differently without having read

them. We consider both approaches important and decided to include the ability

to access only a single author’s text as well as simply navigate to the previous

or next day so as not to deny this approach.

Thus, for usage (1), we decided to enrich the traditional approaches with

new ones. This is especially appreciated by collaborating historians, as they are

still free to decide which approaches they choose (and, in the case of the more

traditional approach, have easier access to it, as they do not need to access

the analog texts). In terms of the supported tasks, we chose to provide a wide

range of options and interactions to accommodate both the traditional and

digital approaches. While we did not include a specific use case for exploration,

this type of interaction is used as a starting point for the tool.

Getting users interested and motivated to explore the tool and the underlying

data is done by giving them an overview, regardless of their expertise. After

finding an aspect that interests them, they can follow a process motivated by

Shneiderman’s mantra [290] that uses interactions to break down the data to a

subset to begin specific tasks. In Section 5, we included three use cases of this

project dealing with the Search, Lookup, and Present tasks that show examples

of scenarios in which the tool is used (2) and (3).

We know from historians that they have built up a great deal of knowledge

and expertise through their years of work in the field, and this tool can help

them to categorize and link knowledge. These include many logical conclusions

that are perhaps too obvious to be the focus in a research context but which

may be of great value to visitors to the memorial, for example. Above all, such

conclusions help to understand and contextualize the information contained in

the diaries.

During the development process, we encountered such a logical linkage

through the ConceptTool, for example. A dominance was found in the co-

occurrences between weather terms and roll-call terms. Although, it is not

surprising that forced long-standing and waiting in bad weather is particularly
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stressful, it is perhaps too obvious to consider. The combination of prior

knowledge (most diaries talk about weather during roll calls) and a very plausible

statement (weather is especially important when forced to wait outside for

several hours) leads to a quick realization of the important relationship between

weather and roll calls (4).

For a visitor attempting to better understand the situation of prisoners, it

can be of great value to follow the descriptions of the weather during these roll

calls. This functionality is provided by either defining a weather-and-roll-call

concept oneself or selecting this concept from a list of predefined concepts by

the memorial staff and loading it into the CalendarView (5).

Impact

CalendarView: At the time of writing, the tool is not widely used or publicly

available at Bergen-Belsen Memorial. This tool is known to a number of memorial

staff and some external partners; however, ongoing development discourages

integration into most workflows. Nonetheless, our principal historian on the

project is already making use of the tool. We described the previous and the

extended workflow of accessing desired diary entries in the use cases section

(see Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4).

Briefly, she told us that the tool helps to obtain quick access to all diary

entries up to a certain date without having to review and open all diaries

individually (either as analog manuscripts scattered on the desk or through

multiple PDFs scattered on a digital desktop). This is used at the Bergen-Belsen

Memorial to feed a Twitter account several times a month with quotes from

these diaries. She also praised the exploration part of the tool several times and

helped in designing it for on-site use by visitors.

For the historians’ research, we were told that they found some surprising

aspects. With the inclusion of sentiment analysis, they had access to the

sentiments of the text for the first time. Before we gave access to the sentiment

functionality, we gathered thoughts and expectations about what the sentiments

in the texts would look like with the historians:

“Under the impression of three freshly read diaries from the Stern camp, I

would guess that the perceptions of the prisoners change from slightly negative

to rather negative, but rather ’gently’ and not very steeply. I suspect this

because most prisoners had previous prison experiences and associated a certain

expectation with the Bergen-Belsen camp, which also had to do with ’exchange’.
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Figure 4.50: Mode to add all the sentiments (which are between -1 for fully
negative and +1 for fully positive).

However, as the overall situation deteriorates over time, I believe at the same

time that negative moods accumulate over time because the nervous strain

on the prisoners increases significantly. According to my current knowledge

of the prisoners’ reports, the liberation, which is perceived as so striking from

today’s perspective, is not described as strongly and unambiguously positive as

one would expect in retrospect, because it still takes place in parallel with many

negative experiences in people’s situation. Therefore, I do not expect a strong

or only a very moderate increase in positive sentiments for this period.”

While this explanation sounded very logical to the inquiring computer sci-

entists, the actual visualization of the moods shown (see Figure 4.50) shows

a surprisingly positive (green) to neutral (yellow) representation in the diaries.

This led to further (albeit rather brief) investigation. It is striking that the texts

show a higher degree of mood variation than expected. The expected smooth

change between moods is hard to find. Instead, the visualization shows a rather

chaotic character with positive texts close to negative texts.

As later discussed in the limitations (Section 4.3.7), the sentiment analysis

in this project requires further refinement and was more or less included as a

prototype. Nevertheless, the current state of the tool has not only shown future

potential but also interesting approaches and analysis possibilities available right

now.
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Stopword List: We also used a German stopword list to filter words for

the sentiment list as well as the tag clouds. Similar to the sentiment list, we

also encountered topic-specific problems. While some words from the stopword

list are missing, resulting in fewer useful entries in the tool, we also found

some words that are normally considered stopwords but are important for our

cases. Although we talked about these problems several times, none of us felt

confident enough to completely revise these predefined lists. Therefore, a future

challenge would be to involve a linguist (preferably someone with experience in

(collaboration with) historical studies) and work on a more appropriate list.

ConceptTool

As it stands, the ConceptTool provides a quick and easy interface to generate

and export terms that characterize a topic or concept. Motivated by historians,

it mainly includes features needed by them, while excluding possible aspects

that could be useful for users unfamiliar with the texts and authors. Thus, the

impact of the ConceptTool is the lowest of the entire tool, and as far as we

know, it is not used by users outside of guided sessions.

Visualizations

The linchpin of the project is the different approaches to the data, made

possible by the visualizations. Therefore, it is important to look at the value

of each visualization through the eyes of historians. We learned the following

statements through oral evaluation and conversations with historians, focused

on the visualizations.

Calendar. We first gathered feedback on the calendar, which is not only the

most general view but also the one giving the most overview: “The Calendar

was very familiar. The structure and system of the visualization were intuitive

and clear. I can easily follow the visualization. On the other hand, I have more

difficulty accessing the data at close range. The degree of abstraction is high.

This gives easy access to the overview, while access to the data itself is more

difficult.”

Timeline. When asked about her first impression of the timeline, the historian

responded with “delight” . As with the calendar, the structure of the visualization

– including the temporal component – was familiar. The data access itself, on

the other hand, was closer to the text, but still provided new perspectives.
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Tag Cloud. Lastly, we solicited feedback on the tag cloud. At first, the reaction

was indifferent: “This looks like a normal tag cloud.” After a closer look at the

tags, it seemed to spark curiosity. While the size of the labels – corresponding to

the tf-idf frequency – was rather uninteresting, interest was shown in the many

words representing the time period. When asked if the size of the tags should

be disregarded, the response was that while it is uninteresting for exploring the

cloud, it helps reduce the clutter of the visualization, so we kept it anyway.

4.3.7 Limitations

Although, the tool has been used successfully by historians (see Sections 5.1.5,

5.1.6, 5.5.3, and 5.5.4), we are aware of a number of limitations.

Design. During our collaboration with historians, we opted for a visualization

approach designed to focus on distant reading. While this allowed for a wide

range of new research possibilities, in some cases, it complicates the traditional

close reading approach to which historians are accustomed. This increases the

reluctance of these historians to use the tool.

Data. We offer a generic import of sources. Still, there are some limitations to

the input. First of all, we decided to limit the number of authors/sources to be

included. This is mainly motivated by the use of colors to represent authors. We

offer a set of eleven colors provided by colorbrewer.org [30]. A larger number of

colors would run the risk of users confusing the colors and biasing the analysis

(without explicit interaction with the visualizations).

We also limited the number of analyzed years to three (1943–1945). World

War II did start earlier, but we developed the system using the sources of the

Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, which existed during these three years. A

final data limitation applies to the languages of the input. While most parts of

the system are language-independent, the sentiment analysis uses pre-defined

lists of word-sentiment pairs. Sources in other languages (even mixed) may be

loaded, but the results of sentiment analysis and even the tag clouds would be

(near) useless.

Sentiment Analysis. In addition to the potential problems of loading mixed

or non-German texts, the value of the sentiment analysis is limited. We

used a merge of the German SentiWS (SentimentWortschatz) [267] and

TextBlobDE [194]. While they went to great lengths to create sophisticated

sentiment lists for German, we found that the vocabulary of the diaries and the
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dire situation of the prisoners would require a more refined and tailored sentiment

analysis not offered by these frameworks. In our analysis and evaluation, we

encountered three types of problems that limit the use of sentiment analysis:

missing sentiments (white) (1), wrong sentiment type (2), and wrong value (3).

(1) For all diaries, almost 39,000 words are missing from the sentiment list

(stop words excluded). Although this is a very high number, most of them are

not relevant because they are without sentiment. Further, some more of them

are either not relevant in a general context (but very relevant to our setting) or

are somehow missing, although we would have expected them in at least one of

the lists. Examples of words with missing sentiments are barbed wire, suicidal

thoughts, and crematorium. In addition, some words are limited to this period

but are also very important, such as air raid alarm, SS, and exchange.

(2) In special cases, a word may also have a meaning that is plausible in

everyday life, but not for a concentration camp. An example of this is Versteckt

(hidden), which is rated as -0.7 out of a maximum of -1, i.e., negative, while in

the diaries it is used as a positive word.

(3) Similarly, we sometimes encountered values that did not correctly reflect

the effect, such as Merciless, Severe, and Broken, of which the first two also

have a value of -0.7 (as with “hidden”) and the last one has a value of -0.79,

which is also too low for the meaning these words have in a concentration camp

setting.

While aware of these limitations, none of our collaborating persons was

experienced enough in linguistic approaches to offer a more specialized imple-

mentation.

ConceptTool. The ConceptTool was not included in the first iterations of our

tool. It was only added later at the explicit request of our historian. Therefore,

it only contains information that is useful and necessary for the historian. This

limits its use for casual users. They would need additional contextual information

to use the ConceptTool effectively. This is also reflected by the fact that we

only saw concepts that were created in closely guided sessions.

Visualizations. The calendar view was the element most discussed in our

evaluation sessions. While we are pleased with the usefulness of the current

version, we are aware of its limitations. First of all, the tiling of the days can

lead to a distorted perception of the distribution. In the currently published

version, the size of each day tile depends on the number of other authors who

wrote on that particular day. This leads to a high visual representation of an
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author when he is the only one who wrote on that day. A new version uses a

fixed size of each tile, independent of how many authors wrote on the respective

day, resulting in a more consistent visual representation.

The arrangement of days in seven columns, months in six columns, and

finally years in three rows leads to an uneven distribution of space between

adjacent dates. Although there is only one day between December 31, 1944, and

January 1, 1945, they are positioned on opposite sides of the screen, resulting

in a greater focus on logical elements, such as weeks, months, and years, which

are not decisive for most approaches.

As for the tag cloud, the year window can hold a high number of tags, but

the month clouds are rather limited by the space available. Using a full-screen

window with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels and no browser zoom, the

clouds can – depending on the character length of the tags – hold between

40 and 60 tags each. Nevertheless, interesting and important tags could be

found even in the less-frequent parts of the tag lists. A deeper analysis and

evaluation regarding its use should be done in the future.

4.3.8 Open Issues

With the current state, we offer a prototype version of the diary visualization

tool. We are still motivated to expand the project. This includes adding more

diaries, which are mainly handled by the Bergen-Belsen Memorial, and their

translation and digitization work, which could add up to 30 more diaries. In

addition, we can reach out to other memorials that also have a corpus of diaries

available, such as Camp Westerbork, and even test the tool with (diary) data

not linked to concentration camps.

On the more technical side, we are aware of the work needed for sentiment

and language processing in general (see Section 4.3.7). In addition to improving

the features already included, more focused work on linguistic approaches could

also lead to high-value access through, e.g., NER, and help to provide new

insights and support for working with the texts.

4.3.9 Conclusions and Future Work

With the passage of time and the accompanying disappearance of survivors who

had been imprisoned in concentration camps – who play a major role in sharing

their memories with younger generations – it becomes increasingly important
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to develop new solutions for the transmission of this knowledge. Our project

targets this direction and uses digital technology to make memories inherent

in the diaries written by prisoners of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp

persistently accessible and explorable.

Our design generates a new perspective on concentration camp life by

arranging diary entries in a calendar view, and the multifaceted framework allows

for the investigation of individual as well as shared prisoner experiences. In

addition, we analyze sentiments and offer the ability to search for thematic

concepts in the corpus, which generates user-driven, non-linear entry points to

the materials.

We followed a participatory design process [149] to ensure the development

of a valuable visualization for the targeted audience of historians who can use the

tool for educational purposes in various settings, such as social media activities

and guided groups memorial visits. Our solution of visualizing a diary corpus is

the first step towards virtualized access to concentration camp heritage, and

in the future, this can be expanded to related time-based resources, including

letter exchanges or death registers.

Following the successful completion of this project, we have begun to engage

with other institutions working on and with data about Nazi persecution. The

result is an EU-funded project that deals with the digitization of cultural data,

from diaries of other concentration camps to 3D models of the concentration

camps themselves, which not only help preserve cultural heritage but also allow

the public to access history in a modern and impressive way. Instead of a

collaboration of computer scientists and historians from a single memorial site,

this recently started project called MEMORISE11 will bring together a wide range

of collaboration partners from seven countries. Starting with historians from

multiple universities and concentration camp memorials, we now have linguists

and natural language processing experts, as well as data analysts, exhibition

designers, and others collaborating. We are looking forward to bringing our

acquired expertise in interdisciplinary collaboration into this project.

11https://memorise.sdu.dk
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Chapter 5

Use Cases

With both described cooperations being heavily user-centered, the following

chapter will concentrate on giving insights into the daily work of the humanists

and how they used the tools described in section 4. To ease the reading, we

grouped the use cases by the basic type of entity the humanists focused on

instead of e.g. their tasks. For this, we defined a central type of entity for each

use case, even when (mostly newer) use cases do take data from multiple types

of entities into consideration.

5.1 Persons

Visualizing biographies of persons was one of the most requested tasks. Proso-

pographical or cohort analysis allows a more in-depth grasping of cultural and

social changes throughout time and a detailed analysis of specific persons of

interest. The use cases in this section include the analysis of a biographical

relation network, mirroring the different approaches for collaborating in Jazz

music, and recreation of phases of influence for the musical profession of

lutenists. Afterward, we will give insight into the tracing of instruments linked

to Ludwig Van Beethoven, influences on European instrument makers due to

political and cultural shifts, and, lastly, the possibility to semi-automatically

derive (hypothetical) relations between persons based on existing data.

5.1.1 Jazz Musicians’ Networks

While scenarios of the musiXplora often refer to historical data [160,161], some

current research projects focus on more contemporary aspects like 20th-century

jazz, rock, and folk musicians in the USA, recently added to the musiXplora.
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Figure 5.1: The network graph shown in Figure 5.2 it is original visual context
in the musiXplora.

Figure 5.2 shows a social network graph of banjo players generated by the

musiXplora with color-coded relationship types. The musicologist working with

this data reported that the different genres of music can easily be seen here.

In part A, the folk music genre can be found (purple), centered around Pete

Seeger, an essential folk musician. Part B (red) consists of musicians belonging

to the country and bluegrass genres, who are more connected to each other

Figure 5.2: Network graph of all banjo players currently in the database. An-
notated with findings and classifications of the musicologist and prominent
musicians
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Figure 5.3: Showing the collage of pie charts in Figure 5.4 in its embedded
place in the musiXplora.

and less centralized. This is caused by their tendency to often play together in

ensembles. The center of the graph (C, in yellow) is formed by pop musicians

and centered around famous artists like Bob Dylan or Paul Simon. The last

genre (turquoise) is given with modern and experimental jazz (D). Here, Tom

Waits is a musician to be named and, especially in comparison to the other

genres, green edges are dominant, showing that these musicians have mainly

worked together as colleagues. A further point of interest is the connection

between these sub-graphs. The dark nodes are for persons that are inside the

result set, hence, banjo players. The lighter ones are their first-level neighbors.

While for the country musicians, connectivity between dark nodes can be seen

(again, caused by their tendency to play together in performances), the other

genres mainly have lighter nodes building connections inside the sub-graphs

and towards other genres. These are influential people networking as part of

their job or with a high level of interest in collaboration. Between folk and

country music, a noticeable connecting node is Bob Dylan, but folk musicians

of the 1960s are bridges to country music in general, as we were told by the

musicologist. For pop and country music, we can see lesser connecting nodes,

indicating less common concepts. The links still found between these subsets

relate to studio musicians from the 1950s and 1960s country scene and by

people of music research as central nodes.

The cluster of modern and experimental jazz shows again a large number of

light nodes connecting to, e.g., the pop genre. Linking musicians in this case

are highly connected musicians like Ringo Starr or Mick Jagger, who played in

different ensembles. Another view of the data is shown in Figure 5.4.

With the help of these pie charts, we get an overview of different biograph-
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ical characteristics. For example, the ratio of female banjo players was very

small (A1). In comparison, the ratio of female singers was much higher (A2,

32%). The musicologist that we talked to, was quite interested in non-musical

professions (C1), showing that the banjo players mainly originated from a lower-

income class and a creative setting. A background in creative jobs was expected,

but the rather high percentage of soldiers in this group surprised him. While

this does not mean that these genres are promoted inside these classes, it does

highlight the influence of the genre in communities belonging to three specific

classes: military, church, and agriculture. In the following, he compared them to

blues musicians. Here, the non-musical professions indicate a rather low-income

group (C2). Blues musicians typically had agricultural professions and, especially,

a high amount of pastors is shown. This highlights the important role of the

church for the rural African American communities in southern states of the

United States, typically found for this genre in this time era, and also more

rural than the creative background in general. Further, the denominations of

Figure 5.4: Pie chart match up of banjo players, singers, and blues musicians
with their gender, denomination, and non-musical profession distribution.
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Figure 5.5: View on the timeline in Figure 5.6 in its visual context on the
musiXplora.

banjo players were mixed, having a Jewish and Baptist majority (B1), and blues

musicians typically had a baptist belief (B2). For a more general profession

like singer, a majority of Roman Catholic musicians can be found, highlighting

the specifics of the denominational compositions of subgenres of jazz. Some

of these different characteristics are even mirrored in the lyrics of the songs

showing their importance for the jazz genre.

5.1.2 Analyzing Profession on the Case of Lutenists

One of the earliest research questions we encountered in our collaboration

with musicologists was a verification of a specific hypothesis. It is common in

musicology to have time spans that are regarded as important e.g. for musical

professions or even instrument types. These are normally labeled with the socio-

cultural reason for their influence. While such phases are known and talked

of, it lacks methods of verification. Usually, they are the results of long-time

biographical research and a detailed look at a vast amount of texts, showing

significant patterns. "Being able to not only see this hypothesis verified, but

also show (visual) proof to colleagues in such a quick way is astonishing" was

the musicologist’s verbal response to a simple timeline showing occurrences of

musicians with the lutenist professions (freely translated from German).

In detail, his hypothesis was that the lutenist profession underwent two

major phases throughout history. The first, as lutes were common as orchestral

Figure 5.6: Timeline with the two major phases of the lute profession. (A) The
time of the lute as an orchestral instrument. (B) The phase of the lute as a
part of the historism.
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Figure 5.7: Distant reading view of the Interactive Chart of Biography [160],
showing the temporal changes in the importance of the lute profession.

instruments played in court orchestras (pre 19th century) and the second phase

as part of the historism (post 20th century) [160] with an optional third phase

of the lute not being relevant in between.

The distant reading view, where each person with the musical profession

of lutenist was included, gives an aggregated view of the life spans of the 232

lutenists. Over the years, we used two different visual approaches to this – for

the musicologists – important research question. At first, we used a mundane

timeline like commonly encountered in the musiXplora (see Figure 5.6). Here,

we separated between working time (blue parts of the bars) and living time,

which was explicitly not part of the working time, (transparent part). While

this view already gave the desired quick visual verification of the hypothesis, we

revisited this use case later with our more complex Interactive Chart of Biography

(see Figure 5.7), using a different positioning algorithm for the timeline and

adding a less distorted view through an area chart [160]. Both visualization

approaches show the mentioned two peaks, with the first one corresponding

to the distributing and trending of the lute across the courts in middle Europe

between 1400 and 1850. In the beginning, the lute profession can be seen as

slowly rising. This was a time in which the instrument was only allowed to
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be played by prominent dilettantes. This group included noble personalities at

the courts and princely or even royal elites. Common members of the court

orchestras were forbidden to hold such a profession, limiting the number of

lutenists drastically. This changed in the 16th and 17th century when the Lute

was introduced to the European court orchestras, making it accessible to a wider

range of musicians. Towards the end of the 18th century, this trend changed.

The lute was no longer considered modern and other plucked instruments, like

the guitar, began to replace it (also seen later in Figure 5.17). This underlines

the importance of the guitar and its influence towards the 20th century, which

can be seen later in Section 5.2.1.

Nevertheless, a second rise of the lute can be seen in the 20th century. This

does, explicitly not, show the lute getting back to a comparable role like it had

in its Baroque life, but shows the modern and middle-class movement of the

historism, which is a form of recollection of the past. Thus, instead of court

orchestras or operas, the lute was included in museums for pedagogical reasons.

While this was a simple use case, it had a high impact on the trust our

musicologist showed towards other visualization approaches realized later.

5.1.3 Ludwig van Beethoven’s Network

The most basic use case observed by musicologists working with the tool was

a simple information lookup, leading to a more specialized question. In the

discussed case, the musicologist searched for information about Ludwig van

Beethoven’s instrument makers and associated instruments. For this, the expert

started by querying the search interface. Through this search, he got only a

single result, as Ludwig van Beethoven is the only person with the tag Beethoven

in the database. As a well-known person in musicology, the resulting site shows

a well-researched state and gives access to a multitude of information as seen

in Figure 5.8.

In the next step, the researcher observed the social network of Beethoven.

Figure 5.9 shows the entire network, accessed by clicking on the network graph

preview on the right side of Figure 5.8. In this close reading visualization, different

colored edges differentiate the various kinds of relations. Through this, the

user finds famous instrument makers like the married couple Johann Andreas

Streicher and Nanette Streicher-Stein (highlighted) as part of Beethoven’s

network. A click on the latter leads to the Single Result Page of Streicher-Stein

seen in Figure 5.10. Next to the information about her relations, it also gave
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Figure 5.8: Ludwig van Beethoven’s single result page shows textual information
as well as visualizations.

access to information like her different name variants. In this case, her other

first names Maria and Anna were displayed. Below, her professions piano player,

piano and organ maker, and more are listed. He also got her informal and

contemporaneous titles, like "Director of the Piano Factory". Below the green

biographical entries, lists of links to external sources in red, including Wikipedia,

Figure 5.9: Networkgraph of persons in relationship to Ludwig van Beethoven.
Highlighted is Nanette Streicher-Stein.
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Figure 5.10: Single Result Page for the instrument maker Nanette Streicher-
Stein.

Wikimedia, BMLO, MusikerProfiling [143], AKS, and further important sources

for musicology are located. With the help of the also listed Musical Instrument

Museums Online (MIMO), he can query the centralized database of instrument

museums and their information about Streicher-Stein with a single click. This

leads to a list of instruments produced by her. One of these instruments can be

seen in the screenshot of the Baccae repository of the musiXplora in Figure 5.11,

Figure 5.11: Baccae Single Result Page for a "Hammerklavier", produced by
Streicher-Stein and located in the Musikinstrumentenmuseum der Univeristät
Leipzig (Music Instrument Museum, Leipzig University).
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presenting a brief overview of the instrument with the hint that the object’s

page is still under construction (which is the cause why the instrument is not

yet directly linked on Streicher-Stein’s page). Further, he can access a list

of all instruments by Streicher-Stein exhibited in European museums. This

list consists of only a dozen pianos and contains only known and documented

instruments made by Streicher-Stein. While the actual number of produced

instruments was without a doubt higher, the number of instruments produced

per city was significantly lower than in the following centuries.

5.1.4 Deriving new Relations

Especially the use cases for the members of institutions, which will be presented

in Section 5.7, will show the importance of related data. Knowing which persons

were part of networks or collaborated proved also to be of value in the Jazz

musicians’ use case (see Section 5.1.1). Such data can be quite tricky to get,

as its availability is dependent on the documentation and preservation of the

data. While we will discuss this issue for traditional data sources later (see

Section 6.1), we worked on a visual analysis system to derive unregistered

relations among musicians, which will be presented here. For this use case, we

will concentrate on musicians, which temporal data denotes their employment

at the Bayreuther Festspiele. We inspect overlapping life spans and musical

professions and hypothesize that relationships between persons in the same

institution are more likely when they share professions and have overlapping life

spans. Although, the life span is somewhat misleading – as the musicians did not

work their whole life in the institution – we often do not have more precise dates.

Hence, we developed a semi-automatic approach, bringing together musicologists

and computational approaches, to find a balance between high recall (due to

computational approaches) and high precision (due to musicologists’ skills in

rejecting implausible proposals).

In an example session, we observed a musicologist using the system to explore

musicians of the Bayerische Staatsoper between 1870 and 1880, resulting in

the successful addition of more than 200 new colleague relations that were not

documented in the available historic sources. A sample is given in Figure 5.12.

Here, the musicologist inspected the musicians Yvo de Vento and Antonius

Goswino, of which it is known that they were colleagues. The meso reading view

shows a yellow connection between both, showing the colleagues-relationship.

Further, the musicologist inspected another musician with a similar profession:
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Figure 5.12: Deriving relations between musicians.

Caspar Glaner, who also worked at Bayerische Staatsoper for a short time.

While the automatic, and intended strict, the calculation does only result in a

matching score of 17.4%, the musicologist did accept this case, resulting in

the addition of a new relation to the database between Antonius Goswino and

Caspar Glaner (which still is labeled as a hypothetical colleague) and can be

seen in the upper part of Figure 5.12 as a dotted black line. A later lookup

in secondary literature sources – at this time not included in the database –

validated the colleagueship between Caspar Glaner and Antonius Goswino, as

well as between Caspar Glaner and Yvo de Vento.
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Figure 5.13: Diary entries on August 18, 1944. Gitler writes about the departure
of Polish prisoners, while Koretz talks about the Hungarians the historian was
looking for.

5.1.5 Departure from the Hungarian Camp

A first use case for the Bergen-Belsen Diary Visualization tool deals with the

Lookup of the time of departures from the so-called Hungarian Camp. This

lookup is most likely the task closest to a traditional historian. The historians

among us wanted to obtain more information about the departure of a group of

people from the “Hungarian Camp” (a subcamp with mostly Hungarian prisoners).

Accessing the data needed was very easy, as both the location in the visualization

and the goal of the search were known (class of Lookup tasks). The historian

knew that the group left on August 18 and clicked on the corresponding day

tile in the calendar view, resulting in the close reading view in Figure 5.13. The

close-up view shows diary entries by Gitler and Koretz describing the number

of prisoners, the changes that accompanied the departure, and more. Thus,

checking the date of events in the camp in the diaries provides an opportunity to

see what an individual prisoner or group of people knew about things that were

going on in their own immediate environment or in different parts of the camp.

In this example, both authors were imprisoned in the neighboring subcamps

on either side of the Hungarians’ camp. Moreover, starting from a particular

keyword relevant to the time under review, one can follow the entries of the

following (and perhaps preceding) days to learn more about that particular

aspect. While this trivial use case hardly motivates complex visualization – the

required text could also be found in a trivial Microsoft Excel spreadsheet – this

search-and-find functionality is important as a basis for the more complex use

cases. Also, this can be extended to perform deeper analysis, such as examining

the sentiments associated with the departure of the arrival of the new prisoners.
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Figure 5.14: An On-this-day tweet for June 17, showing a 1944 entry by
Oestreicher describing the food available, his wife’s current health, and more.

5.1.6 Curating Twitter Tweets with Diaries

In a conversation with an employee of the Bergen-Belsen Memorial’s public rela-

tions, we learned that the Bergen-Belsen Memorial regularly publishes excerpts

from the diaries on social media1. These are usually published under the label

“on this day” (#otd) and contain text written on the current date (day and

month) in 1943, 1944, and 1945. Due to the time-consuming nature of this

task, it was done once a month by two volunteers (1).

They went through the corpus of diaries looking for the time period needed

(2), wrote down the texts, and presented them to the public relations team (3),

who then held an editorial meeting with quality control (4) of the typed texts, a

discussion on which texts were useful for presentation (5), and finally edited

the texts to comply with social media rules and guidelines.

Although not planned (and not even noticed by us for a long time), the

tool has supported and improved this workflow in the Public Relations team at

the memorial. Now, they use the calendar view to obtain a quick overview of

days when criteria, such as the amount of text or authors, seem promising (2).

Sometimes they also use the concept tool to see if the current month’s texts

contain terms that also appear in today’s news (political events, weather, ...).

This helps greatly to increase the relevance of the posted texts to the

audience (5) and to reduce the workload for the Public Relations team (4).

1https://twitter.com/belsenmemorial Accessed: December 2022

Figure 5.15: An On-this-day tweet on June 23. Here, Gitler describes the arrival
of a new group of 400 Jewish prisoners from Yugoslavia.
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Moreover, the time needed to create such posts can be greatly reduced. For

example, this can be done quickly, conveniently, and by a member of the Public

Relations team, reducing the time and number of people needed for this task

(1).

Furthermore, the digital availability and duplication of text allow for a

reduction in potential typographical errors (3) and (4). It has been reported to

us that this reduced effort has greatly increased the number of days that such a

post is now posted online. Whereas previously, the entire process took place

once a month and required several people and hours of work, it can now be

done with a few clicks and in a few minutes. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show two

recent examples of such posts – in this case, two tweets.

5.2 Objects

In the previous section, we have presented a mix of use cases between the

collaboration with the Bergen-Belsen Memorial and the Musical Instrument

Museum in terms of persons (see section 5.1). This section will only focus

on the musiXplora dataset with different visual analysis approaches for objects

of musicological interest. These are mostly, but not exclusively, instruments.

While the main focus for these use cases is on the objects themselves, data

from e.g. persons are also heavily included. This is needed due to the fact that

documentation of instruments is often limited to physical attributes like size,

materials, and damages. Although such attributes are important for some tasks,

analysis of the instruments like done in the organology does need career-like

data, often not covered in such sources. For these cases, tapping into data

of persons or group of persons known to be influential for such objects help in

gathering needed data.

5.2.1 Plucked Instruments

One type of instrument that our musicologist had a deeper look at where plucked

instruments. Besides the analysis of the type of instrument, this also allows

insight into the profession of plucked instrument players. For this, we enriched

the available data for plucked instruments with the biographical metadata of

plucked instrument makers. Thus, we were able to recognize and understand

detailed trends and developments for the group of plucked instruments, not

able to be covered by only the description given for these instruments. This is
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Figure 5.16: Context information of the timeline in Figure 5.17.

mainly explainable by the fact that instruments were often documented, but

the documentation was limited to physical attributes, such as those needed

for restoration or instrument making. Metadata such as the whereabouts,

production, or acquisition are much rarer and, above all, more widely scattered.

But the mere availability of the biographical data of instrumentalists and

instrument makers in the plucked instruments industry alone does not bring

us that much-added value compared to the traditional way of working. A real

advantage was only possible after adding interaction and visualization into the

daily work processes of musicologists. By transferring the properties of the

objects to be examined to visual features, we make use of the ability of our

eyes to recognize patterns and anomalies and, above all, find re-occurrences of

them.

Task-wise, this use case and its subparts start with a presentation of the

current state of information, followed by an exploration part for the musicologists

to find patterns and trends to be then used to generate or verify hypotheses

(discovery). Such approaches are hardly possible by traditional close-reading

approaches.

The Guitar: The first kind of plucked instrument to be inspected is the guitar.

Figure 5.17 pictures a timeline of all the people whose biographies include the

musical activity of being a guitar player. This also results in early occurrences

of "guitarists" (Figure 5.17 A). A close-reading review of the individuals in this

phase shows that these attributions are considered uncertain. As an example,

a look at the first person occurring – the musician Anna Nuser (or Nuserin,

Nicodemus) – does provide us with the attribution that she is considered a

guitarist. However, the attribution is also different depending on the source.
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Figure 5.17: Overview of the evolution of the guitarist profession over time.
Three phases can be seen: A) Phase of uncertain attributions. B) Phase of the
spread of the guitar in Europe. C) Peak of the guitar in Europe.

Other sources call her a zither player2. Especially with historical figures, attribu-

tions are often uncertain. This is due to the fact that musical instruments have

evolved and changed over time, and matching them to contemporary instrument

terms and types often seems difficult or ambiguous (see Section 6.1.4). More

certain results can be found in section B of the figure, where, around the transi-

tion from the 19th to the 20th century, the guitar (as a confident attribution)

enters courtly use and replaces other instruments prior to dominating the court

orchestras (for example the lute as seen in Section 5.1.2). In the last phase

(C), we see the peak period of the instrument, where the number of guitarists

increases sharply. This evolution provides a good indication for the conviction

that the guitar was one of the most important instruments of the 20th century.

2https://data.cerl.org/thesaurus/cnp01095469 accessed 2022-09-28

Figure 5.18: The visual context of the timeline in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.19: Life and activity data of harpists through time. The numeric change
through the centuries was classified as not significant by the musicologist.

The Harp: In contrast to the previously seen, phase-wise developments, the

harp shows a rather constant picture of being played, which was independent of

such "hypes". Although the visualization in figure 5.19 also shows development

at first glance, quantitatively the number of harpists is so small that it still gives

a rather constant picture after the initial phase. The hole to be seen in the 16th

century, however, represents an anomaly that cannot really be explained by our

musicologists. We suspect at this point an unusually low documentation density

during the 30-year war, rather than a real decline of the harpist profession during

this period. This will be discussed further later under the term of recall of data

(see Section 6.1.2).

The Zither: In addition to developments with different phases, which provide

information about fashions and developments, typical for court orchestras, there

are also instruments and professions that showed less fluctuation and had only

a single peak phase. As an example, Figure 5.20 shows the period of the

spread of the zither. During Europe’s bourgeois modernity, the zithers became

Figure 5.20: The rise of the Zither profession in Europe.
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Figure 5.21: The placement of Figure 5.22 in the system.

more widely used in the second third of the 19th century. Instead of the first

appearance in a single location, from where it spread further to other cities, the

spread of the zither can be seen occurring in multiple locations at the same

time. Propelled by this parallel development, the zither as an instrument was

influenced by local trends, resulting in many subspecies of the instrument known

today. Figure 5.22 shows us a map of Central Europe and glyphs for all the

place attributions of people who were zither players and started to perform in

the early time of the zither (approximately between 1800 and 1850). As seen

through the colored glyphs (color indicates the type of activity of a zither player

at this location), we can indicate places where zither players did work and see

the type of their work and influence through a pie chart (yellow for places where

they had high influence, brown for normal intensity). This emphasizes that

Figure 5.22: Distribution of zither players with the period of activity approxi-
mately between 1800 and 1850. Already during the beginning of the instrument’s
spread in Central Europe, centers of agglomeration can be seen.
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Figure 5.23: Places of activity of tubist players in Bavaria throughout three
different timespans. The selected timespan is visible in the bottom left corner
of each section.

there was not a single center from where the zithers were built and played, but

a more widespread growth. In summary, this use case shows a more Presenting

nature, as well as giving another example of visual analysis’ ability to back up

hypotheses.

5.2.2 Adaptation of the Tuba

Another example of a development that sparks the interest of musicology

scholars is the adaptation and spread of newly developed musical instruments.

Being first patented in 1835, the tuba is a relatively young instrument [4].

Compared to most other classical instruments, some of which trace their origins

back to antiquity, the adaptation of the tuba is much better documented. This

can be attributed to the better established organological methods at the time of

its invention, but also to the pure chance of these documents surviving up until

today. Documents that were used by the editors of the musiXplora to gather

data on the adaption of the tuba were mostly monographs from court chapels,

operas, and military musicians, as well as Royal Kalendars and biographical

sources of any kind.

Originally used for military music, its ability to provide a loud, good-sounding,

chromatic bass led to its unusually fast adaptation. First it was included in other

brass bands and later by opera and symphonic orchestras of which it quickly

became a common part.

Along with the adaptation of the instrument, new positions for tubists had
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to be created at musical institutions. Musicologists at our institution were

interested in the chronology of this adaptation process and its geographical

development. They had already created a collection of around 100 tubists

containing, amongst other things, information on their places of activity. In the

case of tubists, these places of activity mostly coincide with positions held at

local musical institutions. Using the documented places of activity as proxies

for the adaptation at these institutions we can thus trace the adaptation of the

modern tuba throughout German-speaking and anglophone Europe.

The existing visualization tools in the musiXplora did not provide sufficient

capabilities to investigate the temporal aspects we wanted to focus on. Thus,

this use case is another example of a series of prototype projects in collaboration

with students from the Digital Humanities studies at Leipzig University. They

enhanced existing tools of the musiXplora for evaluation and discussion of

their importance. For this project, we supported the Digital Humanists Vera

Piontkowitz and David Fuhry, who implemented a new tool containing a map

view of all tubists’ places of activity that includes only those that were active

during a selected timespan (see Figure 5.23). The timespan can be adjusted by

the user through the manipulation of a slider element. By clicking on a specific

location, users can view all tubists who were actively working at that location in

the musiXplora, allowing them to use all the well-known tools to further explore

the data.

The musicologists at our institution reaffirmed the added value of this

visualization: It enables them to not only track the quantitative increase of

tubists but to visually analyze the linkage between place and time. It is especially

useful for research focusing on when and where the tuba was introduced, and

whether some places and times are particularly significant for its adaptation. A

musicologist pointed out that in the case of tuba players, there is no significant

literature on this subject as the research field is still very young and small.

However, using our visualization the musicologist was able to verify uncon-

firmed expert hypotheses on the geographical and temporal development of the

tuba: Using Bavaria as an example (see Figure 5.23), we can see that in an

early timespan (1840–1870), tubists can only be found in Augsburg and Munich

where military garrisons were located. Looking at the period between 1875 and

1900, tubists have spread to additional cities with garrisons like Nuremberg. A

great increase in the number of tubists can be noticed in the years following

1875. This can be traced back to the beginning of the Bayreuth Festival in

1876, which was one of the first major appearances of the tuba in a non-military
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Figure 5.24: Context of Figure 5.25
.

context. Over the early 20th century (1900–1930) the tuba was also adapted in

more rural areas of Bavaria like Bad Aibing, Ingolstadt, and Burghausen. After

1950, the tuba was established in the academic world with instrumental training

taking place at universities.

This prototypical use case showed the great use of integrating data manipu-

lation means in the visualizations. While we tried to limit the manipulation in

the past to let the visualizations be as slim and generic as possible and the data

manipulation be in the hands of the search and filter functionality, we are now

interested in trying out more integrations.

5.2.3 Dendrochronological Inspection of a Viola d’Amore

Organologists try to shed light on the so-called career of instruments. Figure 5.25

(B) shows a Viola d’Amore, which does not have a typical signature of its builder

and is also delivered anonymously. Hence, it is neither known when, nor where,

nor who manufactured this instrument. Still, musicologists are interested in

knowing the origin of the instrument and its production data. Of course, the

musiXplora will not be able to give a guaranteed answer (it cannot recreate lost

knowledge), but it may give strong hints and indications on the origin, helping

in both, narrowing down the possible answers and directing towards secondary

sources where useful information may be hidden/found.

Previous dendrochronological inspections of the instrument already pointed to

a creation around 1721 in the northern area of the Alps. With this information, a

collaborating musicologist accessed different available information on comparable

situations. (1) In the object facet, he searched for instruments documented

through museum or research context and of this baroque and courtly type.
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Filtered again by their time of production being between 1701 and 1741, resulting

in about 20 instruments (see Figure 5.25 (A)). Next to the access to each of

these objects and their information, a similar search is started for persons. (2)

He filtered by the profession of String Instrument Maker who worked in the time

between 1701 and 1741. While the information of building string instruments

does not necessarily only include persons that produced Viola d’Amores, the

present state of the musiXplora does not allow for a more detailed filter –

which is quite difficult in musicology in general, as e.g. persons who produced

string instruments are mostly named as Violin Makers, independent of them

ever producing a violin. While this is a prime example for the use of subsets

(see Section 4.1.3), presently no subset dedicated to this type of portfolio is

available. Nevertheless, we already have access to almost 20 instruments that

are produced in the relevant period. Through the linkage of the events of the

objects, we can directly access the specific instrument makers that could not

be reached through the single facet. Hence, through the linkage of the facets,

even not yet available, specialized data and functions can be used, which makes

us hope that the tool may be used in even more situations than we can imagine

(yet). While this led to an increase in precision in the result set (compared to

searching by profession of string instrument maker), the downside is, of course,

a low recall, as we only got the rather small set of Viola d’Amore builder whose

instrument(s) are still preserved/included in the database.

The last step in this use case is now the intellectual work of the musicologist.

With access to different relevant instrument makers (2) and instruments (1)

similar to the unknown Viola d’Amore, he can now use the interactive tool to

inspect single data entities in more detail or make use of the various visualizations

for visual analytics of the related instruments, giving insight into e.g. single

production places or centers typical in the timeline. For this, Figure 5.25 shows

all Viola d’Amores produced in the period of question. Next to the production

Figure 5.25: (A) Timeline showing events of all Viola d’Amores. Blue are events
of production, and yellow are events of instruments being lost due to war. (B)
Image of a Viola d’Amore from the 18th century, as presented in the musiXplora
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Figure 5.26: Maps showing the distribution of production places (blue) and war
damages (yellow). (A) Overview of middle Europe and (B) locations in the
northern Alp region (Mittenwald and Vienna)

(blue) events, we can also see a couple of war damage events (yellow). These

events describe the loss of the instrument during the Second World War.

Therefore, these instruments can be excluded as exactly fitting candidates for

the instrument that is still preserved but can be useful for comparison. With

the help of the map visualization (Figure 5.26) we can see the geographical

aspects of the production events. With a zoom on the northern Alp region, we

find two production centers of interest: Mittenwald in the lower Bavarian region

and Austria’s capital Vienna. A match-up of both sets of instruments, seen in

Figure 5.28, shows that only one of the instruments produced in Vienna fits

into the temporal scope, while the Mittenwald ones seem all to be promising

candidates. With this exemplary delivery of information, we conclude this

use case. Now, the musicologist would start a more detailed analysis, using

information like images and descriptions of the instruments.

Figure 5.27: Placement of the timeline in the musiXplora. Detailed view and
comparison are found in 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Timeline showing all Viola d’Amores produced in the northern Alp
area. (A) The city of Vienna, (B) the city of Mittenwald.

5.3 Events

As a more meta type of data, use cases of the event group overlap with use cases

of other types, sometimes. Events are pairs of Date and Happening, extended

with optional lists of linked entities. The use case that follows was categorized

as an event use case by us, to highlight its importance for the musicological

subdomain of organology. Organologists are focused on so-called careers of

instruments. Thus, their main objective is understanding and documenting

objects, which can transgress types of objects due to socio-cultural changes

during their lifetime or physical manipulations of the specific object. Such

re-defining changes in the life of an instrument are examples of events. They

usually have uncertain dates, a term of Conversion, and location. Figure 5.29

shows such an example for a lute that was

5.3.1 The Oldest Still Preserved Clavichord

In 1543, Domenicus Pisaurensis, a famous instrument maker, produced the

instrument, which is known as the oldest still preserved clavichord, today. Not

only the date of production makes this instrument unique for today’s musicology,

Figure 5.29: Example of a Conversion event, showing the transition of the
instrument by Leopold Widhalm in 1761.
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but also the fact that it consists of mostly original parts, highly uncommon

for such old instruments. Figure 5.30 shows the entry in the musiXplora’s web

interface, representing the instrument in question. Next to the images of the

instrument, we can also see 15 documented events, shaping the career of the

instrument. After its production in the city of Venice, at this time a center

of culture in Europe, it was added to the collection of the wealthy collector

Alessandro Kraus in Florence (1870–1900). This collection is known to be one

of the earlier collections of music instruments. As part of this collection, it

was documented for the first time, by collecting images, measurements and

descriptions. In 1901, Wilhelm Heyer bought the whole collection and moved

the instruments to Cologne, where it was documented again by Georg Kinsky

and then exhibited for 13 years. As of today, the last owner change was the

acquisition by the Musikinstrumentenmuseum of Leipzig University in 1926,

followed again by being exhibited (1929–1943 and from 2006 on-wards). Today,

it is placed right at the entrance to the museum’s exhibition. Besides this list

of events, visualizations can be seen, showing the career of the instrument

in a time-centered and geographical context, letting the user get a grasp of

not only the geographical space this object traveled but also the time frame

in which it was preserved. Also especially important for musicologists are

Figure 5.30: View on the world’s oldest clavichord with visualizations of temporal
data and geographical data next to a list of all events shaping the career as well
as an image browser.
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further references offered by other websites that hold valuable and detailed

information about the object. Such information are accessible through the

musiXplora by identifiers and links offered on each result side. An example

is the MIMO (Musical Instrument Museums Online), a shared database of

different museums. Here, we can find measurements and descriptive data like

the inscription "DOMINICVS PISAVRENSIS MDXXXXIII", which informs on

the producer and the year of production. All information on the object’s result

site is linked to other repositories of the musiXplora. This way, the user can use

this page as a starting point for in-depth research by accessing more detailed

information on different points of interest (e.g. related locations, producers, or

restorers).

Linking Performance Events with Historical Objects

In a work by our colleague Jakob Kusnick in 2019 [176], where we were included,

he presented a matching process to find links between events and objects. He

joined the musiXplora’s data of events and objects with other international

sources like the RISM (Répertoire International des Sources Musicale) [190]

and MIMO (Musical Instruments Museum Online) [234] databases, containing

data on musical pieces and instruments, respectively. The goal of the tool is

to find which instruments were used in the original performances of musical

pieces. For this, a performance event with data like title, date, location, and

list of instrument types is matched with instruments’ careers to determine

geographical and temporal matching and generate a score giving a probability.

A reverse example named in the publication [176] is labeled the Protestant

Trombone. In this example, Kusnick took an existing instrument from the

exhibition at the Music Instrument Museum Leipzig and tried to enrich its

history by finding hypothetical events that used this instrument. In talks with

the involved musicologists, we decided to limit the geographical sphere of

where the instrument would have been used in performances to 200km and

the temporal range to 50 years after its creation event. Figure 5.31 presents

three zoom levels on the matching for this trombone. The red marking shows

the creation date(s) of the instrument and the green boxes represent found

performance events in the temporal and geographical range shown on the top

menu. The first thing noticeable is the repetition of the production event (red).

A closer inspection showed that the instrument was produced in two steps. In

1740 (with an uncertainty of 10 years in both directions), the lower part of the
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Figure 5.31: Excerp from Kusnick et al.’s paper showing candidates of perfor-
mance events (green) in which a specific trombone from the Music Instrument
Museum Leipzig could have been used [176]. The figure shows three different
zoom levels on the same data with restrictions and filters located at the top.
The red marking is the (uncertain) time span of the instrument’s creation and
transparency shows the certainty of a match.

instrument was manufactured, and the upper part later between 1780 and 1790.

Hence, all events earlier than 1780 are to be neglected (as the instrument was

not in a usable state until the manufacturing of the upper part).

Zooming in (part b) resolves the green lines of performances to box plots,

showing distributions of the matched performances. The musicologist involved

in this work had a more detailed look at the events through interaction with the

tool. He summarized his findings as all locations of performances calculated

as possible were cities with a protestant majority (with the sole exception

of catholic Munich). This was true for the city in which the Trombone was

manufactured, too. Nuremberg was the first bigger German city to join the

Protestant Reformation in 1524. Although it is not possible to guarantee that

this instrument was used in any of the performances, the tool has computed and

presented valid candidates (see Figure 5.31 c). These have since been validated

by musicologists by examining the denomination relationships.

5.4 Media

5.4.1 Piano Rolls - A Special Case

As an entity, piano rolls are a special case in the musiXplora. Normally, an

entity can be effortlessly put into one of the seven facets. A piano roll is a

long piece of paper (with easily 50 meters). Holes indicate sounds to be played

and handwritten annotations may be found throughout the roll. These holed
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Figure 5.32: Single Result Page of the Piano Roll in the Object facet with
different properties (A), linkages within the musiXplora (B), outside the musiX-
plora (C), visualizations (D) and further information (E).

papers can be used to recreate musical pieces. In musicology, these objects

are known as early ways to document and recreate interpretations. While a

typical music notation on paper is by far older, they show a kind of blueprint of

a piece and how it should be played. In contrast, piano rolls may be produced

as recorded piano rolls. These have been recorded in a specialized recording

procedure, where – mostly famous – pianists played on a special recording piano.

Live, holes were punched into the paper. The difference to musical notations

is that here, we can actually see how a person interpreted – played – a song,

which may be quite different from its blueprint version. Parts where the rhythm

is not followed directly, fingerprint-like and typical keystroke patterns, or parts
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where the pianist improvised can be found. Thus, a piano roll is a very early

way of recording and gives us today access to data and ways in which famous

persons played piano. For the database, a piano roll is both, an object to create

music with (like an instrument, having paper and wood components) and a

media to transfer information like a book or note sheet. Hence, it can be put

into either the BACCAE or the CATALOGUS facet. We decided to split the

piano rolls to fit well into the categorization. This leads to the physical object

and its data like measurements being put into BACCAE and the content like

titles into CATALOGUS.

In the following, we will have a look at an exemplary piano roll, helping in

research questions like "Which musical pieces are often recorded", "From which

pianist do we have preserved techniques?" and "How do different interpretations

of the same song differ by the pianist recorded?". Figure 5.32 shows the Object

facet’s entry for the piano roll, here we can find different kinds of data:

• A – Name and different properties like interfaces, equipment, damage

(e.g. a discoloration of the paper seen in the image), or weights and

measurements

• B – The linked data within the musiXplora, like events of the piano

roll (production and documentation), Terms (general piano roll and the

subcategory), institutions linked to the object, and media entries.

• C – musiXplora external and internal links. In this case, a hyperlink to the

subset of objects in the collection of the Musical Instrument Museum of

Leipzig University (MIMUL_OBJECTS), where the piano roll is located.

• D – Different kinds of visualization like a scan of the object, a map, and

a timeline shaping its career.

• E – Further information like identifiers (only one for this object), a shortcut

to give feedback, and information about citing this page.

With a click on the MIMUL NR6731 label, we move to the media facet

entry of the piano roll shown in Figure 5.33. While there are no visualizations

included (yet), we find again similar entries, more focused on the content of

the roll:
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• A – Name of the media and different title variants including specification

of the key in the – for the production time typical – languages German,

French, and English, and the specification of the tempo.

• B – List of musiXplora internal links, similar to the Object facet.

• C – List of musiXplora external links, in this case to the German National

Library’s dataset of the musical piece recorded on this piano roll.

• E – Analog to the Object facet

Like with clicking on the MIMUL NR6731 label, all other named labels are

linked within the musiXplora. Hence, we could also get more information about

the composer of the musical piece – Beethoven –, the artist whose musical

handwriting is preserved with this piano roll – Pembauer – or general information

about the producing firm or project which documented the roll.

Figure 5.33: Single Result Page of the Piano Roll in the Media facet with
different titles (A), linkages within the musiXplora (B), outside the musiXplora
(C), no visualizations yet, and further information (E).
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In summary, with the availability of piano rolls, a use case may be to inspect

different kinds of interpretations and playing techniques by famous pianists from

which no live recordings are preserved otherwise. For this, a musical piece like

the Mondscheinsonate from Beethoven – from which the musiXplora has 23

different recordings by pianists like Josef Pembaur and Harold Bauer – can be

searched for. The found recordings can then be analyzed in depth.

For further and future inspections, we presently work on including the whole

scans of all piano rolls (1-5 GB per piano roll) next to the already included first

part (showing labels and stamps typical on the first few hand-lengths of the

paper). Further, sound samples of the musical piece being played through a

MIDI interface will be added soon. This will not only allow hearing the exact

interpretation but also to choose the instrument on which it is played out of

different digitized historical and unique objects which a user may never be able

to hear from the physical object, due to damages and protections of these

instruments.

5.5 Terms

Terms are tags and text tokens holding concepts and meanings. They are

usually used to group events, objects, persons, media, or other entities. In the

following use cases, we will use the reverse approach. We let humanists define

terms, or search for terms of interest. The results are then used as filters to

reduce the data set to a curated and handy subset.

5.5.1 Chart of Organological Terms

The first use case regarding terms and concepts uses another visualization

implemented as a prototype in a Digital Humanity Studies setting. Supported

by us, Caroline Berg implemented a new visualization offering another access

to the data3.

For this visualization, we used a slightly different data approach. Instead of

tapping into the usual musiXplora data, we concentrated on full-text data in the

musiXplora’s historical sources. The workflow of the musicologists’ redaction

does not only include putting the found information into the musiXplora’s data

model but also preserving original source texts. While usually all information

from such texts is harvested and included, they did undergo a human intellectual
3Not published
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Figure 5.34: The Chart of Organology Terms is found under the RES/terms
repository.

transforming process. While this increases the quality of the data, it may lead

to issues with term transformation. In view of the problems with terminology

and translation (see section 6.1.4), it may be useful to use such an uncurated

data set to test statements.

For the Organology Terms visualization4, a simple multiple-line chart is

used. The more than 17,000 texts with an average length of 330 words are

collected and the languages for each paragraph are recognized. Only German

and English texts are kept. In the next step, terms are extracted and matched

with Wikipedia’s and Wikimedia’s lists of terms for musical instruments, resulting

in 2952 English and 1704 German terms. For each term, the years in which

it was mentioned in the texts were collected. This data is then visualized in a

graph. This view on when different terms were used in original texts is similar

to the use cases of the timeline, which we will use in this use case.

In Section 5.1.2 and Section 5.2.1, we stated that the lute instrument

lost its influence and was replaced by more modern string instruments. We

want to double-check this statement using full-text data. Hence, we inspect

the temporal occurrences of both instruments. We argue that a decline in

influence is accompanied by a less frequent mention of these instruments in

text sources. While we do argue that terms in musicology are prone to issues

and misunderstandings (see especially Section 6.1.4), we chose two terms for

which the significance of this issue can be neglected. Figure 5.34 shows the

Single Result Page in the musiXplora’s RES repository, where the visualization

is located. A detailed view is given with Figure 5.35, showing a screenshot of

the graph with the selected terms of guitar (violet) and lute (gray). The lute

graph shows a close similarity with Figure 5.6, indicating a validation of the
4https://musixplora.de/mxp/2003517
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Figure 5.35: The Chart of Organology Terms shows the number of occurrences
for each instrument term in the musiXplora’s full-text sources. This is used to
validate previous statements.

statements of the trends of the instrument. For the guitar, the trend does look

way more fluctuating than seen in Figure 5.17. This is hardly surprising, as

this graph is based on single mentions per year, while the timeline visualization

uses the attribution of a profession to a person for his or her whole lifetime.

Nevertheless, the comparison shows some interesting findings. In Section 5.2.1,

we talked about the musician Anna Nuser, who lived in the 15th century. While

the curated dataset of the musiXplora does call her a guitarist, leading to

her being a single occurrence prior to 1600 AD, the full texts analyzed for

the Organology Terms Chart show her being not labeled a guitarist originally

(hence, missing in the graph). This underlines the issue of uncertain attributions.

Another noticeable difference is the mention between 1650 and 1700 AD in this

chart. While the timeline only shows 4 labeled guitarists in this time frame, we

do have a peak with almost 15 occurrences in the terms chart. This indicates

another issue that should not be neglected. The data for the terms chart is not

normalized. It is not unusual for full texts to consist of biographical descriptions,

including family members. The following text is an excerpt of a full text for

Karl Eulenstein5: "(b Heilbronn, 1802; d Styria, 1890). German jew’s harp

and guitar player. After an initial lack of success in his native country, he

travelled[sic] through Switzerland in 1825–6, eventually arriving in Paris where

he worked as a guitar virtuoso. In 1827 his op.1 (a set of 12 airs for solo

5https://musixplora.de/mxp/e0369
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guitar) was published by Richault in Paris, and in the same year he appeared

in London as a guitarist and jew’s harpist. He produced extremely beautiful

effects by performing on 16 jew’s harps, having for many years cultivated this

instrument in an extraordinary manner. The patronage of the Duke of Gordon

induced him to return to London in 1828; but he soon found that the iron

jew’s harp had so injured his teeth that he could not play without pain, and

he therefore spent more time playing the guitar. At length a dentist devised a

glutinous covering for his teeth, which enabled him to play his jew’s harp again.

He was very successful in Scotland and thence went to Bath (1834–45), to

establish himself as teacher of the guitar, concertina and the German language.

He published more than a dozen works for the guitar between the late 1820s

and early 1840s (mostly intended for amateurs), including A New Practical

Method for the Guitar (1840), several albums of popular songs with guitar
accompaniment, duos for piano and guitar, and a set of variations (op.16) for

solo guitar in an E major tuning. He eventually returned to Germany and lived

at Günzburg, near Ulm."

With the example of this text, a single guitarist already shows 11 mentions

of the term, leading to a peak. One could argue that this indicates a relevance

for the instrument, as it is indeed mentioned that often and also applies to all

other terms. Still, this leads to a difference when comparing this graph’s result

with the timeline’s result.

With this being the earliest of the three student-realized prototypes, we have

the tool integrated into the musiXplora today.

5.5.2 Geographical Spread of the Prague School for Double
Bass

The term "Prague School" refers to a set of playing and teaching techniques for

the double bass that was first developed by Wenzel Hause (1754–1845), who

held a professorship at the Prague Conservatory. It is considered a significant

breakthrough in the methodology of the instrument by musicology scholars in

the field. Over the next decades, it was further refined and spread throughout

Europe – and subsequently the world – by Wenzel’s students and their students,

respectively [79, 255].

The Prague School itself is of high interest for double bass focused research.

Its historical beginning coincides with the establishment of the first professorships

for the double bass across Europe leading to a dense level of documentation.
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Figure 5.36: The first three generations of Prague School students within
central Europe. Purple marks places of activity while dark orange marks main
places of activity.

This, in combination with its peculiarity of being traceable to a single person,

makes it a prime example for an analysis of the spread of such a playing

technique.

To investigate this development we used a recently created, previously

unpublished function of the musiXplora: the Kontrabass (German for double

bass) subset. In the past two years, musicologists specifically collected new and

enriched existing data related to the double bass and its profession. Today this

subset contains data on around 3,300 double bass players including professional

relationships between them.

We talked to a resident musicologist whose research is focused on the double

bass. He told us that he was interested in looking at how the Prague School

spread to different locations throughout its history. To facilitate this task we

first selected Wenzel Hause within the double bass subset of the musiXplora

data and then recursively added all of his students, their students, and so on.

We then segmented them into distinct generations of students, resulting in

10 generations, with the 10th generation representing the currently living one.

Each holds an average of 93 musicians with data getting more sparse in the

last generations.

This use case was a further part of the prototype series, trying out a slightly

modified version of the musiXplora’s toolset to evaluate possible enhancements.

Hence, the acquisition of the generation data is done manually through queries

on the database and cannot be found in the front end. This use case was

realized by the students Vera Piontkowitz and David Fuhry, who we mentored.

The second use case of this session, the development of the tuba instrument
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(see Section 5.2.2), required a change in the existing visualization system. The

first one needed even more adjustment: the implementation of a whole new

visualization (see Section 5.5.1). The following use case will show an example

using the already existing map visualization.

Together with the musicologist, we looked at the generated data (see

Figure 5.36) and discussed relevant findings. He pointed out a general and

well-documented spread from Prague to Vienna as one of the first cities in

which the double bass profession was influenced by this school (1st generation).

As a center of contemporary music culture, the spread to Vienna marked an

important milestone in the adaptation of the school. This was accompanied by a

relatively early expansion of the school to Berlin and Moscow (2nd generation),

which goes along with musicological literature on the subject [79].

Besides these general patterns validating existing hypotheses, our expert

was also interested in observing how the school’s followers spread to other

European cities throughout the different generations. Our analysis showed the

first followers in Budapest and Kyiv (1st generation), Würzburg and Leipzig

(2nd generation) as well as Brno and Cologne (3rd generation).

The visualizations also allowed us to retrace developments on a more regional

level. For example, the establishment of a strong presence of students of the

Prague School in New York, as one of the first oversea locations before its

further spread to Philadelphia (3rd generation). As these visualizations utilize

the toolset already available in the musiXplora, musicologists have all these

tools at their disposal when further investigating any observations of interest.

Additionally, these first results may lead to follow-up research questions, like a

deeper analysis of the cohort of US-American students of the Prague School

and a comparative analysis of European ones.

In summary, this use case motivates a more powerful search functionality of

the tool, letting users build concepts and groups recursively, which should be

included in the near future.

5.5.3 Construction of the Women’s Camp

A task regarding events from the concentration camp visualization includes the

retrieval of specific diary entries, linked to a specific event. Here, an event of the

establishment of the so-called “Frauenlager” (Women’s camp) is to be traced.

Our historian remembered that it was founded “somewhere in the second half of

August 1944” and consisted of tents erected by work groups. Thus, we obtained
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Figure 5.37: Visual context of the view on August 1944 inside the Calendar
Visualisation.

three pieces of information: an uncertain date (1), related terms (women, camp,

and tents/camp) (2), and built by prisoners from other parts of the camp (3).

To find the desired information, the first step was to access the Concept Tool

(see Section 4.3.4).

With this, a simple concept—consisting of women and a camp—was created.

For simplicity, we ignored the terms tents and tent camps because we were

curious if the concept was strong enough without them (which turned out to

be true). Therefore, we filtered the day-level data to only those that contained

these terms. By using (2) and (3), at least one of the authors of the diaries

might have been part of the assembly group for the tent camp, or at least knew

about it and described it in the texts. This step led to a reduction of the texts

and entries in the CalendarView.

The result is shown in Figure 5.38. Embedded in the overview (see Fig-

ure 5.37) the visualizations for August 2, 4, 8, and 10 showed blank days without

any reference to the concept. In contrast, we got access to a small number

of texts for the other days that likely addressed the searched topic. With this

reduction and the uncertain date (1), we were able to make a guess and clicked

on August 16, as the subcamp should have opened in the second half of the

month.

For this day, the author Koretz writes of an additional transport of women

arriving. Thus, on this date, the Women’s camp was already built and inhabited

(“additional”). A jump back to August 11 (the day after the first day without

Figure 5.38: Overview of days with written texts of August 1944 after loading
the concept of women and camp.
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Figure 5.39: Overview of written texts of November 1944, after adding tents
and storm to the concept.

naming the terms) again showed a text by Koretz about how the preparations

for the Women’s camp changed the daily tasks. At this point, we learned that

the construction of the Women’s camp had already begun in early August.

Another look at the filtered texts for the dates before that led us to suc-

cessfully pinpoint the beginning of the Women’s camp: On August 6, Koretz

describes the beginning of the construction of a new camp with tents. The

arrival of the prisoners could be determined through texts by the author Gitler,

who describes the first arrivals on August 15. Since there is no official documen-

tation of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp (as all available documents

were burned by the SS prior to the camp liberation), such approaches to the

temporal location of events are a common practice for historians.

Whereas traditionally, the researcher would have multiple sources available

on his desk and would have to painstakingly search for the days of August

1944 in each of them (and then also read through and look up all the diaries

describing the events), with the help of the tool, we reduced this task to reading

only the sources relevant to this topic (only two authors use the terms in this

time period) through the concept tool and also helping to provide quick and

easy access to texts of specific dates.

5.5.4 Destruction of the Women’s Camp

Having found the necessary information so surprisingly easy and quickly for the

construction of the Women’s Camp (see Section 5.5.3), our historian wanted

to continue and investigate the destruction of the camp. She knew that it was

later destroyed due to heavy storms, which led to the relocation of the prisoners

into the more durable barracks. Therefore, we added the terms “tents” and

“storm” to the already constructed concept of the Women’s Camp.

Again, the historian had an approximate date in mind and focused on the

month of November 1944. Figure 5.39 shows the resulting written texts for
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the whole month. Since we found most of the month described as stormy,

an iteration over the first few days of the month resulted in a false positive

on November 1st (while Weiczner describes bad weather conditions, it is a

description of ongoing conditions over the previous two weeks, not the current

weather).

Over the next few days, we were able to follow the description that the

weather was becoming more severe (Koretz on the 6th):

"Only the weather is bad. Rain, wind, and cold are unbearable even for

me, although I am somehow dressed. It is impossible to understand how the

women in the tent camp can stand it with such scanty clothes." and followed

the day after with "The bad weather has reached a new record today. The wind

and rain did not let up for a moment. You can’t walk in the mud, and the wet

shoes make life even harder. At noon there was a catastrophe. There was a

terrible storm, heavy rain and some of the tents in the women’s tent camp
collapsed and flew in all directions. You could hear the screams and cries of

the women throughout the camp. Towards evening, the women were placed

in the shoe commando tent and other tents that were still holding. It was a

frightening picture to see the women coming out, or rather crawling out, of

the collapsed tents. Hundreds of women, in the pouring rain, in their hands

they held a thin blanket and some straw, everything was wet, of course."6

Phrases like “terrible storm”, “tent camp collapsed and flew in all directions” and

“pouring rain” do indicate the beginning of the destruction of the camp. Finally,

Zielenziger describes the last moments of the Tent camp and the conditions in

which the prisoners had to live on November 9 with the words: "Yesterday was

one of the cruelest days here. As a result of the terrible storm, the tents were

blown up, and the women who had been housed there for many weeks, including

Hetti Brandell, had to move into barracks. Within an hour it was decided to

evacuate barracks 27 and 28, i.e. the old people’s and invalids’ homes, as well

as barracks 25 and 26. Words cannot describe the chaos in the cold rain."7

6Translated by Richard Khulusi.
7Freely translated by Richard Khulusi.
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Figure 5.40: Timeline showing all instrument makers with a general place of
activity (top) or main place of activity (bottom) in Vienna.

5.6 Places

After getting more insight into use cases in regards to the Terms, we will follow

up with a section in which the places are in focus. From this section on, all

use cases will solely be on the side of the musicological cooperation (with the

exception of the brief insight into a database of engineers in Section 5.7.5).

5.6.1 Industrialization’s Influence on Traditional Instrument
Production Centers

The prior use case on a famous instrument maker proceeding the 19th century

arouse the musicologist’s interest in the development of the profession. He

looked at the general state and development of instrument makers’ appearances

in the database and filtered for only those that had a place of work in Vienna,

which includes Streicher-Stein (see Figure 5.40, top). For higher precision, the

expert then included only those persons with their main place of activity in

Vienna (see Figure 5.40, bottom). An increase in the number of instrument

makers around the change of the century can be seen. Having musicological ex-

pertise, the expert concluded that the beginning of the Industrial Revolution (in

Germany around 1815–1835) brought fundamental changes to the production,

availability, and demand of musical instruments in Europe, causing the beginning

of a reshaping of the profession from straight craftsmanship to mass produc-

tion. Further, the expert reflected hypotheses on abstract concepts influencing

musicology, although not directly linked to it but rather to social or cultural

aspects. Simultaneously to their existence, tools and means of validation and

the presentation of such concepts are missing in traditional musicology. Thus,
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Figure 5.41: Timeline of all instrument makers in Europe and their temporal
occurrence. Nearly constant state during the years 1800 to 1930 supports the
hypothesis of transitioning of production centers seen in Figure 5.46.

a clear need for such tools exists. In recent years, first visualization approaches

dealt with such abstract concepts like chauvinism or historism [160] and how

they are reflected in musicology.

After the browsing of instrument makers in Vienna in the 18th century, the

musicologist directed his investigation toward the influence of the Industrial

Revolution on instrument making in Central Europe.

The hypothesis is an increased demand for musical instruments due to easier

transportation means and lower prices of instruments, caused by a combination

of easier accessibility of raw material and division of labor (not all parts of the

instruments were constructed by the same instrument maker). Figure 5.40 sup-

ports this assumption for Vienna, as the number of instrument makers increased

at first, which can be seen as an indication of an increase in demand. Further, a

view on the instrument makers in Central Europe in general (Figure 5.41) shows

that the rising trend continues throughout this time. Hence, the visualization

of the data supports the hypothesis without referring to instruments, for which

current data is rarely at the disposal. Thus, using the occurrence of instrument

makers to deduct trends for the instruments turned out to be a working strategy

of the expert. Next to such economic developments, the Industrial Revolution

brought a wide set of technological advances shaping everyday life. An example

is given with the invention and expansion of the train and the train network.

This led to a change in the local production center’s location characteristics.
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Figure 5.42: Result for the search of all persons with the main place of activity
in Füssen or Mittenwald.

Centers of high influence and renown like Vienna lost their standing if they did

not "jump on board" with those advances.

Especially traditional centers like Füssen and Mittenwald in Bavaria suffered

from a late connection to the German and Central European train network. In

Figure 5.42, all persons whose main working place was in at least one of these

two cities are shown. The temporal development shows that the production

centers were in a growth phase that abruptly stopped with the beginning of

the Industrial Revolution in Germany (ca. 1815–1835). Close to the German-

Austrian border, both locations were close to important courts and cities at the

time and their proximity to rivers (Isar and Lech both joining the Donau) allowed

early transportation means. The 19th century decrease of instrument makers

in Füssen and Mittenwald, that is visualized, is accompanied by an increase of

Figure 5.43: Top of the Single Result Page of Loci for Markneukirchen.
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Figure 5.44: Overview of all instrument makers with the main place of activity
in Markneukirchen.

instrument makers in other cities, e.g., Markneukirchen at the German-Czech

border. Markneukirchen suddenly developed into one of the most important

centers in Germany, producing all kinds of instruments and even shipping them

intercontinental. Figure 5.43 shows the Loci page for Markneukirchen, giving us

direct access to all persons with either the main place of activity (Figure 5.44)

or general place of activity in the city (Figure 5.45).

In Figure 5.46, the temporal development of the three locations is juxtaposed.

Instrument makers of Füssen and Mittenwald are shown at the top, and the ones

having Markneukirchen as the main place of activity are shown at the bottom.

Figure 5.45: Overview of all instrument makers with the general place of activity
in Markneukirchen.
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Figure 5.46: Match up of all persons with the main place of activity in Füssen
or Mittenwald (top) or Markneukirchen (bottom) over a synchronized time-axis.

Additionally, this transition of instrument makers from former important centers

to new ones is supported by a view of all instrument makers in Europe. It

shows only a shallow difference in the total number of instrument makers (see

Figure 5.41). A nearly constant amount, paired with a decrease in traditional

centers, indicates a transition of locations. In the second half of the 20th century,

a sudden drop in the number of instrument makers is seen for Markneukirchen and

Europe in general. One reason is that fewer people are included in the database

in the past decades as people are mostly too young to have a meaningful impact

on musicology, yet. Nevertheless, actual events also reinforced this development.

Economically, the advance of the division of labor and political nationalization

in the German Democratic Republic lead to a vanishing of instrument makers’

names as a kind of brand.

5.6.2 Exploring Milan

Casual users typically access a repository through its Start Page Visualization

(see Section 4.1.4). We take a look at popular places in Loci, the location

dictionary. Figure 5.47 shows a few randomly selected places, from users’

frequently accessed places. In the image, we can see places in the USA, Russia,

Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, France, and Spain. Interested in

the places of southern Germany, Swiss, Austria, and Italy, we zoom in to get a

more precise view of the glyphs (Figure 5.48). From this selection, we access

the Single Result Page of Milan in northern Italy (Figure 5.49). Next to the

precise topological information of Milan, located in Lombardy, we can see all

links to persons through their different kinds of activity in the city and a single

institution being located here. Next to the listing of entries associated with

the links, we can also switch to the Musici (person) repository by selecting an
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Figure 5.47: Start Page Visualization for Loci, showing a random selection out
of the most user-searched locations.

activity of interest. To get an impression of the people strongly belonging to

Milan, we select the Main Place of Activity label with its 24 results.

Musici’s overview page of these 24 persons consists of the visualizations

seen in Figure 5.50. While 24 persons are too few to deduct general trends

and developments of groups of persons like in some other use cases, this

overview may still hold information of interest for a browsing task and shows the

movements of people that used to work mainly in Milan. The network graph of

this search (see in the middle of Figure 5.50) shows low connectivity for these

Figure 5.48: Zoomed in view on the Loci start page.
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Figure 5.49: Single Result Page of Milan, including all persons and their activity
in the city.

persons. Only the first component consists of more than one person in the

search result (two black nodes, while gray ones indicate persons, not included

in the result). As indicated by the purple edge, both persons are of the same

kin. A click on the nodes shows the information that these two persons are

rather unknown (only a sparse amount of data is given) and that they had a

familial relationship (uncle and nephew). The last set of visualizations consists

of pie charts and sunbursts (Figure 5.50, bottom). At first glance, we notice

a quite large percentage of employers (branches) in the instrument-making

section. The sunburst of musical professions adds information about the actual

kind of professions of these persons. If we would be interested in getting a

full overview of all these instrument makers, we could click on the Instrument

Making section of the Branch sunburst or on one of the segments of the

Musical Professions sunburst to set a filter to only those persons included in

the categories. Other possible paths leading to further inspections could be for

example to view the persons in one of the three listed institutions or persons

having specific non-music related professions like statesman, painter, or librarian.
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Figure 5.50: The overview visualizations for all persons with main activity in
Milan. From top to bottom: timeline, map, network graph, and collection of
pie charts and sunbursts.
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Figure 5.51: Overview of the professions during the existence of the Bayerische
Staatsoper.

5.7 Institutions

5.7.1 Bavarian Statesopera

A detailed look into the Bayerische Staatsoper, represented by its members

and their professions, gives some insights. Especially on the sociocultural

developments shaping this institution is an interesting aspect.

Figure 5.51 shows an overview of the members of the Staatsoper in a

temporal context. In both, the ThemeRiver and the Timeline, the different

professions of each member can be seen as color-coded. Further, the quantity

inside each category can be extracted.

The first noteworthy pattern we can see is the high amount of members

with a singer profession (orange). A juxtaposing of the absolute and relative

views on the ThemeRiver in Figure 5.52 allows for a deeper understanding of

the development of German opera houses and their members’ professions in its

temporal context. From a socio-cultural viewpoint, we can identify the phases

Figure 5.52: Relative and absolute views on the ThemeRiver showing members
and compositions of the Bayerische Staatsoper.
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of Professionalisierung (German for a movement creating a new profession;

included in this section) and Institutionalisierung (a movement merging smaller

groups to (state) institutions; included in Section 5.7.2).

Prior to these two phases, the production of music was primarily a side-effect

or tool for other jobs. Music productions used skills and instruments from

these jobs as part-time activities. Hunters, for example, used their signal horns.

Trumpeters, pipers, or timpanists originated from a military setting, where their

instruments were usually used by infantry and cavalry to signal orders and events.

From a theological setting, monks and pastors were used to singing melodic

prayers. While such activities did result in collaborations for music production,

the first real development was after Orlando di Lasso’s nomination to lead

the Bayerische Staatsoper – which at this time was called the Münchener

Hofkapelle (Court Orchester Munich) – through Duke Albrecht V. of Bavaria in

1556. This nomination was accompanied by a heavy increase in musicians at

the court orchestra in the middle of the 16th century. This induced a change

from amorph groups of musicians to partial ensembles for music. While this

was a real development in the 16th century, Orlando di Lasso’s work at the

orchestra did distort the data heavily. His outstanding documentation work

results in a time period for which we have noticeably more sources today than

for the surrounding times. Figure 5.52 shows this as the first peak before the

year 1600. After this year the number of musicians did decrease again. While

the increase or rise on the left side of the peak is true to the development of

the orchestra and musicians’ landscape in general, its decline on the right side is

only due to the less documentation work done after his death (more about this

issue is discussed in the challenges section 6.1.2. This first development of the

orchestras was during the time of the Reformation (1517 to 1648 in Germany).

With the transition to the next century, we can see the second musical change

occurring. The prior frowned-upon instrumental music was trending at courts

and operas. Where earlier mostly (theological) vocal music was present, more

and more instrumental music was included. This trend started around 1590 and

can be followed in the relative view on the ThemeRiver (Figure 5.52). The part

taken by the singer (orange) decreases and makes room for plucked instrument

players (pink), keyboard instrument players (dark green), string instrument

players (light green) and wind instrument players (light blue). After noting

the untrue "decrease in members" after di Lasso’s time at the orchestra, we

can again see a slight decrease starting around 1615. This is the result of the

Thirty Years War (1618-1648), which resulted in the death of (depending on the
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Figure 5.53: The growth of its member basis can be seen in the years around
1730.

sources) between 25% and 40% of all German people. After the war’s end, which

corresponds to the end of the time of reformation, it took around 2 generations

until the number of members in the court orchestra was restored to its pre-war

strength (around 1700). The restoration was followed by a 30-year-later heavy

increase as seen in Figure 5.53). The relative view on the composition of musical

professions inside the Munich Court Orchestra (Figure 5.52 bottom) shows

that this increase in members was accompanied by changes in the ensemble

composition, powered by different trends and developments at the separate
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instrument types (e.g. the rise of the guitar or harp as seen in Section 5.2.1

and Section 5.2.1, respectively). These were mostly the results of technological

advances and the trends for "modern" instruments, having mechanical parts

to reflect the cultural trends of mechanical tools like pocket watches or tools

for trigonometry. The traditionally influential vocal music was – again – partly

pushed back, as it did not fit the trend of mechanical adaptation.

Later, at the end of the 18th century, the institution did reach its highest –

quantitative – peak. This was a direct result of the fusion of the court orchestras

of Munich and Mannheim. This followed directly from the dynastic succession

when Bavaria’s Elector – Maximilian III. Joseph – in 1777 died without an heir.

Bavaria was then inherited by Karl Theodor, who was Elector of the Palatinate

at this time and forced him to move his residency to Munich. Approximately

half of his own court orchestra followed his move. This resulted in a quantitative

and qualitative increase of members of the Munich Court Orchestra, while

Mannheim suffered a cultural decline.

5.7.2 Evolution of Musical Institutions in Germany

After giving a detailed overview of the landscape of the Bayerische Staatsoper

at its time as Munich’s court orchestra (see Section 5.7.1), a more global

view of the different musicological institutions throughout Germany adds to the

Bayerische Staatsoper’s story.

In the early modern age, Germany had many court orchestras due to the

existence of many principalities and duchies. Each residence hosted a court

orchestra to represent its musical skills. In the early days, these consisted of

eight and later (around 1800 AD) of up to 20 musicians. At the beginning of

the 19th century – the rise of nationalism – many of those small political entities

were united. For example, the Bavaria Kingdom was founded in 1806. At this

time, already 20 court orchestras were situated in Bavaria. Normally, a single

country would only host a single-court orchestra. Hence, after the unification,

it was no longer necessary to maintain them all. At the same time, countries

began to monopolize education. Before the beginning of the 19th century,

music was considered a part-time hobby (see section 5.7.1), and incidentally

as an art. In the 19th century, music transitioned to be an educational asset.

This was accompanied by a secularization process of education – education

was considered as the state’s responsibility – and resulted in the foundation of

musical tertiary institutions. These state-owned institutions had a strong focus
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Figure 5.54: Overview over the 3,856 persons working at the Bayerische Staat-
soper (2,573), Hochschule für Musik und Theater München (879), Würzburger
Hofkapelle (385) and Freisinger Hofkapelle (176) (right) and musicians’ rela-
tions between the Bayerische Staatsoper and the Hochschule für Musik und
Theater (left). Colored edges are intra-institutional, and black edges are inter-
institutional. The colored boxes show the affiliations of musicians to different
institutions.

on musical education. A still-existing example is the Hochschule für Musik und

Theater München (the University of Music and Performing Arts Munich). This

transition process led to the ousting of the traditional court orchestras.

This development can be retraced with the help of the Interactive Chart

of Biography. Figure 5.54 shows on the right side a distant reading view for

four selected institutions (in more detail shown in Figure 5.55). These are the

already mentioned state institution Hochschule für Musik und Theater München

and the three largest court orchestras: Würzburger Hofkapelle (Würzburg Court

Orchestra), Freisinger Hofkapelle (Freisinger Court Orchestra) and Bayerische

Staatsoper (Bavarian State Opera), which pre 19th history was covered in

Section 5.7.1. We can identify three different types of institutions here. The

former mentioned classical court orchestras (1) (in Würzburg in violet and

Freising in red), which were ousted by the tertiary institutions (2) like the

one in Munich (yellow) until 1850. Lastly, we can identify an institution that

did withstand this development through transformation (3). The Bavarian

Statesopera was founded as a court orchestra but later developed into a state-

owned opera house (Staatsoper language-wise also translates to state and opera).
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Figure 5.55: Closer View on the 3,856 persons working at the Bayerische Staat-
soper (2,573), Hochschule für Musik und Theater München (879), Würzburger
Hofkapelle (385) and Freisinger Hofkapelle (176).

Comparing the three categories, we can see a fluent transition between the

classical court orchestras and the Hochschule für Musik und Theater München,

indicating a move of the musicians from the former performing professions in

the courts to teaching/educational positions in the tertiary context. While

this sounds logical in the first moments, a closer inspection of relations and

employments with the meso reading view did contradict the hypothesis, letting

the musicians reject it again.

It has to be mentioned that even though we only show a small number of

court orchestras in this use case, our collaborating musicologists double-checked

the other ones as well and concluded that the described trends above are a

general phenomenon of German court orchestras at this time period.

On another note, the musicologists discovered a high amount of inter-

institutional relations between musicians from the Bayerische Staatsoper and

the Hochschule für Musik und Theater since its foundation in 1846, while

checking the meso reading view (see on the left side in Figure 5.54). Multiple

colored parallelograms highlight persons employed in multiple institutions, and a

series of black edges indicate relations between the connected persons on an

inter-institutional level. Analyzing in more detail and using the close reading
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Figure 5.56: Significant changes in the development of the Bayreuther Festspiele.
The close reading shows Felix Josef Mottl.

view, the musicologists discovered a typical career path for musicians working

at the Bayerische Staatsoper, sounding similar to the rejected hypothesis above.

It can be seen that it was not unusual for employees of the Staatsoper to get

position offerings in the teaching and research professions at the Hochschule für

Musik und Theater. Hence, they started their careers as performing musicians

and ended them in a pedagogical setting as teachers or professors.

5.7.3 Changing Ensemble of the Bayreuther Festspiele

One musicologist used our system to investigate the changing ensemble of

the Bayreuther Festspiele. Figure 5.56 marks anomalies indicating significant

changes for the first time visible in the distant reading view in the form of

straight vertical borders. Either a lot of musicians joined (A, B, E, and G) or
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left (D, F, and I ) the Festspiele in a single year. This conclusion can be drawn

as for many musicians who were employed at the Bayreuther Festspiele, not the

living dates but the times of employment – extracted from playbills – are known

to the musicologists. Meso and close reading views accompanied with profound

domain knowledge aided in analyzing these events interactively. A group of

musicians typically left when the Festspiele were not held yearly, like in the years

of World War I and World War II. Many musicians joined the ensemble after

such periods, or when new operas were introduced. The meso reading view, as

an example, was used to analyze the employment of 92 musicians in 1876 (B).

One of the musicians was Felix Josef Mottl (selected in the close reading view)

who was invited to the Bayreuther Festspiele and who conducted more than 60

performances. These include the premiere of Tristan and Isolde and Ring of

the Nibelungs. Additionally, the relation to his student and successor Michael

Joseph Balling pops out, who later spread Richard Wagner’s works in Great

Britain, Spain, Austria, and New Zealand. Marker H points to a group of 13

musicians having uncommonly long employment at the Bayreuther Festspiele.

The reason for this anomaly is yet to be investigated.

5.7.4 J. G. L. Mozart and the "Correspodirende Societät der
musikalischen Wissenschaften"

Johann Georg Leopold Mozart – father of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – was

known for being a person of great curiosity, openness to novelty, and willing-

ness to communicate. This example juxtaposes the two institutions he was

assigned to, the Correspodirende Societät der musikalischen Wissenschaften

(Corresponding Societa of the Musical Sciences) and the Salzburger Hofkapelle.

The former was a scholar’s network that was geographically centered in Leipzig

and denominationally associated with the protestant church music. The latter

was an Austrian court orchestra associated with the Roman-catholic denom-

ination. Figure 5.57 shows a comparison of both institutions. The distant

view conveys their temporal existence ranging from the 16th century to the

19th century. These centuries were marked by religious unrest caused by the

rise of Protestantism, and inter-confessional cooperations were unlikely at that

time. Looking up Mozart in the meso reading view reveals closely connected

social networks within both institutions, with Mozart being the link between

them. He was the only musician who worked in both institutions, bypassing the

confessional borders typical for this time. Inter-institutional relations appear
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Figure 5.57: A comparison of the Correspodirende Societät der musikalischen
Wissenschaften (turquoise) and the Salzburger Hofkapelle (yellow).

in the visualization in the form of black edges. The close reading view adds

the information that these relations range across different types, from predeces-

sors and students, over colleagues, to family in the form of his son Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart. This look at the life and work of Johann Georg Leopold

Mozart makes it possible to visually grasp information that could previously only

be read as text in biographies about his life.

5.7.5 Overview of German Engineers

The final use case of the Interactive Chart of Biography in this work is a brief

one. It is intended to demonstrate the genericity and availability of the tool

for other cohort data not associated with the musiXplora or musicology. While

more complex use cases were seen before (e.g. Section 5.7.1, Section 5.7.3,

and Section 5.7.4), this one will give a broad overview of the prosopographical

database of German engineers, provided by the University Stuttgart8. This

database contains biographical information about 4,176 engineers who were

employed at educational institutions (mostly universities and technical colleges)

between 1825 and 1970. On the right side of Figure 4.38 we see all three

views on the data, showing the most common disciplines of the engineers (with

mechanical engineering and physics most common) in the distant reading view

and an excerpt of the engineers of the physics, mathematics, and electrical
8http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/hi/gnt/pdm/index.html
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Figure 5.58: Comparative view on engineers who taught mechanical engineering
(turquoise), physics (yellow), maths (violet), and electrical engineering (red).

engineering categories in the meso reading view. Lastly, the engineer Gustav

Ernst Robert Schulze of the physicians’ category is highlighted and accessed in

the close reading view, showing his affiliation to the University Göttingen as a

professor of physics with specialization in for example Radiography and Metal

Physics. While this is not giving any deeper understanding of the data, it shows

the usage of the tool in regards to the Explore task. Unfortunately, we have

currently no collaboration with researchers, interested in this data set. Thus, a

more analytical use case of the engineer’s database is open for future work.
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Chapter 6

Challenges

With the presentation of the collaboration in Chapter 4 and insights into

real-world examples in Chapter 5, we have shown successful examples of inter-

disciplinary cooperations. Crucial for the reproduction and planning for further

projects – especially with inexperienced cooperation partners – is to be conscious

of typical issues, pitfalls, or challenges.

Usually, in team projects, a wide range of challenges are encountered. We will

talk about challenges and issues on a professional and cooperation level, which

we experienced during our collaborations. In the first part, we will concentrate

on intradisciplinary challenges (see Section 6.1). Such challenges exist outside

of the digital humanities context and are considered when cooperations between

multiple experts from the same domain are realized. In the second part, we

will talk about interdisciplinary challenges (see Section 6.2). These are specific

challenges that arise at the intersection of the domains and when bringing

together experts from different fields. For the digital humanities context, this

part is more crucial, as dealing with the challenges was mandatory for our

successful cooperations. We will not omit the first category, as the knowledge

about such issues helps in identifying possible issues on the intercooperational

level at an early stage. We will show examples based on the terminologies used in

musicology (see Section 6.1.4 and 6.2.1): The existence of a multitude of terms

for a single instrument may cause intradisciplinary issues when musicological

experts have to come together like in the symposium of musical instrument

manufacturers in Michaelstein in 2022. In the domain of musicology, such

problems are well-known and experts are used to – and trained in – resolving

them before they can cause harm.

In the case of interdisciplinary collaborations between domains and experts

with fewer cooperation experiences, such an issue results in misunderstandings,
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misinterpretations, and distortions in the resulting analysis. Utilizing intradis-

ciplinary methods in interdisciplinary contexts is mostly not possible or useful.

Hence, the first step in tackling these challenges is bringing such issues to the

experts’ attention at an early stage, followed by a combined development of

resolving strategies.

6.1 Intradisciplinary Challenges

We name the first group of challenges that we encountered Intradisciplinary

Challenges. These are issues present within the domains and independently from

collaborations with domain-external partners. They include both, issues with

the data and challenges when cooperating with other experts from within the

same domain. The underlying issues are usually long-standing and not fixable

within the project’s scope. Nevertheless, they need to be communicated and

taken into account. For some of the issues, trade-offs can be made that work

for the intended project, while others need to be made conscious to the experts

and considered later in the analysis stage.

6.1.1 Data – Precision

One of the earliest issues we encountered in our work with humanists and

historical data was a general lack of precision in the data. Working with

historical sources, we are forced to work with the knowledge preserved and

accessible to us today. For the issue of precision, we distinguish between three

types: A lack of precision due to Missing Data, Erroneous Data, and Uncertain

Data. The types of uncertain or erroneous data may be fixed through a (semi-)

manual redaction process of domain experts. This will help in increasing data

quality, but a historical, extensive, and clean data set has been shown to be

unrealistic and not to be expected. In the case of missing data, we are usually

bound to accept this limitation. Data not preserved can only be reconstructed in

special cases. One has been shown for missing temporal data in the musiXplora.

For the 39,384 persons included in November 2022, only 1,908 of them (or

approximately 4,84%) have complete temporal data consisting of dates of birth

and death as well as first and last mentionings in a professional context. For

most musicological interests in the data, this is not an issue, as only the temporal

classification – thus, a beginning and an end of the professional appearance – is

needed. Using the date of birth and death only, the number of persons being
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represented rises to 18,177 (approximately 46,15% of all persons). During our

cooperation, we learned that more interesting than the living period is the time

period of the persons’ professions. Thus, a further reduction of the temporal

data not only increases the number of usable entities but is even desired by the

experts. Usually, the date of death is considered to be the end of the working

period and can be used as a substitute. Similarly, the date of birth can help

in the approximation of the beginning of the professional period by adding 25

years to the date of birth. This allowed an increase in persons with available or

reconstructed periods of professions to more than 71%. This example shows a

special use case for filling in missing data. If and how it is achievable for other

disciplines is unclear and should only be considered if the humanist is content

with the approach to prevent distortion and other issues when analyzing the

data later.

Regarding the case of erroneous data, we observed the musiXplora’s redac-

tional team in countless hours of work, trying to find and correct erroneous

data. Normally, data errors are (only) noticed, when values contradict each

other. When two sources state a different place of birth for a person, only one

of them can be right. Which one is sometimes hard to determine. For this,

the usual sources of musicological knowledge are internally considered to be

of different certainty, classified by the sources’ own degree of redactional work

behind the data. Sources just putting together information found elsewhere

are considered less reliant than sources of researchers working on this topic.

Also, sometimes a statement found in multiple sources (which do not share the

same base for its data) is considered an indicator of correctness when the other

statement does only appear in a single source. Despite all attempts to correct

erroneous data, it still has to be kept in mind that data may well be skewed by

time and other sources of errors. If a person was born in 1400 A.D. in Vienna,

but still every source tells us she was born in Munich, we won’t be able to either

change it or to even find out about the erroneous nature of the data today.

The final issue of precision, the uncertainty of the data, is also not negligible

when working with historical sources. Continuing with the example of temporal

data for persons, we do not only have missing values, but also uncertain ones.

An uncertain date consists of a range indicator and a temporal mark. Range

indicators – like before, after, around, and between – hint in a direction from

the temporal mark. An example is the date of birth for Christoph Johann Georg
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Figure 6.1: Table showing how to resolve uncertain temporal values to time
spans [143].

Fries1, an 18th century opera singer. His birth is given with after 1787. Neither

the day, the month, nor the year of his birth is known, as no found source states

his date of birth. Instead, he is listed as a musician later and all research could

only narrow the date of his birth to a time after the year 1787. Figure 6.1

shows the possible temporal uncertainties on the left side. The middle and right

columns show the musicologists’ heuristic of resolving such uncertain temporal

values to allow a search and visualization of such entities. The heuristic includes

the assumption that the longer ago a source is dated, the higher the uncertainty.

Sources stating a date of birth before 1600 is resolved to be in the time span

of 1570–1600, while a birth after 1950 can be considered to be between 1950

and 1952. The range used only depends on the century and is shared between

the indicators before and after.

Such uncertain values are quite common for the temporal data but can also

be found regarding locations. Sometimes, a source only states a musician has

been on a specific continent or country, without any more detailed information.

Hence, leading to entries with very different granularity like Sweet Emma

Barrett2 with the places of work: New Orleans/LA and Europe.

The geospatial uncertainties also include issues of locations that can not be
1https://musixplora.de/mxp/f0618
2https://musixplora.de/mxp/b3067
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disambiguated. Analog sources use the names of the locations as identifiers,

even for locations with non-unique names. An example can be given with the

name Bergen. The musiXplora returns 18 places when queried for Bergen as

the name of a location (including places with districts with the term)3. These

are mostly only places in Germany, not taking into account the many results for

places in Austria, the Netherlands, Norway, or others. In some cases, contextual

information in the sources helps in distinguishing which of the options is the

correct one, allowing the redactional team to manually correct the entry and

change the term to its unique identifiers like Bergen/Norwegen, Bergen/Kirn,

or Bergen/Vogtland. In the cases where the identification is not possible, the

ambiguous term is kept, leading to an omission in visualizations and disable of

linking features in the musiXplora.

As for the distribution of uncertainties, it can be stated that highly influential

and researched persons, logically, show fewer uncertainties. The availability

of different sources helps in reducing uncertainties. May it be that a source

shows an exact date while others only include periods or give more contextual

information, being useful for manually narrowing down the uncertainty.

In general, such uncertainties are not uncommon for historical sources. The

diary corpus has shown sources of uncertainty for a less research-orientated data

source than the one provided by musicology. Being created by handwriting on

paper and often having to withstand bad weather conditions, some writings on

such unique sources are hard to or even impossible to read. Some unrecognizable

words can be reconstructed through context information, others have to be

communicated as unrecognizable. Figure 6.2 gives an example with the text of

the diary of former concentration camp prisoner Felix Hermann Oestreicher on

the 8th of January in 1944. While the editors publish the manuscript already

annotated with brackets, the level of confidence varies. A [?] indicated a high

uncertainty with the source, while a mundane and confident annotation looks
3https://musixplora.de/loci/search/?label=bergen

Figure 6.2: Excerpt of Felix Hermann Oestreicher’s diary from the concentration
camp Bergen-Belsen [239] showing uncertain and censored terms.

.
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like this: Bar{acke} (German for Barracks), having annotated the original term

Bar with the missing characters. Also, cases of missing information can be seen

in the figure. In the third row of the citation, a name is censored with XXXX.

This is not censorship for the publication, but done by the author himself and is

usually found when talked about Nazis, fueled by the fear of discovery of the

diary, adding even more punishment, by talking about Nazis. These censored

terms, as well as unreadable parts, are causing issues with automatic processing.

Especially crucial are unreadable dates, foremost in the header of the texts –

where usually the date of writing is located –, making it impossible to put the

text in its correct temporal context (inside visualizations).

As stated above, such issues with precision have to be expected when

working with historical data. The real issue in trying to use such data in a

Digital Humanity context is not its existence but the approach to handling

such data. Manual edition by domain experts helps in reducing these problems,

but especially when trying to linguistically analyze or visualize data, as well

as presenting them to non-domain experts, handling (may it be a heuristically

resolving or marking as uncertainties) is important to help in minimizing distortion

during analysis.

6.1.2 Data – Recall

As many humanity studies emerged in past centuries, traditional knowledge

transfer between generations was done through writing, usually. Especially

in earlier times, this transmission process was expensive and only the most

important information was recorded and, thus, preserved. Besides the writing

down of information, other factors only increased the sparseness of historical

data. Loss of manuscripts and derivations in retelling and copying of data [148]

further reduces the recall (how much data is available for a specific time or

topic).

In general, today’s knowledge about pre-modernity covers only a part of the

historical knowledge landscape. This should always be taken into account when

dealing with historical data, as it should not distort the analysis in qualitative or

quantitative research.

On the other side, there may be specific periods and topics, which are

especially well documented and result in peaks of available data. This may lead

to misinterpretations, especially when visualized. An example can be seen in the

musicological landscape of the 16th century on the example of the Bayerische
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Figure 6.3: Development of the Bayerische Staatsoper (see Section 5.7.1).
Orlando di Lasso’s influence can be seen in the 16th century.

Staatsoper. In 1532, Orlando Di Lasso was born4. Later, he became famous

for his work as a composer, but also him leading the Münchener Hofkapelle

(German for the court orchestra in Munich, later known as the Bayerische

Staatsoper). More importantly for the recall, he is also known as the father

of today’s musicology as he was the first musicological biographer. In short,

during his lifetime, the documentation and written existence of musicological

knowledge increased drastically and many of his manuscripts are still accessible

today. Data-wise, this leads to a jump in the number of musicians in the 16th

century which is documented today (see Figure 6.3). Naive interpretations of

the data may lead to hypotheses like the number of musicians peaking for a time

in the 16th century, while only the denseness of documentation and preservation

was much higher than in the surrounding periods. Such cases are likely to cause

misinterpretations and are tough to identify without domain experts browsing

visualizations and looking into the details of conspicuous patterns. More on

Orlando di Lasso’s influence and shaping of the culture-historical background of

the changes in documentation can be seen in the use cases (see Section 5.7.1).

The second period of strikingly higher documentation was found for the time

of the Weimarer Republik (Weimar Republic), thus, the time between World

War I and World War II, where the musiXplora shows a higher density of

prosopographical data, independent of the professions of the persons.

6.1.3 Fragmentation

The fragmentation of data is another issue for historical data sources. While

we hinted at this issue caused by the written nature of manuscripts (see

Section 6.1.2), we want to dedicate this section to specific fragmentation

issues, ultimately reducing the recall and sometimes the precision of the sources.

For domains heavily relying on data from century-old, written manuscripts,

it is expected that the sources only focus on a narrow range of data, even when

whole libraries of manuscripts and books are preserved today. In the case of
4https://musixplora.de/mxp/l0192
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musicology, manuscripts were often expensive in production. Therefore, data

contained in such manuscripts often deal with highly specialized, but reoccurring,

themes; the most influential musicians or developments in a time period or

biographies of persons living in a time span and location of high interest. This

leads to such entities being over-represented. This high precision of the data

for these entities comes at the cost of low precision and recall of all other

entities. Quantitative research and analysis depend on the level of coverage

and availability of the written or printed manuscript on the specific topic or the

year-long dedication of a researcher to collect data from countless specialized

sources. Such sources may be biographical lexicons, often focused only on

persons of a specific profession (like instrument makers). Often, these sources

are also limited to a specific century or age (e.g. medieval) or geographical place

(working in a specific city). While the first issue is digging down the data needed

(identifying the required book, locating the person in the list), the second one

follows with only a single set of information being included in such specialized

books. Only the name and profession, sometimes even the place of work, may

be included. Accessing information like the place of death may require accessing

another book or even a death register. While this already makes it expensive to

collect comprehensive data in musicology, the situation is made even worse by

the missing identifiers for entities; For example, persons or instruments suffer

from ambiguation and disambiguation issues. While persons in earlier centuries

often had a multitude of names and name variants (e.g. famous Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozart, also known as "Johann Chrysostom Wolfgang Amadeus",

"Joannes Chrysostomus Wolfgangus Theophilus", "Johannes Chrysostomus

Wolfgangus Theophilus", "Wolfgang Amadé", "Wolfgango Amadeo", "Jo-

hannes Chrysostomus Wolfgang Gottlieb")5, other persons shared their names,

making it hard to distinguish which person a source refers to. In Section 6.1.4

we show another example of multiple naming variants for instruments. To-

day’s digital data sources (mainly) resolved this issue by using wide-spread

data identifiers, distinguishing between separate entities, when possible (for

Mozart e.g. the mXp-ID m0914, VIAF 219098907, GND 118584596, or Q

Q254). While this may help in gathering data and making traditional work

steps easier, today’s researchers have even shown more advantages of dealing

with this fragmentation issue. Its resolution allows for new research questions

to arise, for which musicologists have shown their interest [145,153,227].

5https://musixplora.de/mxp/m0914
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For our work with the Bergen-Belsen diary archive, we identified other

fragmentation issues. The above-mentioned splitting of data was no issue (as

we have access to whole manuscripts including all needed data in a single file).

Instead, we encountered a fragmentation of data regarding the place of origin for

the sources. Of the 40 preserved diaries, 38 were written in the same subcamp.

While these 38 diaries all give very unique insights into the daily life of the

prisoners [153], they only give very limited insight into global camp dynamics,

as the authors had more or less the same access to information. Especially for

highly interesting comparisons of knowledge and news within the subcamps,

allowing a more general view into the camps’ dynamics and events, data from

multiple camps would be needed. Our historian told us about her confidence

that there have been attempts to write down diaries in other camps, but these

were harder to realize and easier to spot and prevent (see Section 4.3).

Hence, we can summarize two types of fragmentation issues. The first one

is defined through the different attribute information of a single entity being

spread between different sources. This issue leads to more difficult access to the

(comprehensive) data and a loss of a source leads to a missing of single values

for the entity. On a positive note, data or sources falling in this category often

can be found redundantly and other sources can compensate for the loss. On

the downside, issues of ambiguation and disambiguation are present, generating

a need for intellectual work in the gathering process to reduce (although not

eliminate) mistakes.

The second type is defined through joint sets of data, not requiring knitting

together the subparts, but a loss of a single source may well lead to a loss in

whole entities or datasets. While it is hard to deal with this type, digital access

to traditionally fragmented data has shown to be of great value for researchers:

As part of the digital humanities movement, adaptation of digitization, elec-

tronic processing, and visual analysis brings distant reading possibilities to the

researchers, helping in more global views on the fields and possibilities to work

with the growing amount of data [274]. Paired with close reading approaches,

more and more projects additionally support their users in daily workflows with

faceted and fragmented data [153,161].
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6.1.4 Terminology

The field of musicology accompanied researchers through multiple centuries.

Hence, the domain and its terminology were influenced not only by different

languages (see Section 6.2.2), but also by different cultures. Further, many

terms and objects – especially musical instruments – did undergo phases of

evolution and change. Some string instruments commonly had five strings in

prior centuries and later got adapted to a six-string build. While such changes

were not uncommon, the terminology was often not adjusted. This resulted in

terminological uncertainties within the musicological field (with both possible,

two different instruments having the same name or multiple names existing for

the same instrument) [161,176]. Often, the to-be-expected misunderstandings

can be resolved by giving a temporal context or offering the so-called career

of the instrument (events shaping its existence). Latter includes for example

modifications in sound generation, like the manipulation of the number of strings.

Without such additional information, communication – even within the mu-

sicological domain – is complex and prone to misunderstanding, leading to risks

of false conclusions, especially by novice researchers. Therefore, musicologists

need a preamble when getting together to talk about instruments.

While we usually use a combination of production (physical properties),

staging (in which context are the instruments used), and education (how did we

learn to identify an object) to describe and understand an instrument type, some

instruments do not allow such an easy identification. On the example of a flute,

most people will have a mental image of such an instrument. Using the term

recorder will let you know it is a wood-based, rather simple instrument without

keys. This statement is already misleading again, as, in English, the term key

does name the little covers used to prevent air from exiting the instrument

(in German Klappe). Further, the key of an instrument is the set of pitches

available (German: Tonart). In a note sheet context, a key is also a marking

indicating a shift in the pitch (German: Vorzeichen), but also the indicator

of which lines in the note sheet correspond to which sound (example: violin

key or in German Notenschlüssel). Also, a key is the physical part of a piano,

which is manipulated to instantiate the sound generation (black and white keys,

German: schwarze und weiße Tasten). Obviously, the last meaning of the

term key is found in non-musical contexts like the objects used to open locks

(German: Schlüssel). Getting back to the term flute, we do, even in historic

settings, find a misleading usage of this term. While Johann Sebastian Bach
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Figure 6.4: With courtesy of Dr. Heike Fricke. A TagCloud shows 18 different
terms and spellings of the same instrument.

uses the term Flute for recorders, Wolfang Amadeus Mozart uses the term when

composing for Transverse Flute, which was usually called Traversière, Flûte

Allemande, or Querflöte in its time. Further, even more, specialized terms like

Recorder have a multitude of synonyms and subcategories. Examples include

Schnabelflöte, Plockflöte, Blockflöte, gerade Flöte, Flûte à Bec, or Flûte droite.

Another example is for the instrument Klavier (German for Piano) and even

more complicated, as it is dependent on temporal and geospatial contexts.

The term may address a Clavichord, Harpsichord, Pianoforte, Grand Piano, or

Pianino.

A real-world example was to be witnessed at the symposium of the musical

instrument manufacturers at Michaelstein, Germany in October 20226. The

conference began with a complete preamble needed to clear the scope of what

is to be considered a Chalumeau, an instrument of the wind instrument category.

Beginning with the listing of 18 terms and spellings normally used for this

instrument, which are shown in Figure 6.4. In the following, we will adopt

the term Chalumeau. Phonetically, the term comes from the Greek word of

Kαλαµoς describing objects made out of reed or cane. This general definition

does include very different kinds of objects. While it is used for wind instruments,
6https://www.kloster-michaelstein.de/musikakademie-sachsen-anhalt/

konferenzen/#collapseBox-49955
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ranging from a Bombard to Martin’s Horn, today, historically, it was also used

for simple reed-based flutes, which are supposed to be played by sheepherders

(in German Hirtenflöte), but also more complex instruments Richard Wagner

included in his pieces, also called Tárogató, which does not even have to be a

flute. In addition, it is also usable for Organ Stops, Chanters of a Bag Pipe,

Idioglotte Reed Instruments, Mirlitons, and lastly, the Chalumeau instrument

targeted in this symposium. To further complicate matters, the term is also

used differently in the context of note sheets; written out under a clarinet part,

this implies transposing down an octave.

6.1.5 Localization

Both tools, the musiXplora and the diary visualization system, are tailored to

the German language. This is due to the collaborating entities being German-

speaking and in both cases the research teams working together in the German

language. This may not be surprising for musicology, since German is the most

common language in the domain. The sources for the dairy visualization are

by nature in a multitude of languages (see Section 4.3.3). Bringing them to

a common language was necessary for research and presentation. Here, the

native language of the research institute (the Bergen-Belsen Memorial) and

its researchers were used. In both cases, German-centered localization is an

issue for international accessibility and usability. Third-party tools, like Google’s

page translation, have shown to be of use for the musiXplora, giving convincing

translations, but a native translation – especially regarding the domain-specific

terminology – would still allow for a higher level of usability. In the case of the

musiXplora, as an ongoing research project, localization or even only translation

will result in additional overhead, as the translations themselves, as well as their

implementation, will need additional maintenance. In the case of the diaries,

additional resources are needed to translate the sources into e.g. English. While

not explicitly needed up to now, and the manpower and financial resources of

the memorial are limited, such a translation has not been done.

Further, as seen in Intradisciplinary Terminology (see section 6.1.4) and

soon in Interdisciplinary Terminology (see section 6.2.1), the meaning and

interpretation of terms are not trivial, even within a single language. Across

languages, this problem is even worse. For both cases, the 2019 work by Kusnick

et al. gave some insight into the field of musicology [176].
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6.1.6 Vastness of Data

When the prior challenges have been resolved, the results have often shown to

be a vast data set. While this is a (or rather the) desirable condition, it brings

its own challenge. The bigger the data set becomes, the higher the need to

include computational technologies and approaches. Traditional approaches do

not scale enough to either use the new potential or to allow traditional work with

most digitized collections [274]. This challenge is tackled by the interdisciplinary

cooperation framing the digital humanities. While this does allow further work

with the digitized data sets, it also introduces a whole new set of challenges.

6.2 Interdisciplinary Cooperation

We named the second group of challenges Interdisciplinary Challenges. While

we showed interdisciplinary cooperations in Chapter 4 and their usefulness for

users in Chapter 5, such projects bring their own set of issues and challenges.

These include differences in terminology between the cooperating domains,

different approaches to tasks, and the form of subjectivity needed and allowed

for in scientific research. While these are only three examples, we will highlight

them here, as they led to the most significant level of misunderstanding in

the early stages of interdisciplinary cooperation (they will be discussed in more

detail in the following part). Also, we will mostly focus on the cooperation with

the musicologists. When we started this cooperation, we were inexperienced

ourselves, while at the beginning of the diary cooperation we already had most

of these issues in mind, leading to a reduction of their hindering potential.

Therefore, our work with musicologists will give more useful insights.

6.2.1 Terminology

One of the problems that arose frequently during our collaborations was the

different terminology used by the various experts. While terms that were

unfamiliar to only one side were less of a problem - they could be asked about

or looked up - common terms with different meanings offered the potential for

misunderstanding and confusion. Some simple examples that lead to an increase

in the complexity of conversations between computer scientists and musicologists

include Scores, System, and Visualization. While a score represents a pitch in

musicology, we have used the term in the computer science community when
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dealing with semi-automatic matching processes. Here, scores were generated

as a numerical value indicating how similar entities are in a matching process.

Another, more complex example is given by terms like System and Analy-

sis. In computer science, a system is an environment that combines separate

functionalities into a complex environment. We have used this term for our

tools that combine different tasks and views into a single, accessible program.

In musicology, a system can be defined as a structured, repeatable classifica-

tion. For example, instruments can be placed in a system to group them. A

well-known example is the Hornbostel and Sachs Systematik, which categorizes

instruments according to their sound generator. Similarly, the term Analysis has

a more general meaning in many scientific fields. It is an approach or task of

understanding something through close examination. How the analysis is done

can depend greatly on the goal to be achieved and the target to be analyzed.

Musicologists have a very strict conception of analyzing. Their goal is not to

generate general knowledge about a piece of music, but to follow a predefined

and fixed step-by-step approach.

A final example to be mentioned is the notion of "visualization". While we

have often encountered humanities scholars who refer to anything represented

graphically as a visualization (from simple graphs and images to recorded video),

we use the term more in the sense of scientific information or data visualization.

This includes computer-based approaches to graphically representing data with

the goal of conveying information through abstraction. Such visualizations follow

uses and enable tasks as described by Brehmer and Munzner (see section 3.2.1).

Also, they usually include complex statements or data and means for interaction

and manipulation.

While these examples appear to be quite similar, the detailed definition of

terms in the minds of experts leads to misunderstandings during conversations

and discussions. Especially at the beginning of a collaboration, all sides need to

be aware that misunderstandings can occur with terms that are not expected

to be problematic. Brief feedback, follow-up questions, and clarifications may

sometimes seem tedious or even unpleasant, but they contribute significantly

to successful collaboration.
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6.2.2 Localization

Related to the issue of terminology, localization is also an ongoing issue. While

computer science disciplines are used to collaborate in English, the most com-

monly used language in musicology is German (although there is a clear shift in

contemporary musicology towards English). This is a result of the field being

established in pre-globalized times and the dominance of western musicology in

German-speaking areas of mainly southern Germany and Austria. As a result,

the common language of literature and projects is German with sometimes

even Latin influences. While this was less an issue for our own work – as we

are German-speaking – it poses a challenge for other researchers trying to

collaborate with musicologists.

This issue of localization is even found in the musiXplora, which is only

available and redacted in German and only through third-party tools (like Google

Translate in the Chrome web browser) accessible in English.

With a further spread of interdisciplinary collaborations with musicologists,

this issue will most likely start to lose weight in the future.

6.2.3 Approaches

Issues with different approaches are more on a (project) planning level. In our

collaborations, we did encounter issues in approaches to the development of

tools, which can also be dubbed as user-centered versus theoretical or top-down

versus bottom-up. Our humanist partners would often tell us a specific vision

or need for a tool, describing the envisioned result in detail and with examples

of uses. While this is indeed great and helpful in getting a picture of the

requirements needed for the successful implementation and deployment of the

tools, it lacks the level of abstractness needed for the generalization of the tools.

A bottom-up approach, following the envisioned uses, leads to a system tailored

for specific use cases. While this may be enough or even desired for some cases,

our projects usually have the goal of letting different humanists use the tool for

their specific needs, making it important to offer generalized and free access to

data and visualizations. Table 4.3, Table 4.4, and Table 4.5 show the results

for the cooperations on the musiXplora, Interactive Chart of Biography, and

Visualization of Diaries, respectively. The tools allow a wide range of tasks.

While not all tasks are covered as use cases, they are accessible to the tool’s

users. For this, the communicated needs of our partners required abstraction

and the offered data (models) refinement. For this, we chose a user-centered
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design process [3] (see for example Section 4.2.2) with rapid prototyping and

frequent evaluations. This multiple-iteration process included an early prototype

of the functionality communicated and desired by the humanists, followed by

conceptual cooperative work on how the data and implementation could be

expanded to allow more approaches to the data. To result in a tool meeting the

requirements, scrapping of early stages and ideas, as well as patient cooperation

partners, are mandatory. Lastly, an understanding of the requirements of the

other partners and willingness to compromise should not be neglected.

6.2.4 Inhomogenous and Growing Experience

While many classical software projects consist of a planning phase, followed

by an implementation phase, and ending with an evaluation, interdisciplinary

cooperations need a more dynamic model. While this point is motivated similarly

to the previous one, it deals more with a flexible nature than the type of

approach. It is not uncommon for the needs of collaboration partners to change.

Especially with growing experiences new understanding and approaches will get

into focus. Thus, an initial planning phase is mostly shorter than usual and

a first prototype is presented early. Humanists and computer scientists then

should meet again to sharpen the planning and evaluation of the usefulness of

the first iteration. During the following iterations, more and more aspects of

interest for the humanists show. Often, these were research questions that were

not possible to answer at the time.

An example has been seen in the organological use case in Section 5.1.3.

While we were still able to get a result with high precision by going to the

instrument makers via the object facet, we actually want to find specialized

instrument builders via the search function in the person facet. For this reason,

the subsets of the repositories (see section 4.1.3) were created.

Due to these real needs of the musicologists towards the tool – arising over

time with the work and increasing familiarity –, the actual scope of possible

future functions is still unknown today.

6.2.5 Subjectivity

The last included issue – often resulting in head-shaking on both sides – regards

the objective-subjective approaches to research. As a discipline derived from

mathematics, computer scientists are used to hard facts and objective statements
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to quantify statements. True or False are discrete values and often scores

are calculated or assigned to enable comparison and ordering. This leads to

standards being introduced on which researchers can orientate themselves for

communications. On the musicology side, we experienced a rather subjective

nature of statements. While this subjectivity does not mean every researcher

has his own view and opinion and no consensus exists, it does lead to a lack of

standardization and a need for deeper discussions when trying to order aspects.

Most noticeably this resulted in situations where we tried to implement

automatic processes to analyze musical pieces. While you can give a musicologist

a note sheet and ask questions like "Which key is this piece written in?", "Where

do you place bars?" (when bars were omitted), and "Which genre does this

piece belong to" and they are able to almost instantly give you an answer,

the follow-up question of "How did you determine this?" results rather in a

"I can see it" than a quantifiable metric which could be used to derive rules

or metrics to implement automation. This is even true for musicologists used

to teaching and hence not new to communicating features and analysis. It

has to be emphasized that this does not mean no such quantification exists.

Rather this shows the musicologists’ inexperience with such tasks, which is

seldom encountered in their work, which still is mostly based on a single person’s

expertise and mental analysis capabilities.

Of course, it is no new approach to quantify musicological or music features

and existing frameworks exist that show successful work for this task. Nonethe-

less, there is a strong need for both sides in interdisciplinary collaboration to be

able to communicate these aspects to allow an analysis of additional features

and to enable computer scientists to implement tools that are of value and

interest to musicologists.

6.2.6 Usage and Acceptance of Visualizations in Interdisci-
plinary Cooperations

Visualization, as part of digitization approaches to traditional humanists, is

also affected by digitization anxiety [252]. This term describes the fear of

being replaced or losing value as a human, due to digital advantages. For

researchers working on the intersection of humanities and digitization, this

topic is ubiquitous [218,235,252]. This may be one of the biggest challenges

in terms of denying progress and projects. This is a challenge that is not

always solvable. A humanist who insists that digitization and visualization equals
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bad may never be convinced otherwise, or even try a collaboration. For wary

humanities scholars who are cautious about digitization but not completely

opposed to it, some approaches have proven very helpful in easing digitization

anxiety. For example, Munzner’s suggested problem-driven approaches to a

project [232], where rather mundane and well-known visual encodings and

interaction idioms are used instead of novel and complex ones. This helps in

lowering the bar for getting in touch with the visualizations, giving them the

chance to show their value. Also, clearly structured designs help in catching

humanists’ interests. Shneidermann’s Information Seeking Mantra of Overview

first, Filter and Zoom second, and Details on Demand [290] showed to be an

easy and intuitive way of catching interest for a humanist and leading them to

interact with the visualization. A third helpful approach we encountered was

the genericness of design, allowing the humanist to curate the data and views

as freely as possible, making the system tailored to their specific needs. Hence,

showing them they still have influence over the tool.

Lastly, an iterative development process, combined with frequent evaluations

together with the humanists, helped greatly assuring them that the project

helps them, by giving them the chance to shape it from the beginning to the

end of the development.

We experienced this in the collaboration on the visualization of diaries. An

early prototype of our work employed a similar visual design principle to the

works of Weber et al [333] and Carlis et al. [39]. Both use a circular design

to highlight temporally reoccurring patterns in the data (see Section 4.3.2).

Although this seemed interesting and offered new perspectives on the data, it

was later discarded primarily because of two drawbacks regarding the usability of

our historians. First, this layout places a strong focus on recurring data, making

it difficult to provide insight into non-periodic patterns, which are more worked

on. Second, traditional calendar views are more intuitive because most people

are used to them and their layout, which reduces the inhibition to engage with

the tool and accept the visualization-induced findings.

Of all the challenges of interdisciplinary collaborations, this is arguably the

most crucial in the sense that collaborations can emerge and endure beyond

initial ideas. If and how it has to be addressed is highly dependent on the

cooperating humanist. Still, in all our projects, we experienced not only our

partners getting more comfortable with digital means, but also that they began

to show their own interest in adding, adopting, and utilizing them.
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6.2.7 Tool’s Limitations

When creating a tool through collaboration and for users, the target audience

has to be discussed. Each collaborating humanist has his or her own target

audience in mind. Usually, this results in different ideas from the humanists on

how to shape the tool for this audience. Hence, the input from our musicological

partners, who are primarily looking forward to using their data for their own

work and educational transfer, helped in building a pedagogical and expert-

orientated tool. Similarly, our collaborating historian who works in the public

communications department of the Bergen-Belsen Memorial brought great input

to the project to curate a tool that easily helps in the presentation and access

of data. To build a tool with more generic use and being of interest to a broad

spectrum of user types, it is important to keep in mind which audience the

collaborating partners are focused on and how the input can be abstracted and

adapted to prevent groups from utilizing the tool.

The target audience(s) considered in the scope of the tool is one of the

limitations a tool will have. For most projects, not all kinds of audiences

are targeted and needed. Also, different target audiences are hindering each

other, often. The more a tool targets casual users, the less experts can make

use of the tool. Similarly, offering a research centered access may hinder

the pedagogical access. This exclusion can be reduced by interaction and

configuration possibilities but may lead to a more complex to use or even

cluttered system.

For our collaboration with the musical instrument museum, the main target

groups of the audience are experts and researchers. A further limitation of the

scope is on musicological users as opposed to the music users, encountered

often in for example visualizations presented in the survey (see Section 4.1.1)

or works of Miller et al. [219, 222]. Still, the use cases offer insight into casual

approaches and we know of the tool being used in pedagogical settings. Similarly,

the Diary Visualization Tool’s scope does include all user groups, with again a

researcher focus. With the addition of the Concept Tool as a standalone tool

and an import/export interface to the Diary Visualization, more casual users

are not confronted with the complex and sometimes difficult concept creation

work. This eases their access to the tool, while not preventing the experts from

having access to such tools.
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Conclusion

Giving humanists access to powerful digital tools and approaches without feeding

their digitization anxiety is an act of balance. Succeeding in this task allows

them to tap into the vast potential of digital advantages of our time. As part

of the Digital Humanities movement, our own goal was to offer traditional

humanists access and guided first-contact into the world of computer-supported

research, without waking an irrational fear of computer systems being able to

replace human research. With two successful projects, we showcase the process

and results of this work and highlight how the use of visualizations proved to

excel in this task, by offering novel approaches in a non-intrusive way. We show

that we did not oust traditional research or researchers but added interesting

and novel options to be added to their existing research portfolios. Especially

the more than seven-year-long process of interdisciplinary cooperation with the

Music Instrument Museum of Leipzig University is well documented in eleven

publications throughout the years. We accompany the reader in the process

from carefully approaching a musicologist with basic prototypes of mundane

visualizations and a joined evaluation of its possibilities of being relevant for

their work, up to the implementation of a whole digital knowledge source

in an iterative and user-centered design process. Then, we present a state,

able to support musicologists in their daily workflows and tasks, highlighted

by a wide range of use cases with novel findings, making great use of the

offered visualizations. Besides the work with the musicologists, we show a visual

analytical toolset for historians working with diary-like data. Together with the

Bergen-Belsen Memorial, we have developed a tool that provides access to the

diaries of former concentration camp victims. It not only helps digitize data

about Nazi persecution but also offers researchers and visitors to the memorial

new ways to relive everyday life in the concentration camp.
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We finish the insights into the collaborations by giving previews of newly

started projects born from these successful cooperations, showing the humanists’

high interest in not only continuing the cooperations but also bringing them

to a whole new level with DISKOS – giving insight into real virtuosos’ music

performances and letting historic music storage media of the 20th century

being heard in a non-destructive manner – and MEMORISE – building a digital

surrounding for multi-modal cultural heritage, closely linked to Nazi persecution

victims.

In the end, we discuss the challenges and typical issues encountered when

collaborating at the intersection of computer science and humanities on a

macroscopic level. We go into detail on both, a human-human interaction level,

as well as on a human-machine level. This discussion also addresses the issues

of using historic data, gathered from analog sources, and how to minimize errors

and misleading analysis.

In summary, this work offers insight into the cooperative nature of the

digital humanities. It shows how to approach researchers and other data-holding

experts to build a fruitful basis for close collaborations to improve the utilization

of digital means in traditional humanities. The included examples highlight the

high value of such utilization for the researchers and users in these settings.
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